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1

AGENDA
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Apologies
To receive any apologies for absence.

2

Declarations of Interest
Members are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary, personal
or personal and prejudicial interests they may have and the nature of
those interests relating to items on this agenda and/or indicate if S106
of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 applies to them.

3

Urgent Items of Business
To determine whether there are any additional items of business
which, by reason of special circumstances, the Chair decides should
be considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency.

4

Minutes

4-8

To consider the Minutes of the meeting of the Communities,
Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee held
26th November 2020.
5

The Challenge of Climate Change in Rochdale
Update presentation attached

6

The impact of Covid-19 on the community/voluntary sector

9 - 13

Director of Neighbourhoods/Voluntary Sector represenative to present
7

Fly Tipping in the Borough

14 - 28

Presentaton outlining a proposed strategy on fly-tipping for the
Borough
8

Draft Lower Falinge Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)

29 - 116

To scrutinise the attached report of the Cabinet Member for A Thriving
Economy / Director of Economy
9

Rochdale Station area Supplementary Planning Document

117 - 176

To scrutinise a draft Supplementary Planning Document for the
Rochdale Station area
10

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plans 2020-21: Quarter 3
Performance Update

177 - 194

Neighbourhoods Directorate – Quarter 3 (2020/2021) performance
information
11

Economy Directorate Plans 2020-2021: Quarter 3 Performance
Update
Economy Directorate (including Rochdale Development Agency) 3 rd
Quarter 2020/2021 – performance information

12

Exclusion of Press and Public
To consider that the press and public be excluded from the remaining
part of the meeting pursuant to Section 100(A)4 of the Local
Government Act 1972 on the grounds that discussions may involve the
likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the provisions of
Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972 and public
interest would not be served in publishing the information.

195 - 226

13

Wheatsheaf Centre, Rochdale
Operations Director (Rochdale Development Agency) to report

Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny
Committee Members
Councillor Tom Besford
Councillor Jacqui Beswick
Councillor Susan Emmott
Councillor Andy Kelly
Councillor Daniel Meredith
Councillor Angela Smith
Councillor June West
Councillor Peter Williams
Councillor Peter Winkler
Councillor Sameena Zaheer
For more information about this meeting, please contact
Peter Thompson
Committee Services
Rochdale Borough Council
Floor 2 – Number One Riverside
Smit Street
Rochdale
OL16 1XU
Telephone – 01706 924715
E-mail – peter.thompson@rochdale.gov.uk

Agenda Item 4
COMMUNITIES, REGENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF MEETING
Thursday, 26th November 2020
PRESENT: Councillor Meredith (in the Chair); Councillors Besford, Susan
Emmott, Kelly, Angela Smith, West, Peter Williams, Winkler and Zaheer.
OFFICERS: D. Bowler (Assistant Director – Place), M. Robinson (Assistant
Director – Economy), A. Storey (Head of Highways), M. Bramah (Climate
Change Consultant) and P. Thompson (Resources Directorate)
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: Councillor Blundell (Portfolio Holder – A Thriving
Economy), Councillor Rowbotham (Portfolio for Climate Change and
Sustainability), Councillor Cocks (Assistant Portfolio Holder – Climate Change
and Sustainability), D. Cooke (Operations Manager – Rochdale Development
Agency) and S. Saggers (Balfour Beatty Limited)

54

APOLOGIES
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Beswick.

55

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interests.

56

MINUTES
The Committee considered the minutes of recent meetings held 24th
September and 18th November 2020. In relation to Minute 48 of the meeting
held 24th September 2020 (Wardle and Smallbridge Football Club) the
Committee was informed that the Council’s Chief Finance Officer was due to
meet Township Chairs and Vice Chairs to discuss issues appertaining to the
allocation and utilisation of Township Funds. The issue relating to the future
presentation by representatives of STAR was to be added to the Committee’s
Work Programme.
Resolved:
1. The Minutes of the Communities, Regeneration and Environment
Overview and Scrutiny Committee, held 24th September 2020, be
approved as a correct record, subject to the addition of Councillor
Angela Smith’s name of Member’s being present.
2. The Minutes of the Communities, Regeneration and Environment
Overview and Scrutiny Committee held 18th November 2020 be
approved as a correct record.
3. The issue relating to the future presentation by representatives of
STAR, to address issues in relation to the agreement and approval of
contracts, be added to the Committee’s Work Programme.
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57

HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE TERM SERVICE CONTRACT - PROGRESS
REPORT: APRIL-OCTOBER 2020
The Committee received a presentation which detailed the performance of
Balfour Beatty in relation to the Highways Maintenance Term Service Contract
during the period April – October 2020. The presentation was introduced by
the Council’s Head of Highways and largely explained by Balfour Beatty’s
Performance Manager, Ms. S. Saggers.
The Committee was informed that in March 2019 Balfour Beatty had
presented to members of the Council and had made eight commitments, in
terms of future work patterns and operations:
a. The offer of a 3.8% discount on future capital spend.
b. A commitment to delivering a minimum of 20% in social value of the
contract value during the two year contract extension period.
c. A commitment to maintaining a dedicated team in Rochdale.
d. To maintain productivity levels for routine gulley maintenance –
including the provision of an additional gully cleaning waggon when
required.
e. To maintain productivity levels for pothole repairs and maintain overdue
orders at an acceptable level.
f. To work closely with the Council’s Highways Team to deliver a better
pothole repair service
g. Regular report s to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee in terms of
performance and social value.
h. A detailed monthly activity/productivity report to be sent to the five
Township Highway Champions and Portfolio Holder.
The Committee considered the report in detail and asked various questions of
the officers presenting. The Committee broadly welcomed the report and the
initiation of a regular form of dialogue between Council members and the
contractors, which had begun with this presentation. The Committee
requested that future presentations include more data that specifically
addresses the ‘key performance indicators’ that are set out in the Highways
Maintenance Term Service Contract itself and more detailed information with
regard to lining and road marking.
Resolved:
1. That the Highways Maintenance Term Service Contract presentation
be noted and welcomed.
2. That future presentations be presented to the Committee twice per
municipal year and include more specific information and data relating
to the ‘key performance indicators’ that are set out in the Highways
Maintenance Term Service Contract.
3. That the next presentation to the Committee include specific
information with regard to lining and road marking across the Borough.

58

THE CHALLENGE OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN ROCHDALE
The Climate Change Consultant gave a presentation to the Committee which
attempted to set out the scale of the challenge faced by the Council and other
agencies to meet the Climate Emergency Motion, which had previously been
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declared by the Council (at its meeting on 17 th July 2019: minute 15 refers).
The presentation set out details of work that was ongoing, including the
development of an action plan. The presentation also outlined what actions
and leadership were needed to work towards fulfilling the Council’s ambitions
in this regard.
The Committee were informed that they would have an important role to play
in the development and implementation of the Borough’s Climate Change
Action Plan. The Committee would oversee and monitor the progress of the
actions contained within the Plan. The Committee would scrutinise the
Climate Change Action Plan and thereby help to ensure that the Council is
meeting its aims and objectives set out in the plan to work towards net zero
carbon by 2038.
Resolved:
That the presentation be noted and welcomed.
59

ECONOMY
DIRECTORATE
PLANS
2020-21:
QUARTER
2
PERFORMANCE UPDATE
The Committee scrutinised the progress at the end of Quarter 2 (1st July –
30th September 2020) towards achievement of the targets contained in the
Economy Directorate Plan 2020/2021.
In accordance with the Council’s performance management framework,
progress toward targets contained within Directorate Plans are to be reported
to the relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committees at the end of each quarter.
11 (100%) of the actions included in the Directorate Plan 2020/2021 were still
ongoing and remained to be completed by the action due date.
The Operations Director (Rochdale Development Agency (RDA)) updated the
Committee on regeneration projects that were ongoing or in preparation
across the Borough and of the work of RDA.
During the study period 2,628 residents had received employability support
from the Council's Employment Links Service and 281 had secured new jobs.
A total of 282 new jobs were created by RDA assisted companies or projects
and 149 jobs safeguarded. However, the full impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on the Borough’s employment rate figure was not yet possible to
fully ascertain. Members were advised that a new Skills, Work and Health
Plan had been approved by the Council’s Cabinet.
In response to the recent announcement that the Wheatsheaf Shopping
Centre was to remain permanently closed at the conclusion of the
current ‘lockdown’ period, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Director of
Economy updated the Committee on assistance that was available to
businesses that were located in the Wheatsheaf Centre and to their
employees.
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Resolved:
1. The Quarter 2 (1st July – 30th September 2020) progress towards
achievement of the targets contained in the Economy Directorate Plan
2020/2021 be noted.
2. The Director of Economy be requested to submit a report to the
Committee’s next scheduled meeting, on 18th February 2021, regarding
the impact of the closure of the Wheatsheaf Shopping Centre,
Rochdale.
60

NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTORATE PLAN 2020-21: QUARTER 2
PERFORMANCE UPDATE
The Committee scrutinised the progress at the end of Quarter 2 (1st July –
30th September 2020) towards achievement of the targets contained in the
Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020/2021.
In accordance with the Council’s performance management framework,
progress toward targets contained within Directorate Plans are to be reported
to relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committees at the end of each quarter.
91% (21) of the actions included in the Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan
2020/2021 were ongoing and two actions had been completed.
A Member sought clarification on action no: N2010 – ‘A Final sign off and
action plan in place for Rochdale Digital Strategy’. The Committee was
advised that the delay was partly due to the impact of Covid-19 and also that
the Cabinet had recently resolved to bring the service back ‘in-house’, when
the current customer service contract with the current provider, Agylysis,
expires in March 2021.
The Committee referred to the section of the Director’s report which related to
fly-tipping in the Borough and proposals, which were outlined, to develop and
implement a strategy to tackle fly tipping more effectively, including the use of
CCTV cameras that would be procured and deployed at various fly-tipping
‘hotspots’ throughout the borough. It was suggested that this matter be the
subject of a report to the Committee’s next scheduled meeting on 18th
February 2021.
Resolved:
1. That the Quarter 2 (1st July – 30th September 2020) performance
report detailing progress towards achievement of the targets contained
in the Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020/2021, be noted.
2. The Director of Neighbourhoods be requested to submit a report to the
Committee’s next scheduled meeting, on 18th February 2021, regarding
proposals to develop a strategy to tackle fly tipping across the Borough.

61

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
Resolved:
That the Press and Public be excluded from the meeting during consideration
of the following item of business, in accordance with the provisions of Section
100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, as amended.
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Reason for the resolution:
Should the press and public remain during debate on this item there may be a
disclosure of information that is deemed to be exempt under Parts 1 and 4 of
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
62

ROCHDALE MARKET
Further to minute 28 of the meeting of the Communities, Regeneration and
Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee, held 28 th November 2019,
Members received a report of the Head of Internal Audit regarding issues
relating to Rochdale Market.
The report examined the process by which a decision to close the market in
October 2019 had taken place, understanding the current market operational
arrangements and what financial information had been available to support of
those decisions.
The Portfolio Holder for ‘a Thriving Economy’ was in attendance at the
meeting and questioned the accuracy of some of the information contained
within the report.
Resolved:
1. That the report be noted.
2. That the comments of the Portfolio Holder, in relation to the submitted
report, be noted.
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Presentation to Communities, Regeneration and Environment
Overview & Scrutiny Committee, 24 February 2021
Mark Bramah, Climate Change & Sustainability Project Manager

Agenda Item 5
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Climate Emergency –
Progress update

Climate Emergency Working Group
•

CEWG has been established and its initial meeting was held on 28 January 2021.

•

The CEWG membership has been established. The process for nominating community
representatives to be determined.

•

Portfolio holder initiated a series of one to one meeting with CEWG members to discuss their
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ideas about priorities for the borough and work programme.
•

Next meeting of the CEWG is on 18 March. The meeting will focus primarily on developing a
plan for community engagement and consultation.

•

Action Together to present engagement toolkit & Malcolm Oswald Director, Citizens Juries
c.i.c. Honorary, Research Fellow in Law, University of Manchester to talk about Citizens
Assemblies/Juries.

•

Next stages to develop the Climate Change Action Plan for the borough.

Work streams – Actions and projects
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•

Appointment of Climate Change & Sustainability Project Manager & Energy Officer.

•

Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme (PSDS) – 20 public buildings and schools in
the borough.

•

Carbon literacy.

•

Local Area Energy Planning (LAEP) and review of land and building assets for
renewable energy.

•

Carbon reporting tool – Baseline carbon emissions reporting and measurement for
the Council.

•

Green Homes Grant Scheme – Local Authority Delivery.

•

Funding opportunities – Greater Manchester Environment Fund, Heat Networks
Delivery Unit, Green Social Prescribing, potential private sector partners.

Engagement with Key stakeholders
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•

Working with RDA with a view to setting up a Green Business
Group.

•

Meetings with Business Growth Hub and Groundwork to discuss
support on climate change.

•

Meeting with Middleton Co-Operating to discuss Community energy
support.

•

Discussions with Action Together, Extinction Rebellion,Local Energy
North West, Petrus Community.

•

Greater Manchester Combined Authority – Green City Board
members level meeting & 5-year plan/climate emergency officer
group.

Mark Bramah
Climate Change & Sustainability Project Manager
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01706 924738
Mark.Bramah@Rochdale.Gov.UK
mark@municipia.co.uk

Anthony Johns
Environmental Action Unit Manager
Environmental Management
antthony.johns@rochdale.gov.uk

Agenda Item 7
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Proposed Rochdale Fly Tipping
Strategy 2021-2026

What is Fly Tipping?
The illegal disposal of waste without an environmental permit and is a criminal
offence. Can be a small as a black bin bag or a tipper load of waste.
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• Household/Domestic – typically into rear alleyways, alongside existing refuse
bins, thrown over back fence etc. Very high percentage of total demand.
• Man with a van – people who have paid/claim to have paid someone to
dispose of waste who then illegally tips it.
• Large scale/exceptional events – example such as hundreds of tyres, fire
extinguishers, aggregate tipped in remote locations.

Fly Tipping Trends
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• Whilst fly tipping reports have remained fairly consistent over a 4 year period,
there has been a slight increase of reporting in 2020, this could be a consequence
of the pandemic with people spending more time at home.
• We have improved the accuracy of how we report the number of fly tips we are
collecting proactively, teams now use mobile devices in the field to collect data.
• The council continues to take enforcement action where evidence of who fly tipped
the materials is found. However, due to current lockdown restrictions no
enforcement interviews can take place which is causing a backlog of cases.
• We publicise any successful cases as much as possible through traditional methods
and social media.
Rochdale Online
Tipping on the fly – residents caught out by council Date published: 25 January 2020
Rochdale News | News Headlines | Tipping on the fly – residents caught out by council - Rochdale Online

Trio tackled and fined Date published 19 February 2020
Rochdale News | News Headlines | Trio tackled and fined for fly-tipping offences - Rochdale Online

Rochdale Data 2017 to 2020

Number of Recorded Fly Tips
12000
11346
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No. of Recorded Fly Tips
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Team Structure – Working together
• Township based model to ensure officers and operatives build up area knowledge.
• Each township has an enforcement officer and a recycling officer.
• HIT teams – 6 operatives, 3 vehicles – Teams work on rotation and each team
covers between 5 and 9 wards, this has been worked out based on demand.
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• All operational staff such as park rangers, grounds and waste operatives are
encouraged to take responsibility for ‘stewardship’ of the area, providing
information to enforcement colleagues to make best use of our resources.

Fly Tipping Removal
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• Most service requests for fly tipping on council land are routed by the enforcement
officers to colleagues in HIT teams for investigation and removal. There is a low
success rate in finding evidence e.g. names and address but a number are found
each week.
• All fly tipping on private land stays with the enforcement officer for investigation.
• Enforcement officers also pick up cases proactively, following the same process of
looking for evidence but will also serve notice on privately owned land in alleyways.
• Fly tipping in alleyways is currently removed by HIT teams following a request by an
enforcement officer. Rear alleyways are predominantly private land or unadopted,
the ownership status along with size/nature of the waste determines how we react
to fly tipping requests in these areas.
• Alloy is being used since November 20 to log cases of fly tipping on Council and
non Council Land. Teams can use the mobile devices in the field to respond to jobs
and update them in real time. Easier to run reports and see data on where issues
are.

Alleyway Ownership & Adoption
Total Alleyways
• 706 Boroughwide
• Rochdale South – 236
• Rochdale North – 167
• Heywood – 148
• Middleton – 109
• Pennines - 46
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Types
1. Unregistered & Unadopted
2. Unregistered & Adopted
3. Owned by Homeowners &
Unadopted
4. Owned by Homeowners & Adopted
5. Owned by One Owner

Case Example
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• Property is owned by a landlord/letting
agent.
• Alleyway under private ownership so the
owner of the land was served on.
• Land owner made complaint -claimed RBC
was draconian, that the waste was not theirs
and had checked that it wasn’t the tenant.
• Complaint dismissed and landlord advised
can either appeal notice, clear waste or
leave for us to do in default.
• Land was ultimately cleared after a short
extension period.

Alloy – a new tool
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Alloy – report of number of fly tips by area.
November 20 to Feb 21.
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CCTV is it the Silver Bullet?
• Lots of different solutions available with different pros and
cons.
• Current camera requires a power source via a lighting
column, is highly functional with an effective 360 range of
100 metres plus.
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• Other solutions include more portable models that can be
relocated quickly but require either a solar panel or battery.
The increased portability has benefits but also limitations and
are potentially more open to theft or vandalism.
• Current model is overt surveillance so the cameras are visible
and signage erected.

Options to Tackle Alleyway Fly Tipping
1.
2.

3.
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4.
5.

Continue as we are but build on introduction of CCTV and target worst alleyways
through intensive engagement and enforcement
Be more rigid in our assessments based upon ownership and adoption status,
therefore we would for example clear an unregistered alleyway proactively but
where it is registered we will not clear.
Always serve notice on privately owned alleyways requiring owner to remove,
this has the potential to disproportionately impact end properties that have an
alley gate behind them as waste is often tipped at these points.
Where a HIT team has cleared waste, not to return for a specified period.
Scheduled maintenance clean by Clean and Green on a rotational basis (over 900
alleyways in the Borough).
LML2

Slide 13
LML2

We do not currently remove waste proactively from alleyways
Louise McCulloch L, 12/02/21
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Next Steps
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• EM now has a dedicated deployable CCTV camera for fly tipping which can be
moved from site to site within the borough.
• Initial discussions have been made with some councillors/townships who have
previously enquired about additional cameras to increase coverage.
• Cases using CCTV evidence typically create good quality cases, whilst they are not
fool proof they will enhance our opportunities to both deter and catch fly tippers.
• Better communication in promoting successful fines and prosecutions
• Increased flexibility in our approach. We will always look to investigate cases to the
best of our capability within the capacity and resources we have.
• Appoint two temporary enforcement officers to help clear backlog of enforcement
cases and carry out more proactive work e.g. trade waste enforcement.
• A Strategy to Tackle Fly Tipping in Rochdale to be taken to Cabinet for approval
later this year.

Agenda Item 8
Report to Rochdale NorthTownship
Date of Meeting
Portfolio

Report Author
Public Document

10 February 2021
Cabinet Member for
Regeneration, Business,
Skills & Employment
Wayne Poole

Draft Lower Falinge Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
Executive Summary
1.1

A draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been produced for the
Lower Falinge area to support the continued regeneration and renewal of the
area by providing detailed planning and design advice. This report seeks
approval to begin consultation on the draft SPD as the next key stage in the
process before it can be formally adopted.

2.1





Recommendation
The draft SPD is approved for public consultation for a period of at least
four weeks to seek the views and comments of the public and key
stakeholders.
That the Head of Planning is given delegated authority (subject to
discussion with the Portfolio Holder) to make any final minor amendments
to the draft SPD prior to the commencement of the formal consultation
period (including presentational and factual changes).
Reason for Recommendation

3.1

As set out in the National Planning Policy Framework and National Planning
Practice Guidance, Supplementary Planning Documents build upon and
provide more detailed advice or guidance on the policies in the Local Plan.
Regulations 11 to 16 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 set out the requirements for producing SPDs.
Regulation 12 requires that consultation is undertaken prior to the adoption of
an SPD.

Key Points for Consideration
Background
4.1

Lower Falinge has been recognised as needing investment in order to provide
the tenants and residents with a better mix and quality of homes and better
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opportunities. Rochdale Boroughwide Housing (RBH) commissioned Levitt
Bernstein and GVA (now Avison Young) in early 2017 to produce a
Masterplan for an area that included Lower Falinge to explore possible
options for long term investment in the area.
4.2

A Draft SPD for a wider area was produced and consulted on in 2019.
However, as a result of comments raised during consultation in respect of part
of the area covered by that SPD it was decided that the document would be
amended to remove that area from the document before consultation was
undertaken on a revised document.

4.3

As such, the Draft SPD now relates to an area principally focussed on the
Lower Falinge estate and the land to the east up to Whitworth Road. The
boundary on the area covered by the SPD is shown on the map within the
Draft SPD.
Participation and consultation so far

4.4

The RBH Masterplan was subject to consultation with residents and
businesses’ within the area. The public consultation process included the
distribution of leaflets, drop-in sessions and workshops in order to introduce
various development options. To date there have been a series of public
workshops from 2017 to date, attended by the local community, stakeholders
and Members. These workshops, which have helped to inform the key aims
and objectives of the neighbourhood and to develop the options for future
investment. Although this consultation did include areas that are no longer
within the SPD boundary, the feedback in relation to Lower Falinge area is
still considered relevant in terms of this SPD More detail on this is set out in
the consultation statement.
.
Purpose of a SPD

4.6

The proposed SPD will provide a development strategy for the Lower Falinge
area. It outlines potential development opportunities within the area including
options for the scale and mix of future proposals on a number of different
sites. The SPD will provide further detailed guidance in order to achieve
coherent and comprehensive development within the area and ensure the
delivery of the necessary new infrastructure.

4.7

The SPD includes clear reference to ensure that investment and investment
at Lower Falinge is linked to the wider Rochdale Town Centre regeneration
programme. The Masterplan was developed in the context of ensuring that
investment in this location contributes to a stronger and more diverse
residential market to support ambitions for the Town Centre.

4.8

The SPD will be used by the Council as a material consideration when
determining future planning applications.

4.9

The SPD elaborates upon policies within the Rochdale Core Strategy (2016),
The SPD will therefore provide further detail on how relevant policies in the
Local Plan will be applied to the sites and principles for how development of
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the sites would best be taken forward. Notably policy C2 – Focusing on
regeneration areas and economic growth corridors/areas, specifically part 7.
‘Falinge, Spotland and Sparth, Rochdale, where we will improve the
residential environment including new high quality housing where
opportunities occur’.
The Supplementary Planning Document content
4.10 The following is a summary of the content and structure within the consultation
draft SPD:
Introduction, vision,
purpose and status
of the SPD and
relationship
to
previous masterplan
Background,
planning
policy
framework, relevant
plans and strategies

Explains why the SPD has been produced and how
it is structured. It also sets out how this SPD relates
to the previous masterplanning work in the wider
area.

Development
Context

Describes the SPD area and provides a spatial
portrait of the site. It also looks at the relationship
with the adjoining areas.

Sets out the broad policy framework that applies to
the site, highlights the main Local Plan policies and
relevant key plans and strategies that have informed
the SPD.

Development
Principles

Establishes the principles and parameters to guide
future development for the next 10-15 years in the
surrounding area. Specifically looking at:
 Connectivity and Movement
 Streets and Public Realm
 Public open spaces and play provision
 Non-residential uses and new facilities
 New and improved homes
 Sustainable development
Design Principles
Sets out an approach for landowners to follow when
designing their schemes which will help ensure a
high standard of design comes forward. Specifically
looking at:
 Access and movement
 Open spaces
 Mixed uses
 Heights and massing
Transport
and Explains what connections are required within the
Access
SPD area and how transport issues will be
considered in policy terms.
Focus areas

Sets out four broad areas of focus – each with
different development considerations and guidance
suitable for that area. It also sets out principles for
the form and the types of uses which would be
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permitted within the potential focus areas, such as
improving and creating new connections and public
spaces, consideration of some level of clearance
within areas with long term sustainability issues,
providing a mix of types and styles of homes for the
community.
The four focus areas are:
 Abbeydale Road
 Redcross Road
 St. Mary’s Gate
 Future area of focus
Delivery
and Explains how the development and infrastructure set
Implementation
out in the SPD is needed to support it will be secured
and delivered.
Next Steps
4.11 If approved for consultation, it is proposed that the draft SPD and associated
documents will be subject to public consultation for a period of at least four
weeks to start as soon practicably possible following approval.
4.12 The Council will publicise on the website and in any other ways considered
appropriate in line with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement
(SCI) which takes account of current advice in relation consultation during the
Covid-19 pandemic. Details of how to make representations and the date by
which those representations must be received will also be publicised.
4.13 Following this public consultation, all the comments and representations will
be considered, and, where necessary, changes will be made to the SPD. A
further report will be produced for members to approve and adopt the final
SPD.
Alternatives considered
4.14 If this SPD is not progressed it will undermine a co-ordinated place making
strategy for Lower Falinge; instead having to deal with this via stand-alone
planning applications. Proposals for investment and development would
have to be considered on a piecemeal basis, rehousing residents within the
local area, close to their existing home and the Town Centre, would become
challenging, and housing market failure will not be addressed. There is the
risk that the opportunity for a significant number of new homes within this
area, adjacent to the Town Centre, is not delivered.
Costs and Budget Summary
5.1

There are no specific financial implications arising from the
recommendations within this report or for the Council’s involvement in the
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process at this stage. Consultation costs will be covered by existing an
planning budget.
Risk and Policy Implications
6.1

There are no specific risk issues for members to consider arising from this
report.

Consultation
7.1

If the draft SPD is approved, the Council will publicise and consult for a
period of at least four weeks to begin as soon as practicably possible
following approval. During this time the application and supporting
information will be published in accordance with the Council’s SCI.

Background Papers
8.

Place of Inspection

Draft College Bank and Lower
Falinge area SPD

To be circulated prior to meeting

Consultation Statement
Equalities Impact Assessment

For Further Information Contact:

Paul Moore, Head of Planning Services
paul.moore@rochdale.gov.uk
Wayne Poole, Principal Planning Officer
wayne.poole@rochdale.gov.uk
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Report to Rochdale North Township
Date of Meeting
Portfolio

Report Author
Public Document

10 February 2021
Cabinet Member for
Regeneration, Business,
Skills & Employment
Wayne Poole

Draft Lower Falinge Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
Executive Summary
1.1

A draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been produced for the
Lower Falinge area to support the continued regeneration and renewal of the
area by providing detailed planning and design advice. This report seeks
approval to begin consultation on the draft SPD as the next key stage in the
process before it can be formally adopted.

2.1





Recommendation
The draft SPD is approved for public consultation for a period of at least
four weeks to seek the views and comments of the public and key
stakeholders.
That the Head of Planning is given delegated authority (subject to
discussion with the Portfolio Holder) to make any final minor amendments
to the draft SPD prior to the commencement of the formal consultation
period (including presentational and factual changes).
Reason for Recommendation

3.1

As set out in the National Planning Policy Framework and National Planning
Practice Guidance, Supplementary Planning Documents build upon and
provide more detailed advice or guidance on the policies in the Local Plan.
Regulations 11 to 16 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 set out the requirements for producing SPDs.
Regulation 12 requires that consultation is undertaken prior to the adoption of
an SPD.

Key Points for Consideration
Background
4.1

Lower Falinge has been recognised as needing investment in order to provide
the tenants and residents with a better mix and quality of homes and better
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opportunities. Rochdale Boroughwide Housing (RBH) commissioned Levitt
Bernstein and GVA (now Avison Young) in early 2017 to produce a
Masterplan for an area that included Lower Falinge to explore possible
options for long term investment in the area.
4.2

A Draft SPD for a wider area was produced and consulted on in 2019.
However, as a result of comments raised during consultation in respect of part
of the area covered by that SPD it was decided that the document would be
amended to remove that area from the document before consultation was
undertaken on a revised document.

4.3

As such, the Draft SPD now relates to an area principally focussed on the
Lower Falinge estate and the land to the east up to Whitworth Road. The
boundary on the area covered by the SPD is shown on the map within the
Draft SPD.
Participation and consultation so far

4.4

The RBH Masterplan was subject to consultation with residents and
businesses’ within the area. The public consultation process included the
distribution of leaflets, drop-in sessions and workshops in order to introduce
various development options. To date there have been a series of public
workshops from 2017 to date, attended by the local community, stakeholders
and Members. These workshops, which have helped to inform the key aims
and objectives of the neighbourhood and to develop the options for future
investment. Although this consultation did include areas that are no longer
within the SPD boundary, the feedback in relation to Lower Falinge area is
still considered relevant in terms of this SPD More detail on this is set out in
the consultation statement.
.
Purpose of a SPD

4.6

The proposed SPD will provide a development strategy for the Lower Falinge
area. It outlines potential development opportunities within the area including
options for the scale and mix of future proposals on a number of different
sites. The SPD will provide further detailed guidance in order to achieve
coherent and comprehensive development within the area and ensure the
delivery of the necessary new infrastructure.

4.7

The SPD includes clear reference to ensure that investment and investment
at Lower Falinge is linked to the wider Rochdale Town Centre regeneration
programme. The Masterplan was developed in the context of ensuring that
investment in this location contributes to a stronger and more diverse
residential market to support ambitions for the Town Centre.

4.8

The SPD will be used by the Council as a material consideration when
determining future planning applications.

4.9

The SPD elaborates upon policies within the Rochdale Core Strategy (2016),
The SPD will therefore provide further detail on how relevant policies in the
Local Plan will be applied to the sites and principles for how development of
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the sites would best be taken forward. Notably policy C2 – Focusing on
regeneration areas and economic growth corridors/areas, specifically part 7.
‘Falinge, Spotland and Sparth, Rochdale, where we will improve the
residential environment including new high quality housing where
opportunities occur’.
The Supplementary Planning Document content
4.10 The following is a summary of the content and structure within the consultation
draft SPD:
Introduction, vision,
purpose and status
of the SPD and
relationship
to
previous masterplan
Background,
planning
policy
framework, relevant
plans and strategies

Explains why the SPD has been produced and how
it is structured. It also sets out how this SPD relates
to the previous masterplanning work in the wider
area.

Development
Context

Describes the SPD area and provides a spatial
portrait of the site. It also looks at the relationship
with the adjoining areas.

Sets out the broad policy framework that applies to
the site, highlights the main Local Plan policies and
relevant key plans and strategies that have informed
the SPD.

Development
Principles

Establishes the principles and parameters to guide
future development for the next 10-15 years in the
surrounding area. Specifically looking at:
 Connectivity and Movement
 Streets and Public Realm
 Public open spaces and play provision
 Non-residential uses and new facilities
 New and improved homes
 Sustainable development
Design Principles
Sets out an approach for landowners to follow when
designing their schemes which will help ensure a
high standard of design comes forward. Specifically
looking at:
 Access and movement
 Open spaces
 Mixed uses
 Heights and massing
Transport
and Explains what connections are required within the
Access
SPD area and how transport issues will be
considered in policy terms.
Focus areas

Sets out four broad areas of focus – each with
different development considerations and guidance
suitable for that area. It also sets out principles for
the form and the types of uses which would be
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permitted within the potential focus areas, such as
improving and creating new connections and public
spaces, consideration of some level of clearance
within areas with long term sustainability issues,
providing a mix of types and styles of homes for the
community.
The four focus areas are:
 Abbeydale Road
 Redcross Road
 St. Mary’s Gate
 Future area of focus
Delivery
and Explains how the development and infrastructure set
Implementation
out in the SPD is needed to support it will be secured
and delivered.
Next Steps
4.11 If approved for consultation, it is proposed that the draft SPD and associated
documents will be subject to public consultation for a period of at least four
weeks to start as soon practicably possible following approval.
4.12 The Council will publicise on the website and in any other ways considered
appropriate in line with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement
(SCI) which takes account of current advice in relation consultation during the
Covid-19 pandemic. Details of how to make representations and the date by
which those representations must be received will also be publicised.
4.13 Following this public consultation, all the comments and representations will
be considered, and, where necessary, changes will be made to the SPD. A
further report will be produced for members to approve and adopt the final
SPD.
Alternatives considered
4.14 If this SPD is not progressed it will undermine a co-ordinated place making
strategy for Lower Falinge; instead having to deal with this via stand-alone
planning applications. Proposals for investment and development would
have to be considered on a piecemeal basis, rehousing residents within the
local area, close to their existing home and the Town Centre, would become
challenging, and housing market failure will not be addressed. There is the
risk that the opportunity for a significant number of new homes within this
area, adjacent to the Town Centre, is not delivered.
Costs and Budget Summary
5.1

There are no specific financial implications arising from the
recommendations within this report or for the Council’s involvement in the
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process at this stage. Consultation costs will be covered by existing an
planning budget.
Risk and Policy Implications
6.1

There are no specific risk issues for members to consider arising from this
report.

Consultation
7.1

If the draft SPD is approved, the Council will publicise and consult for a
period of at least four weeks to begin as soon as practicably possible
following approval. During this time the application and supporting
information will be published in accordance with the Council’s SCI.

Background Papers
8.

Place of Inspection

Draft College Bank and Lower
Falinge area SPD

To be circulated prior to meeting

Consultation Statement
Equalities Impact Assessment

For Further Information Contact:

Paul Moore, Head of Planning Services
paul.moore@rochdale.gov.uk
Wayne Poole, Principal Planning Officer
wayne.poole@rochdale.gov.uk
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ROCHDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Draft Lower Falinge Area
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)

February 2021
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ROCHDALE METROPOLITAN BOROUGH LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
An Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) is a measure that public authorities often carry out prior
to implementing a policy, with a view to ascertaining its potential impact on equality. Such
assessments are not required by law, although are a way of facilitating and evidencing
compliance with the Public Sector Equality Duty.
This Equalities Impact Assessment has been prepared as a supporting document for the College
Bank and Lower Falinge Area Supplementary Planning Document (SPD).
The SPD has been produced to support and guide appropriate development, change, investment
and improvements in the future of the area over the next 10 to 15 years.

Equalities Impact Assessment and Target Groups
The purpose of this Equality Impact Assessment is to ensure the proposed SPD for College Bank
and Lower Falinge Area integrates the best outcome for those affected by spatial development
and mitigates any negative impacts, in respect of the protected characteristics defined by the
Equality Act 2010. These are:










Age;
Disability; (Disability Discrimination Act 2005, GLA Disability Equality Scheme 2005,
Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001)
Gender reassignment;
Marriage and civil partnership;
Pregnancy and maternity;
Race; (Race Relations Act 1976, Amendment 2000, Amendment Regulations 2003)
Religion or belief;
Sex; (Sex Discrimination Act 1975); and
Sexual orientation.

This EqIA is an opportunity to consider whether a policy, strategy or approach, affects all groups
in the same way or whether there are is a significant positive, negative or neutral impact on
particular groups before a policy is formally introduced.
On the whole, EqIAs should make sure that equality is placed at the centre of policy
development, highlighting the likely impact of the policy on the target groups and to take action to
improve the policies where appropriate as a result or to demonstrate the potential benefits.
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Appendix 1 Equality Impact Proforma
Department

Strategic Planning

Section
Economy
Date of
Assessment

Person responsible
for the assessment
22/1/21

Wayne Poole
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Name of the
Is this a new
Lower Falinge Area
Expanding on Core
Policy to be
or existing
Supplementary Planning
Strategy policies
assessed
policy
Document (SPD)
C/2.
1. Describe the aims, objectives
The draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to guide planning
and purpose of the policy
decisions relating to the Lower Falinge area. The purpose of this Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) is to provide a development strategy for the Lower Falinge area. It outlines
potential development opportunities within the area including options for the scale and mix of
future proposals on a number of different sites through:
 a better quality and mix of housing choice to meet the needs of the community now and
in the future;
 a safe neighbourhood where attractive, energy efficient homes combine with wellproportioned streets, open spaces and landscaping to create distinctive and sustainable
high density design including new residential development along with the opportunity for
some complimentary non-residential uses, such as community facilities;
 an accessible neighbourhood with pedestrian and cycle friendly links and routes within
and across the area and strong connections with the wider surrounding areas including
Rochdale Town Centre;
 high quality public and green spaces which enhance the existing outdoor environment
and recreational activities for people of all ages; and
 a neighbourhood which manages the public spaces and creates opportunities for social
interaction and activities.

2. Are there any associated
objectives of the policy, please
explain

The SPD supports the main objectives set out within the Masterplan prepared on behalf of
Rochdale Borough wide Housing and includes a programme of significant consultation with the
local community and local partners. It identified a range of interventions required to address the
mix (type and tenure) and quality of homes available, physical appearance of the area including
quality and design of the public spaces, better access and connectivity within the area and to the
Town Centre and surround areas, and a safer and mixed neighbourhood offering a range of
community and shopping facilities to facilitate wider regeneration and contribute positively to

housing market improvement
Also, Rochdale Council undertook a study to review pedestrian accessibility between the Lower
Falinge and College Bank area and Rochdale Town Centre, the Educational Quarter and
Rochdale Infirmary to the North. The study identified a number of issues and opportunities
relating to movement between the areas. It investigated potential solutions to improve
pedestrian connections. Opportunities for intervention were established and presented as a
number of projects ranging from improved signage, junctions improvements, pedestrianisation,
and green routes to traffic management.
Although this work and the masterplan did cover a wider area including College Bank it is
important to note that this SPD now only considers the Lower Falinge area and some adjoining
land to the east.
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3. Who is intended to benefit from
the policy and in what way

Private Individuals, Community and Interest Groups, Stakeholders, Land Owners, Developers,
Councillors, Rochdale Council Officers.

4. What outcomes are wanted
from this policy?

It seeks an efficient and effective land use policy which ensures that new development adds to
and supports the regeneration of Lower Falinge. The area mainly comprises of residential
buildings but does also include some pockets of other land use and buildings. Better quality
information submitted with planning applications to assist the development control processes
and the implementation of the Core Strategy policy.
If funding or resources were withdrawn.
Unforeseen/unavoidable circumstances.
Complexity of topic.
7. Who implements the policy and
Development Management.
who is responsible for the policy?
Strategic Planning.

5. What factors/forces could
contribute/detract from the
outcomes?
6. Who are
Rochdale Borough
the main
wide Housing,
stakeholders Rochdale Council,
in relation to Private Individuals,
the policy
Community and
Interest Groups,
Stakeholders, Land
Owners,
Developers.

8. Are there concerns that the policy
could have a differential impact on
racial groups?

Y

N
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9. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact due to gender?
10. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact due disability?

Y

N

Y

N

11. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to sexual
orientation?
12. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their age?

Y

N

Y

N

13. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their
religious belief?

Y

N

The SPD objectives generally responds well with all racial groups in the defined area in
respect of access to public open spaces, new and improved housing, community facilities,
accessibility etc. All groups in this area will benefit from this and help achieve a high
quality development.
It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to
meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to
meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
This SPD seeks appropriate levels of community facilities and services to support new
development in order to serve the area as a whole. Where community facilities include
places of worship.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.

14. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to them being
in a marriage or civil partnership?
15. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people who are pregnant
or on maternity?

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

16. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their
gender reassignment?
17. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to them being
a carer?

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

Y

N

18. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to them being
serving / ex serving members of the
armed forces

Y

N

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to
meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to
meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
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19. Could the differential impact identified in 8-16
amount to there being the potential for adverse
impact in this policy
20. Can this adverse impact be justified on the
grounds of promoting equality of opportunity for
one group? Or any other reason
21. Should the policy proceed to a partial
YES
impact assessment

Signed (completing officer) Wayne Poole

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

22. If Yes, is there
enough evidence to
proceed to a full EIA

Please explain for each equality
heading (question 8-16) on a separate
piece of paper
NO
YES

Signed (Lead Officer) Paul Moore

DRAFT LOWER FALINGE SUPPLEMENTARY
PLANNING DOCUMENT (SPD)

STATEMENT OF CONSULTATION

February 2021
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1

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Lower Falinge Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been produced by
the Council to guide redevelopment of this area. In order to ensure that appropriate
public consultation takes place, Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD) are
required to be accompanied by a statement setting out how the Local Planning
Authority will comply with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement (SCI).

1.2

This Consultation Statement has been prepared in line with Regulation 12 (a) of the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Order 2012, which states
that, before a council adopts a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), it must
produce a statement setting out:
i. The persons the local planning authority consulted when preparing the
supplementary document;
ii. A summary of the main issues raised by those persons;
iii. How those issues have been addressed in the supplementary document.

1.2

This statement sets out how the public and other stakeholders will be consulted
upon the SPD. Following the consultation period, this statement will be expanded
to summarise the comments received during the consultation period, including
details of how the issues raised have been dealt with in working towards a final
SPD for adoption.

1.3

This SPD has been produced in accordance with the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.

2.

PARTICIPATION AND CONSULTATION
Early Consultation

2.1

Lower Falinge has been recognised as needing investment in order to provide the
tenants and residents with a better mix and quality of homes and better
opportunities. Rochdale Boroughwide Housing (RBH) commissioned Levitt
Bernstein and GVA (now Avison Young) in early 2017 to produce a Masterplan for
an area that included Lower Falinge to explore possible options for long term
investment in the area.

2.2

A Draft SPD for a wider area was produced and consulted on in 2019. However,
as a result of comments raised during consultation of the SPD, in respect of part
of the area covered by that SPD it was decided that the document would be
amended to remove that area from the document before consultation was
undertaken on a revised document.

2.3

As such, the Draft SPD now relates to an area principally focussed on the Lower
Falinge estate and the land to the east up to Whitworth Road. The boundary on
the area covered by the SPD is shown on the map within the Draft SPD.

2.4

The RBH Masterplan was subject to consultation with residents, businesses and local
stakeholders within the area. The public consultation process included the distribution
of leaflets, letters, surveys, online consultation portal, drop-in sessions and a series of
workshops in order to introduce various development options. To date there have
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2

been a series of public workshops from 2017 to date, attended by the local
community, stakeholders and Elected Members. These workshops, which have
helped to inform the key aims and objectives of the neighbourhood and to develop the
options for future investment. Although this consultation did include areas that are no
longer within the SPD boundary, the feedback in relation to Lower Falinge area is still
considered relevant in terms of this SPD.
2.5

The Masterplan was developed from January - Summer 2017 across three
workshops, which have helped to inform the key aim and objectives of each
neighbourhood. There have been a number of workshops since this date and online
consultations.
Workshop 1

2.6

The first College Bank and Lower Falinge workshops were held on 6th February
2017. Separate workshops were held for each event, both taking place between 4pm
and 8pm in their respective venues: the College Bank workshop was held at the
Mitchell Hey Community Room and the Lower Falinge workshop at the Lower Falinge
Community Base 238 Newstead.

2.7

The first workshops aimed to gather local resident’s views on what they like and
dislike about their local area and their homes, and began to explore spatial strategies
for their neighbourhood. A series of consultation boards were prepared and presented
containing information about the early design thinking. The boards were designed to
be interactive, collecting information from local residents and providing topics for
discussion for each of the three options – see Appendix 1.

2.8

The boards gathered the following information from local residents:






General thoughts and feelings about their neighbourhood
Likes, dislikes, and potential ways in which their local area could be improved
What local facilities and services local residents regularly visit
How easy or difficult local residents find travelling to these local facilities
Local residents thoughts on the initial Repair, Refresh and Re-think options

2.9

In addition to gathering information, the boards also explored why regeneration was
necessary for the local area, what regeneration would mean for local residents and
the next steps in the engagement process.

2.10

The results of workshop 1 were taken into account to develop further the three
potential options in advance of workshop 2.
Workshop 2

2.11

The second Lower Falinge and College Bank workshops were held on the 16th March
2017. Similar to the first, a series of consultation boards were presented which
illustrated the three options in more detail.

2.12

The boards (Appendix 2) presented the following information which local residents
were invited to comment on:



A summary of findings from the initial workshop.
Work being prepared by the RSA in parallel to the spatial strategy.
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2.13

More progressed versions of the Repair, Refresh and Re-think options. In the
case of College Bank Re-think consisted of two options illustrating different
demolition scenarios. The various options included site plans, illustrative street
perspectives and example images. Each of the options was also accompanied by
a list of potential benefits and issues.
Themed precedent images that covered streets, play spaces, homes, front
gardens, back gardens and the inside of homes.

As with the first workshop information was gathered through writing ideas on post-it
notes and sticking them to the consultation boards, and through feedback forms that
asked local residents how they felt about each of the three options. This information,
in addition to the viability studies and soft market analysis, has been fundamental in
steering the design informing the preferred options.
Workshop 3

2.14

The third rounds of workshops were held on Saturday 24th June 2017. A series of
boards were prepared (Appendix 3) with information on the preferred option to be
taken forward into future workshops for each College Bank and Lower Falinge. The
boards included detail on:

2.15

The options presented at previous workshops and an overview of the feedback
collected

2.16

The vision and strategic approach for the estates and the wider area.






2.17

3D sketch views of the preferred option giving an indication of typologies and
massing, and illustrating which blocks could be demolished to make land
available for new residential units.
Example precedent images of what the neighbourhood could look like
The support and offer from RBH for residents who would be affected by
demolition and new build areas.
An update on the work being done by the RSA, in parallel with the spatial
strategy.
Information on the next steps and way forward for each estate following this initial
phase of work.

Residents were given the opportunity to comment on the proposals and write ideas or
feedback down on post-it notes. Booklets with the information in were available for
residents to take away from the event.
Commonplace Online Consultation Portal

2.18

Throughout the period of consultation which ran from February to June 2017, a digital
platform, Commonplace, was set up for additional engagement with residents. This
has provided an alternative means to provide opinions and comments for those
residents who were unable to attend the workshops, or preferred to give feedback
through this media. The Commonplace site has shown regular updates to the strategy
plans, with clear explanations for each scenario. A total of 36 residents have
commented on the web page to date.

2.19

Since the 3 workshops in 2017, RBH have continued the conversation with the
communities of Lower Falinge and College Bank through a variety of ways, including
face to face discussions with residents, resident newsletters, weekly drop-in sessions,
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via social media, surveys, further themed community workshops and through a
dedicated project website: https://www.collegebankandlowerfalinge.org.uk/

Public Consultation to be undertaken
2.20

The Council intends to carry out a public consultation and seek views on the content
of the SPD consultation draft for at least four weeks subject to approval.

2.21

The consultation will comprise of the following methods:
 Notification letters and emails to organisations and individuals registered on the
Councils’ consultation database. This will include general consultees;
 The consultation will be publicised on the Council’s website:
www.rochdale.gov.uk/consultations; and
Respondents are invited to make comments:
 Online; or
 By submitting responses using a comments form on the website which can be
returned by post or emailed; or
 Emailing comments to LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk

2.22

Elected Members have also been consulted on the SPD preparation process.

2.23

In addition to the statutory planning consultees the Council hold a database
containing contact details of groups and individuals interested in the development of
our plans, this is used to keep those registered, informed of progress and future
consultations. People on this database will be consulted.

2.24

On completion of the consultation exercise, the SPD will be revised as required to
reflect responses.

3.

LOCATIONS WHERE DOCUMENTS CAN BE VIEWED

3.1

During this public consultation, copies of the draft SPD and other associated
consultation documents listed below will be available to view on the Council’s website
at www.rochdale.gov.uk/consultations .

3.2

Due to the current Coronavirus pandemic, hard copies of the document are
unfortunately not available to view at public libraries.

3.3

The associated documents that are available to view as well as the SPD itself are:
 SPD Consultation Statement
 Equalities Impact Assessment

4.

ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE
For further information relating to this document please contact:
Strategic Planning Service
Floor 3
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale
OL16 1XU
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Tel: 01706 924252
By email: LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk
Details of opening times are available on the Council website or by telephoning 0300
303 8876
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APPENDIX 1 – WORKSHOP 1
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APPENDIX 2 – WORKSHOP 2
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APPENDIX 3 – WORKSHOP 3
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ROCHDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Draft Lower Falinge Area
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)

February 2021
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ROCHDALE METROPOLITAN BOROUGH LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
An Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) is a measure that public authorities often carry out prior
to implementing a policy, with a view to ascertaining its potential impact on equality. Such
assessments are not required by law, although are a way of facilitating and evidencing
compliance with the Public Sector Equality Duty.
This Equalities Impact Assessment has been prepared as a supporting document for the College
Bank and Lower Falinge Area Supplementary Planning Document (SPD).
The SPD has been produced to support and guide appropriate development, change, investment
and improvements in the future of the area over the next 10 to 15 years.

Equalities Impact Assessment and Target Groups
The purpose of this Equality Impact Assessment is to ensure the proposed SPD for College Bank
and Lower Falinge Area integrates the best outcome for those affected by spatial development
and mitigates any negative impacts, in respect of the protected characteristics defined by the
Equality Act 2010. These are:










Age;
Disability; (Disability Discrimination Act 2005, GLA Disability Equality Scheme 2005,
Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001)
Gender reassignment;
Marriage and civil partnership;
Pregnancy and maternity;
Race; (Race Relations Act 1976, Amendment 2000, Amendment Regulations 2003)
Religion or belief;
Sex; (Sex Discrimination Act 1975); and
Sexual orientation.

This EqIA is an opportunity to consider whether a policy, strategy or approach, affects all groups
in the same way or whether there are is a significant positive, negative or neutral impact on
particular groups before a policy is formally introduced.
On the whole, EqIAs should make sure that equality is placed at the centre of policy
development, highlighting the likely impact of the policy on the target groups and to take action to
improve the policies where appropriate as a result or to demonstrate the potential benefits.
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Appendix 1 Equality Impact Proforma
Department

Strategic Planning

Section
Economy
Date of
Assessment

Person responsible
for the assessment
22/1/21

Wayne Poole
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Name of the
Is this a new
Lower Falinge Area
Expanding on Core
Policy to be
or existing
Supplementary Planning
Strategy policies
assessed
policy
Document (SPD)
C/2.
1. Describe the aims, objectives
The draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to guide planning
and purpose of the policy
decisions relating to the Lower Falinge area. The purpose of this Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) is to provide a development strategy for the Lower Falinge area. It outlines
potential development opportunities within the area including options for the scale and mix of
future proposals on a number of different sites through:
 a better quality and mix of housing choice to meet the needs of the community now and
in the future;
 a safe neighbourhood where attractive, energy efficient homes combine with wellproportioned streets, open spaces and landscaping to create distinctive and sustainable
high density design including new residential development along with the opportunity for
some complimentary non-residential uses, such as community facilities;
 an accessible neighbourhood with pedestrian and cycle friendly links and routes within
and across the area and strong connections with the wider surrounding areas including
Rochdale Town Centre;
 high quality public and green spaces which enhance the existing outdoor environment
and recreational activities for people of all ages; and
 a neighbourhood which manages the public spaces and creates opportunities for social
interaction and activities.

2. Are there any associated
objectives of the policy, please
explain

The SPD supports the main objectives set out within the Masterplan prepared on behalf of
Rochdale Borough wide Housing and includes a programme of significant consultation with the
local community and local partners. It identified a range of interventions required to address the
mix (type and tenure) and quality of homes available, physical appearance of the area including
quality and design of the public spaces, better access and connectivity within the area and to the
Town Centre and surround areas, and a safer and mixed neighbourhood offering a range of
community and shopping facilities to facilitate wider regeneration and contribute positively to

housing market improvement
Also, Rochdale Council undertook a study to review pedestrian accessibility between the Lower
Falinge and College Bank area and Rochdale Town Centre, the Educational Quarter and
Rochdale Infirmary to the North. The study identified a number of issues and opportunities
relating to movement between the areas. It investigated potential solutions to improve
pedestrian connections. Opportunities for intervention were established and presented as a
number of projects ranging from improved signage, junctions improvements, pedestrianisation,
and green routes to traffic management.
Although this work and the masterplan did cover a wider area including College Bank it is
important to note that this SPD now only considers the Lower Falinge area and some adjoining
land to the east.
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3. Who is intended to benefit from
the policy and in what way

Private Individuals, Community and Interest Groups, Stakeholders, Land Owners, Developers,
Councillors, Rochdale Council Officers.

4. What outcomes are wanted
from this policy?

It seeks an efficient and effective land use policy which ensures that new development adds to
and supports the regeneration of Lower Falinge. The area mainly comprises of residential
buildings but does also include some pockets of other land use and buildings. Better quality
information submitted with planning applications to assist the development control processes
and the implementation of the Core Strategy policy.
If funding or resources were withdrawn.
Unforeseen/unavoidable circumstances.
Complexity of topic.
7. Who implements the policy and
Development Management.
who is responsible for the policy?
Strategic Planning.

5. What factors/forces could
contribute/detract from the
outcomes?
6. Who are
Rochdale Borough
the main
wide Housing,
stakeholders Rochdale Council,
in relation to Private Individuals,
the policy
Community and
Interest Groups,
Stakeholders, Land
Owners,
Developers.

8. Are there concerns that the policy
could have a differential impact on
racial groups?

Y

N
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9. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact due to gender?
10. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact due disability?

Y

N

Y

N

11. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to sexual
orientation?
12. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their age?

Y

N

Y

N

13. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their
religious belief?

Y

N

The SPD objectives generally responds well with all racial groups in the defined area in
respect of access to public open spaces, new and improved housing, community facilities,
accessibility etc. All groups in this area will benefit from this and help achieve a high
quality development.
It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to
meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to
meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
This SPD seeks appropriate levels of community facilities and services to support new
development in order to serve the area as a whole. Where community facilities include
places of worship.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.

14. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to them being
in a marriage or civil partnership?
15. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people who are pregnant
or on maternity?

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

16. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their
gender reassignment?

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

17. Could the differential impact identified in 8-16
amount to there being the potential for adverse
impact in this policy
18. Can this adverse impact be justified on the
grounds of promoting equality of opportunity for
one group? Or any other reason
19. Should the policy proceed to a partial
YES
impact assessment
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Signed (completing officer) Wayne Poole

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

20. If Yes, is there
enough evidence to
proceed to a full EIA

Please explain for each equality
heading (question 8-16) on a separate
piece of paper
NO
YES

Signed (Lead Officer) Paul Moore

Lower Falinge
Supplementary
Planning Document
(SPD)
Draft February 2021
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

The regeneration of Lower Falinge represents a strategic priority for the Council to contribute to the delivery
of new and improved housing offer in the area and capitalise on the development and regeneration within
Rochdale Town Centre.
Redevelopment and investment in Lower Falinge’s is an important part of this vision – delivering better
homes for our residents to live in alongside improved working and leisure opportunities in the town centre.
The need for investment in Lower Falinge has been identified in partnership with Rochdale Boroughwide
Housing (RBH) who have prepared a masterplan for this area and College Bank.
This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to establish an appropriate framework
to guide and deliver development by setting out the development, design and accessibility principles, and
the identification of focus areas where more specific guidance is necessary relating to Lower Falinge
specifically.

1.2

The Vision

Future investment in Lower Falinge will build on the strengths of the existing neighbourhood and enhance it
through improvements to the housing offer including both tenure and type, alongside delivery of supporting
green infrastructure public realm, highways upgrades and associated infrastructure as required to support
housing delivery. This will be to the benefit of the current community and future residents, the wider
surroundings, and will support the regeneration of Rochdale Town Centre.
The vision for Lower Falinge includes the delivery of:
 a better quality and mix of housing choice to meet the needs of the community now and in the
future;
 a safe neighbourhood where attractive, energy efficient homes combine with well-proportioned
streets, open spaces and landscaping to create distinctive and sustainable high density design
including new residential development along with the opportunity for some complimentary nonresidential uses, such as community facilities;
 an accessible neighbourhood with pedestrian and cycle friendly links and routes within and across
the area and strong connections with the wider surrounding areas including Rochdale Town Centre;
 high quality public and green spaces which enhance the existing outdoor environment and
recreational activities for people of all ages; and
 a neighbourhood which manages the public spaces and creates opportunities for social interaction
and activities.

1.3

Purpose and status of the SPD

The purpose of this Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) is to provide a framework for delivery of
development and investment across Lower Falinge. It outlines potential development opportunities within
the area including appropriate development mix and scale that will be supported across the neighbourhood.
The SPD enshrines and elaborates upon policies within the Rochdale Core Strategy (2016), notably policy
C2 – Focusing on regeneration areas and economic growth corridors/areas, specifically part 7. ‘Falinge,
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Spotland and Sparth, Rochdale, where we will improve the residential environment including new high
quality housing where opportunities occur’.
The SPD will be used by the Council as a material consideration when determining future planning
applications. Specifically, it:





1.4

sets out a development vision for the area;
provides greater certainty on the uses, form and quality of acceptable development including
approach to hard and soft (including green) public realm delivery ;
assists the Council in the assessment of planning applications; and
provides a basis for future decision on assembling land to provide certainty, including the potential
use of Compulsory Purchase Orders where necessary and appropriate.

Relationship between SPD and College Bank and Lower Falinge Spatial Strategy
Masterplan and Other Supporting Evidence

Rochdale Boroughwide Housing (RBH) commissioned Levitt Bernstein and GVA (now Avison Young) in
early 2017 to prepare a spatial strategy for the College Bank and Lower Falinge neighbourhoods and
adjacent areas and identify possible options for investment in College Bank and Lower Falinge, to improve
the quality and mix of homes, creating places where people want to come and live, and maximising the
opportunities created from the regeneration of Rochdale Town Centre through better access to retail,
leisure, transport and jobs.
As majority landowners across College Bank and Lower Falinge, RBH required a masterplan to inform
future investment across the neighbourhoods.
The Masterplan was developed including a programme of significant consultation with the local community
and local partners. It identified a range of interventions required to address issues identified. This included
recommendations in relation to the need to diversify the mix (type and tenure) and quality of homes
available alongside wider interventions.
These wider interventions included critically the need for comprehensive supporting investment in the
physical appearance of the area including quality and design of the public spaces, better access and
connectivity within the area and to the Town Centre and surround areas, and a safer and mixed
neighbourhood offering a range of community and shopping facilities as amenity to support residents and
their quality of life.
The masterplan concluded the critical need for the delivery of this programme of investment to support and
facilitate wider regeneration and contribute positively to housing market improvement across the town
centre.
To complement and help inform the work instructed by RBH, AECOM were commissioned by Rochdale
Council to undertake a study to review pedestrian accessibility between the Lower Falinge and College
Bank area and Rochdale Town Centre, the Educational Quarter and Rochdale Infirmary to the North. The
study identified a number of issues and opportunities relating to movement between the areas. It
investigated potential solutions to improve pedestrian connections. Opportunities for intervention were
established and presented as a number of projects ranging from improved signage, junctions
improvements, pedestrianisation, and green routes to traffic management.
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It should be noted that although this SPD seeks to build on the College Bank and Lower Falinge Spatial
Strategy Masterplan it only covers the Lower Falinge area as the initial phase of delivery emerging. This is
reflected in the SPD boundary plan shown in Figure 1 of this document. It should be noted that this
boundary extends beyond the RBH masterplan boundary to reflect potential future areas of change outside
of RBH control..

Technical evidence
In preparing this SPD:
1. Levitt Bernstein provided technical support on design and townscape illustrations. More information
on the design approach that informed the SPD is provided in the design principles section which can
be found in Chapter 4
2. Aecom provided support on the accessibility and movement strategy. More information on the
accessibility approach that informed the SPD is provided within the Transport section can be found
in Chapter 6
3. GVA (now Avison Young) provided technical support in terms of viability and delivery strategy
underpinning the College Bank and Lower Falinge masterplan. More information on phasing and
delivery can be found in Chapter 8.
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2.

Background

2.1

Policy Context

The document is designed to supplement Rochdale Core Strategy (2016() Policy C2 – Focusing on
regeneration areas and economic growth corridors/areas. However, it should be read in conjunction
with all national and local planning policy and guidance documents including those outlined below, and any
other relevant documents which may emerge during the lifetime of this document as material
considerations.

2.2

National Planning Policy Framework (2012)

The Framework sets out national planning policy, providing strategic direction on a wide range of planning
matters. It is supplemented by Planning Practice Guidance which gives further guidance on how policy
should be interpreted.
At the heart of the Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. This presumption
should be reflected in the plan-making process and any associated guidance. The Framework states that
development should be approved unless any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits of that development.
The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built environment and that planning policies
and decisions should aim to ensure that development responds to local character and history, reflecting the
identity of local surroundings and materials; however, authorities should not prevent or discourage
appropriate innovation. NPPF promotes a good standard of amenity for existing and future occupants of
land and buildings.
The SPD has been positively prepared. It seeks to regenerate and attract investment into the area and
wider Rochdale Town Centre, taking forward identified opportunities to meet the housing needs and
aspirations of the Lower Falinge and College Bank’s community both now and in the future.

2.3

Core Strategy (2016)

Rochdale Core Strategy (2016) is the key element of the development plan for Rochdale and will be used in
determining planning applications for sites within the Lower Falinge and College Bank area.
Key policy implications are set out in relation to each site identified in this SPD (Section 7) but it will be
important to consider all the relevant policies of the Core Strategy when preparing site-specific proposals.
The Core Strategy identifies the Falinge as a growth area. Policy C2 specifically relates to the Falinge,
Spotland and Sparth regeneration area as a regeneration area. It sets out key development principles and
proposes the following:
 focus regeneration and the delivery of new homes; and
 improve the residential environment including new high quality housing where opportunities occur.

2.4

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs)

When considering any type of development, relevant SPDs at the time of publication of this document
include:
 The Oldham and Rochdale Urban Design Guide Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs);
rochdale.gov.uk
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Affordable Housing SPD;
Climate Change and Adaptation SPD;
Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing SPD; and
Biodiversity and Development SPD.

All SPDs are available to view on the Council’s website.
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3.

Context

3.1

Description of the Site

Lower Falinge is located adjacent to Rochdale Town Centre and comprise of approximately 400 homes,
primarily owned and managed by Rochdale Borough Housing (RBH), a mutual housing society. The original
housing offer consisted of 1, and 3 bedroom flats solely. Since 2015, RBH has delivered a number of new
family house and bungalows, with more new homes under construction.
The SPD area captures a range of land uses beyond residential accommodation – this includes areas of hard
standing car parking, low grade industrial activities (predominantly north of St Marys Gate), retail uses
including Dunelm Mill and Lidl, an RSPCA centre and areas of informal and formal landscaping of varying
quality.
There is a cluster of non-residential units running along Spotland Road which includes a mix of independent
shops, employment uses, restaurants and takeaways.
Through the RBH masterplanning, Lower Falinge has been recognised as needing significant investment in
order to provide existing and future residents with a better quality home, more housing choice and a better
quality of life and wellbeing.
Overall, there is a low level of satisfaction living in the homes within Lower Falinge by residents and few
people want to move into or remain within the area. There are a significant number of long term empty
homes in the Lower Falinge neighbourhood and homes used as short term temporary accommodation.
In addition, Lower Falinge is identified to be physically disconnected from the town centre and surrounding
areas.
Whilst the area has been impacted historically by damaging media coverage, more recently investment by
Homes England and RBH has delivered new affordable homes of a high quality design to improve the
existing offer in the area, as the first phase of delivery under the College Bank and Lower Falinge Spatial
Strategy Masterplan.

3.2

SPD Boundary

The area covered by this SPD is broadly contained between Whitworth Road to the east, St. Mary’s Gate to
the south, Spotland Road and Sheriff Street to the west and Falinge Road and Howard Street to the north
(See Figure 1).
It comprises approximately 17 hectares of land and a significant part of the area consists of RBH owned
social housing and retail premises, plus a number of additional commercial and industrial premises of
varying nature and quality.
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Figure 1 SPD boundary

3.3 Relationship with Adjoining Areas
To the immediate south of Lower Falinge over St Marys Gate is Rochdale Town Centre. The Town Centre
currently captures a range of non-residential uses including the Rochdale Exchange Shopping Centre and.
The area north of the SPD area forms an important link between the wider residential area and primary care
service at Rochdale Infirmary, which supports health and social care delivery across the Borough which it
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serves. A key opportunity for the SPD is to improve links to Rochdale Infirmary ensuring it is well related to
and easily accessible across the site and to and from the town centre.
South of the SPD area, is Rochdale Town Centre which is predominantly retail with a number of
businesses, and meets the Boroughs retail needs. It includes Rochdale Exchange Shopping Centre which
contains the main shopping area of Yorkshire Street and is designated as a Primary Shopping Area. The
Town Centre is the subject of a comprehensive and exciting regeneration programme which will include
diversification to include housing delivery in the future. Development within the SPD area needs to
enhance, complement and support the Town Centre ambitions. As a minimum it should ensure housing
market failure is addressed and deliver excellent pedestrian and visual linkages between the two areas to
create a fully integrated town centre.
The College and Sixth Form College is located to the south of College Bank. The links between the SPD
area and the College need to be enhanced to seek to ensure accessibility and the ongoing success of the
College as a community asset.
Falinge Park to the north of the SPD area is a Victorian Park, close to Rochdale Town Centre. Its main
features include the façade of Falinge Hall and the Mawson designed formal gardens, which are
complemented by the restored bandstand. There are facilities for all ages, from the great play facilities to
the bowling greens. This area is an important link to Lower Falinge and pedestrian routes should be
enhanced. Any development must complement and enhance these unique assets..
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4.

Development Principles

The SPD establishes the principles and parameters to guide future development for the next 10-15 years
and beyond within Lower Falinge. Through delivery of the SPD we will ensure a thriving, vibrant and
sustainable community in Lower Falinge.
In order to achieve this, the SPD will seek to efficiently use land, provide a better quality and variety of
housing by type and tenure, good and environmentally sensitive design, improvement to public open space
and public realm and access to employment and job opportunities, community facilities and local services.
The SPD places strong emphasis on the following:

4.1

Connectivity and Movement

Lower Falinge is well located in close proximity to Rochdale Town Centre; however its connectivity to the
Town Centre and wider infrastructure such as parks, green spaces, surrounding neighbourhoods and local
facilities is poor. These connections should be enhanced. Central to achieving this will be improving
crossing points along St. Mary’s Gate into the Town Centre, improving key junctions such as Sheriff Street
and Falinge Road, Sheriff Street and Spotland Road; and creating green links to Falinge Park to the north,
Primrose Street Recreation Ground to the west and Rochdale Memorial Gardens to the south.
St. Mary’s Gate acts as a major physical barrier between Lower Falinge and the Town Centre, with large
volumes of traffic and poor crossing points making access over the road difficult. Strategies relating to the
improvement of St. Mary’s Gate will be considered in parallel to future development proposals in Lower
Falinge by Rochdale Borough Council.
Figure 2 Connectivity and Movement Development Principle
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4.2

Streets and Public Realm

Safer streets should be designed, with improved crossings, wider pavements, cycle provision and traffic
calming measures in place where appropriate. This will help to improve pedestrian and cyclist movement
within the neighbourhoods and surrounding area. Streets should have residential or non-residential uses
fronting on to them in order to activate the streets and improve safety for the street user. High quality public
realm interventions should be considered and used where possible, for example shared surfaces, public
squares, street trees, green buffers to busy roads, improved footpaths, seating and clear areas of
defensible space or private front gardens.
Figure 3 Streets and Public Realm Development Principle
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4.3

Public open space and play provision

New development should maintain and enhance existing open space provision, and, where possible, create
new inclusive spaces for leisure, recreation and play for a variety of age and social groups. Landscape
proposals should be integrated within the spatial strategy where appropriate and help to tie in and connect
the streets, public realm, homes and facilities.
Figure 4 Public Open Space and Play Provision Development Principle

4.4

Non-residential uses and new facilities

There is scope to incorporate a variety of non-residential facilities into new development such as small
scale convenience retail units which complement the existing offer in the Town Centre, strengthen key
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frontages including St Mary’s Gate and provide important service function for residents, or other facilities
such as community spaces, small local businesses or educational uses.
Figure 5 Non-Residential Uses and New Facilities Development Principle
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4.5

New and improved homes

Where existing homes are retained, redevelopment should encourage repairs to these buildings to improve
the quality of the homes and the type of public and open spaces. In the case of new homes being
proposed, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types should be developed in order to meet local needs over
the long term and create a sustainable community.
Figure 6 New and Improved Homes Development Principle
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5.

Design Principles

It is one of the main aims of this SPD to address the key issues faced within Lower Falinge and ensure that
new development is of the highest possible quality. This section sets out key principles for urban design
and public realm for future development proposals across the Lower Falinge neighbourhood.
Figure 7 SPD Framework Plan
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Access and Movement Strategy
An inclusive and legible movement network should be delivered through a well-defined hierarchy of streets,
safe pedestrian and cycle routes across Lower Falinge.
The access and movement strategy aims to create an interconnected network of streets and public spaces,
integrating Lower Falinge better with surrounding areas.
It seeks to arrange and align routes first and foremost for ease of walking and cycling and create a strong
connection with surrounded areas (specially the town centre).
Figure 8 Access and Movement Strategy

The SPD requires:
1. Creation of a traffic calmed green route attractive to pedestrians and cyclists through Lower Falinge that
connects Falinge Park and to other areas of open space to the south west.
2. Creation of strong pedestrian and cycle links through Lower Falinge that connect to the Town Centre,
Lidl supermarket, a new proposed green space and Falinge Park, seeking to reinstate the lost link
between Toad Lane and the Town Centre.
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3. Provision of a pedestrian and cycle connection linking Spotland Road, College Bank, ASDA, Hopwood
Hall College, Broadfield Park, Exchange Shopping Centre and Rochdale Interchange.
4. Creation of an easily navigable connection between the Town Centre and Rochdale Infirmary.
5. Downgrade of Sheriff Street.
6. Creation of legible east to west routes to allow easy movement between residential areas to the west
and the retail park directly to the east of Lower Falinge.
7. Introduction of strong frontage onto St Mary’s Gate to activate this busy route. A tree lined green buffer
along the busy route could provide wider pavements for cyclists and pedestrians.
8. Delivery of safe and easy to use pedestrian crossing points across St. Mary’s Gate.
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Streets and Public Realm Strategy
The SPD aims to create attractive streets and spaces that encourage more people to use them often and
for a long time, and reduce the emphasis placed on the use and accommodation of motor vehicles.
The SPD prioritises the safety and ease of use for pedestrians and users of all abilities to move about, and
recognises the role that different streets and green areas have to the creation of this quality and accessible
environment.
This will promoting more sustainable and healthier lifestyles and make the area a vibrant and welcoming
place.
Figure 9 Streets and Public Realm Strategy

The SPD requires:
1. Streets designed to improve safety and the feeling of security in the neighbourhoods.
2. Streets that are designed to improve accessibility for pedestrians and non-vehicular users of all ages and
abilities.
3. Creation of a welcoming and outward looking sense of place.
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4. Delivery of a series of connected public spaces and well overlooked streets that form part of the public
realm network and enhance the sense of place and sense of community.
5. Creation of safe environments through the careful design of buildings to allow for natural surveillance and
eyes on the street.
6. Safer and more attractive streets that better connect Lower Falinge to the Town Centre and adjoining
communities and facilities designed to not only minimise opportunities for crime but also promote a greater
pedestrian and cycling culture which will promote healthier lifestyles.
7. A pedestrian and cycle focussed public realm that should strengthen the existing street grid in order to
make movement within and through the area simple and enjoyable.
8. Incorporation of focal points for the local community and social activities within the street grid.
9. Carefully planned car parking provision to avoid large areas of parking along streets and sterilised
spaces in this highly sustainable location.
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Open Spaces and Play Strategy
The SPD aspires to a high quality, accessible network of clean, safe and attractive open spaces across
Lower Falinge that will allow people to improve their health and well-being through recreation and sport.
This should include a well-balanced provision of high quality multi-functional open space that is easily
accessible and sustainably managed which encourages a sense of belonging and enhances the quality of
life of residents.
Figure 10 Open Spaces and Play Strategy

The SPD requires:
1. Improved public and green spaces that enhance the existing outdoor environment and create an inviting,
safe and healthy environment for all.
2. Opportunities for local residents to take ownership of and be involved in the management of areas of
public space where it is appropriate and sustainable in the long term.
3. Creation of spaces to provide a range of recreational activities for people of all ages and particularly for
young people.
4. Delivery of play facilities that are safe, attractive and useful to a range of different user groups including
variety of age and abilities, and encourage inter-generational activity.
5. All open spaces to be safe, be well overlooked and be easily accessible.
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Land Use Strategy
The SPD land use strategy seeks to ensure a sustainable housing market which can support Rochdale
Town Centre’s regeneration, with a focus on housing delivery alongside convenience retailing to support
residents day to day needs.
Figure 11 Land Use Strategy

The SPD requires:
1. Delivery of a sustainable residential housing market across the Lower Falinge area.
2. A mix of uses including community uses (public and private sector), convenience retail, childcare
facilities, and/or educational- training facilities which could be provided at key activity hubs and gateways
along St Mary’s Gate to support and enhance the residential community here and in neighbouring areas.
3. The enhancement of the existing shopping parade at junction of Sheriff Street and Spotland Road to
better serve a growing residential community.
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Scale and Massing
The SPD building heights strategy respects its wider context and has regard to the local housing market
and housing need in advocating a generally low-medium rise area that shifts in scale and building typology
to key frontages. The average height across Lower Falinge will be 2-4 storeys and up to 3-4 storeys on the
development edges. Some marker buildings will be located as land marks on the urban landscape. Higher
density will be supported where it does not undermine meeting housing need within the area.
Figure 12 Scale and Massing Strategy

The SPD requires:
1. Refurbished homes and new homes in Lower Falinge to improve the range and quality of homes on offer.
2. A suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types should be developed to meet local needs and create a
sustainable community, specifically addressing current exposure to mono-type (flats) and mono-tenure
(social rented) opportunities.
3. Zones indicating 2-4 storey development should primarily comprise of 2- 3 storey town house
development with strategic locations for 4 storey corner blocks which could be flatted accommodation.
4. Zones indicating 3-4 storey development should primarily comprise of 3-4 storey development with
strategic locations for additional height, including areas where there is underlying landform and low
topography, or architectural moments at landmark corners - these zones could be flatted blocks or mixeduse development with ground floor areas allocated to non-residential uses.
rochdale.gov.uk
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6.

Transport and Access

This section contains a summary of the main transport issues affecting the SPD area. This includes
identification of particular issues that will need to be taken into account when considering future
development across Lower Falinge.
Figure 13 provides a context for current movement to and through the area, including key barriers to
movement (a description of the barriers is set out in Appendix 2).
The overall objective of the movement strategy for the SPD as set out in Section 4 above is to enable
pedestrians, people with impaired mobility and cyclists to have better connectivity within and adjoining the
surrounding area including Rochdale Town Centre. Across the SPD area, there is a lack of facilities for
pedestrians and priority is given to motorised traffic. This reduces choice and channels pedestrians to
crossing locations that may be less than conveniently located for their particular journey.
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Figure 13 Current Movement Context

The SPD notes the following key issues in relation to movement, connectivity and access in the area:






Issues with lack of ease, safety and quality of access perceived as a significant problem for
pedestrians, cyclists, and disabled needs with a lack of permeability;
Important pedestrian routes for the residents of Lower Falinge are along Spotland Road and across
St. Mary’s Gate to access the Town Centre, although connection to the Town Centre from the
College Bank area is via an underpass which is closed during the evenings with concerns noted
generally as to its safety.
Other pedestrian routes across the area generally connect poorly to open spaces including Falinge
Park and Broadfield Park.
Vehicular movement and high volumes of traffic dominate the roads surrounding Lower Falinge. St
Mary’s Gate is the key route connecting Rochdale into the wider area and towards Manchester City
Centre. Spotland Road and Sheriff Street are also characterised by fast and high volumes of traffic
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particularly at rush hour, causing high levels of congestion at key junctions including at Falinge
Road and Sheriff Street.
Lack of crossing facilities along St Mary’s Gate encourages pedestrians to cross at random
locations, placing them in live traffic and which can be difficult and dangerous to cross.

Figure 14 also illustrates the proposed transport strategy for the SPD area including linkages to adjoining
areas.
Figure 14 Transport Strategy
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The SPD identifies the following key transport improvement projects for the area:
I.

Spotland Road and St Mary’s Gate junction - This junction is a significant node on the local
area highway network and therefore any modifications to its operation need to be carefully
considered. There are no pedestrian crossing facilities provided at road level as there is a
pedestrian underpass; however the route is indirect and not very desirable. It is proposed that
the whole junction is redesigned and reconfigured to take into account some of the following
options:
 Pedestrian facilities;
 Junction re-design; and
 Underpass upgrade.

II.

Pedestrian Priority Routes through the neighbourhood - Two key routes have been
identified shown in the map below, that run through the SPD area.
 Falinge Park to Town Centre via Toad Lane
 Infirmary to Town Centre via Redcross Street
Providing clearly defined continuous routes through the neighbourhood will encourage
movement to and through the study area, thereby improving permeability and providing better
connections between key local attractors and the Town Centre.
It is important that the routes are clear to pedestrians and therefore guiding pedestrians along
them using elements such as wayfinding signs and providing pedestrian crossings on desire
lines are vital to their success. The provisions of footpaths with good quality level surfaces that
are of sufficient width are also necessary to encourage use.

III.

Footpaths alongside St Mary’s Gate from College Road to Whitworth Road – There are no
existing provisions for pedestrians alongside the west side of St Mary’s Gate from its junction
with College Road up to its junction with Whitworth Road which is a distance of nearly 700m.
Consideration has therefore been given to providing suitable pedestrian facilities along this
length including:
 Footway from College Road to Spotland Road; and
 Footway from Spotland Road to Whitworth Road.

IV.

Traffic management - The area around Redcross Street would benefit from a reconfiguration of
existing streets that would deliver improvements for pedestrians, giving them priority whilst still
allowing access for businesses. The changes would seek to discourage through traffic and
reduce traffic speeds.

V.

Redcross Street junction with St Mary’s Gate - there is a clear desire line and high demand
for pedestrians crossing at this junction where there are currently no pedestrian facilities. A
staggered pedestrian crossing could be provided at this location; however this layout would
require the closure of the gap in the central reservation on St Mary’s Gate that currently allows
right turning traffic. The closure of the gap could also help to reduce the number of vehicles rat
running through the Redcross Street area but would obviously have other potential impacts on
vehicle movements as a result of the re-distributed trips.

VI.

Lower Falinge Estate Shops Parking - There is an aspiration to retain the shops within the
Lower Falinge Estate at the junction of Spotland Road and Sheriff Street and to provide a
designated parking area that is off the main highway.
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In addition, the following describe a range of pedestrian facilities that should be considered for inclusion as
part of any development proposal or planning application. We have focussed on those facilities or
improvements that will enhance and complement the other component parts of the plan, providing a safe
and legible network and supporting the high level aims of the improvements:










Green route/Streets for All;
Way finding signs;
Controlled Crossings, including Zebra, Puffin and Toucan crossings;
Traffic Management measures including traffic calming, speed tables, speed cushions, priority
chicane’s, road narrowing, one way traffic management and road closures;
Uncontrolled crossings such as pedestrian refuge island, kerb build-outs, flat top road hump;
Speed limits;
Cycle facilities;
Bridges; and
Elevated walkways.
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7.

Focus Areas

Proposals for development in Lower Falinge identified in this Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
should take account of the vison for the area, development, design and transport principles detailed in
earlier sections of this SPD, and the area specific information set out below by identified ‘focus area’ (see
map below for all focus areas).
The focus areas are not rigidly defined for development and do not imply that the SPD requires separate
developments for these areas. Rather, development within the whole SPD area should be undertaken in a
co-ordinated manner paying regard to all the guidance in this SPD, in order to deliver a well-planned and
designed, coherent, interconnected and integrated development that delivers the regeneration of the area
and its wider context.
Figure 15 Focus Areas
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7.1

Focus Area 1: Abbeydale Road

The Abbeydale Road area within Lower Falinge is a residential area that is predominantly made up of deck
access blocks of flats with some garage provision to its western edge. There is poor pedestrian
permeability through the site and the area suffers from streets that are dominated by fast moving traffic.
Abbeydale Road currently runs south from Falinge Road providing access to flat blocks but does not
provide access through to Spotland Road which results in the inadequate Sheriff Street being over used.
Figure 16 Abbeydale Road

Extending Abbeydale Road and creating a new link through to Spotland Road offers the opportunity to:
 develop a strong north / south link through the site;
 create a green, tree lined route with wider pavements, designated cycle routes and a landscape
buffer at the road edge;
 develop a new public open greenspace at the heart of the community that is easily accessed and a
safe space; and
 improve pedestrian crossings on Sheriff Street and Falinge Road and links with Falinge Park
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Making improvements to Sheriff Street can increase road safety, improve the pedestrian environment and
introduce traffic calming measures. This could be done by:





narrowing Sheriff Street as a traffic calming measure to increase the safety of the environment;
creating wider, tree lined pavements and dedicated cycle lanes to enhance the pedestrian
environment;
locating three storey homes along the length of the street to create a strong frontage;
focusing good quality urban design at key gateways with Sheriff Street. Falinge Road and Spotland
Road; and

Specific blocks of flats are identified in the Masterplan as being most suitable for clearance to create a
redevelopment site for new residential development. The following should be taken into account when
considering any future development proposals:





large scale clearance offers the opportunity for comprehensive residential redevelopment ;
new homes should be in a mix of types, tenures and sizes to offer varied accommodation to the
local community;
key gateways and focal points for development where there is the opportunity for increased density
and massing would be on frontages of Abbeydale Road, Sheriff Street and Falinge Road;
Retained blocks, if of high enough quality, offer the opportunity to be further improved and
refurbished to improve living accommodation.
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7.2

Focus Area 2: Redcross Street

The Redcross Street area is made up of existing residential properties with some garage uses, a number of
commerical uses, a children’s nursery, carparking and a cleared former millsite. This area has seen some
recent residential development by RBH, around Samuel Ashworth Street replacing flat blocks with lower
density housing development.
Figure 17 Redcross Street

The Redcross Street area as a whole offers the potential for residential redevelopment to:
 provide a mix of types and styles of homes for the community;
 create a stronger more cohesive residential community;
 improve local street connections and access throughout the area;
 bring underused and poor quality uses in to more successful residential uses;
 create a strong frontage with high quality and high density development along Howard Street to the
north; and
 create a safer more pedestrian friendly environment throughout.
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Focus Area 3: St Mary’s Gate

7.3

St Mary’s Gate is a dual carriageway running to the northern edge of Rochdale Town Centre dividing it from
Lower Falinge and College Bank. The road has existing underpasses which provide pedestrian access
across it however these are consider in poor condition and unsafe. The existing frontage with St Mary’s
Gate is weak and the pedestrian environment poor.
Figure 17 St Mary’s Gate

Along St Mary’s Gate there is the opportunity to:






improve crossing opportunities for pedestrians using new at grade crossings;
set buildings back from the road to create a wider space for pedestrians, cyclists and to allow a
green buffer between the road and non-car users;
create a strong frontage along both sides of the road with good quality design and uses directly
fronting it;
locate non-residential uses at ground floor level of new buildings which could be appropriate for
small retail, community and educational uses;
have high density residential uses along the frontage where possible; and enhance lighting and
quality public realm to create a safer and more attractive street scene.
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7.4

Focus Area 4: Future Area of Focus

This area is presently formed by a number of uses including retail uses, car park, Nursery and Children’s
Centre and interspersed with some residential blocks. This creates a poor quality environment that does
not benefit either of the current uses. The lack of any direct access means that it currently acts as a
negative barrier instead of being the positive feature that it should be. In addition, the area can feel unsafe
particularly after dark due to the lack of activity.
The fragmented nature of the area means it lacks focus in terms of uses and activity. These issues combine
to create an overall impression of an unattractive, inaccessible and unappealing area at a key junction on a
prominent, edge of town centre site.
Figure 18 Future Area of Focus

This area forms an important link between the wider largely residential area of Redcross Street and Lower
Falinge to the west that has a large population, providing a substantial walk in catchment population, close
to Rochdale Town Centre. It is important that any development within the SPD area, specifically in this
area, promotes and enhances the pedestrian, land use and visual and physical linkages.
It is important that pedestrian linkages within this area and the SPD area are improved and ways explored
to ensure that development in the SPD area enhances the future prospects for this part of the SPD area.
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No major development area proposed within this area at present. In addition to the current uses found
within the area, other appropriate uses may include car parking, offices and housing.
Townhead is a significant junction and gateway into the town centre and the Council will continue to seek
and support proposals that assist in the regeneration of the area.
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8.

Delivery and Implementation

Introduction
The need for a robust and coherent delivery strategy for Lower Falinge has been a core principle running
throughout the RBH Masterplanning process which underpins this SPD. This has included but is not limited
to: a realistic and sound understanding of market aspirations and potential for change and investment,
integrated feasibility and viability analysis which seeks to maximise public and private sector funding
streams, and the need for land assembly to deliver the identified regeneration opportunity.
It is recognised that the Lower Falinge neighbourhood is not just a regeneration area but are people’s
homes and the Council and its partners will ensure that, as well as it providing the best possible form of
development to achieve the vision set out in this SPD, it is entirely realistic and deliverable. It is also
recognised that Lower Falinge has a strategic relationship to the wider regeneration plans for Rochdale
Town Centre – this SPD will positively impact the housing and wider commercial markets in the area which
will contribute to the ambitions for Rochdale Town Centre.
This SPD is a key component of the delivery strategy underpinning the Masterplan. This section provides
further guidance around the approach to delivery, and sets out requirements for any future planning
applications in the area.
Market Demand Considerations
Existing housing supply within the SPD area is heavily skewed towards flats and almost exclusively social
rented in nature under the ownership of RBH.
Without the presence of the Registered Provider, RBH, and its associated tenants this is an area which
would demonstrate traditional signs of market failure – limited choice within the housing offer, disconnected
neighbourhoods and public realm issues, declining conditions within the housing stock, and low values.
This has a knock-on effect to the wider housing market within the town centre fringe and town centre itself,
impacting on the scale and nature of investment that can and will be attracted to the area.
Where development potential exists on under-utilised sites within the SPD boundary, viability is a significant
barrier to delivery. Based on local house price data, quality residential development is not currently viable
within the area. The Lower Falinge and College Bank masterplan seeks to address viability over the long
term through the comprehensive delivery of development and investment to create demand and establish
new residential market and value benchmarks.
The Council’s latest Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Draft, 2015) supports a need for the increased
delivery of family houses sized 2-bedrooms and above to meet emerging need. In addition there is a
recognised need to deliver a housing product within the SPD area to facilitate re-housing existing residents
to release sites for development. There is also an identified need for a specialist older persons housing.
Soft market testing undertaken with a number of national and regional regeneration housebuilders and
contractors undertaken through the RBH Masterplanning process supported the view that there is a strong
and continued interest in investing within the SPD area if change can be delivered comprehensively.
Delivery Approach
Rochdale Council working alongside RBH as a major landowner and interested party is committed to
delivering the regeneration of the SPD area in partnership with the private sector. Where it is identified to be
necessary the Council is willing to use its statutory powers (including Compulsory Purchase Orders) to
facilitate the holistic and comprehensive delivery of development and investment across the whole area.
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The SPD seeks the comprehensive regeneration of the area captured within its boundary. Working
alongside RBH it is intended that investment will be delivered through the procurement of a developer
partner, and progression of a strategic outline planning application for the whole area.
Any development proposals promoted outside of this structure by individual landowners or interested
parties will be required to demonstrate that they facilitate and contribute to the delivery of the wider
regeneration objectives set out in this SPD and the Lower Falinge and College Bank Spatial Strategy
Masterplan, and do not in any way prejudice their delivery.
Infrastructure and S106 Contributions
The Council will seek S106 contributions where these are necessary to make individual proposals
acceptable in planning terms.
Applicants should be aware of the ambitions to deliver improvements along the A58 St Marys Gate corridor
with detailed design work undertaken by AECOM as a strategic highways priority for the Council, alongside
the desire to deliver strategic movement and open space provision as part of the masterplan.
Delivery of affordable housing as part of residential developments is an established policy requirement
across Rochdale. Policy C4 of the Adopted Rochdale Core Strategy (2016) requires an affordable housing
contribution of 7.5% of the development sales value of the overall scheme, with a preference for on-site
delivery of an affordable product to meet local need. The policy allows for exceptional circumstances where
off-site contributions will be accepted.
Notwithstanding identified local need for affordable housing provision across Rochdale, this SPD
recognises the need to diversify housing supply within Lower Falinge – being almost exclusively affordable
in nature at the time of adoption. It is recognised that the delivery of market housing within this area is
required to deliver this diversification and to ensure the sustainability of retained affordable housing in the
area – with only partial clearance of the existing estates proposed.
The SPD requires a clear and robust strategy around the strategic delivery of affordable housing, including
an intermediate product, which can and should be delivered through future planning applications. This
should include consideration of retained and improved affordable housing supply, the role for affordable
supply as part of new developments to contribute to the wider implementation of the masterplan (including
recognition of the need to re-house residents from redevelopment areas), and/or the contribution that offsite delivery could make to delivering the overall ambitions of the masterplan.
Planning Application Requirements
This SPD will be a material consideration in any future planning application relating to any site within its
boundary; accordingly, any planning applications for development within the area will need to be supported
by sufficient evidence and information to demonstrate they embed appropriate responses to the
requirements set out within this SPD. This includes the need for justification for and evidence supporting
any deviations from the requirements set out within the SPD.
The Council has a series of checklists summarising validation requirements associated with different types
of applications, available at http://www.rochdale.gov.uk/planning-and-building/apply-for-planningpermission/planning-permission---home/application-forms-and-guidance. These checklists should be
adhered to by all applications to demonstrate that development is appropriate in planning terms.
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Appendix 1 – Barriers and nodes
Barrier Where conditions create obstructions to free movement.
1.
A58 St Mary’s Gate Dual Carriageway with little or no pedestrian footways along the length
from the College to Whitworth Road.
2.
Spotland Road
Busy carriageway with high levels of traffic with no formal crossing
A680
provisions along the length of the road aside from the junction at Sherriff
St.
3.
Holland Street
The road has excessive gradient differences from north side to south.
Lack of permeability and access for pedestrians.
4.
College Road
Narrow one-way service/access road providing access to the garages.
No footway on north side of road with the exception of one set of poor
quality steps.
5.

Nodes
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Howard Street

High traffic volumes and excessive speeds for the road conditions which
include a tight bend with poor forward visibility. There are no pedestrian
crossing facilities along any part of the road.
Locations where crossing activities currently take place.
College Road
Pedestrian facilities across one arm only leading from Newgate to
junction with St
College Road. No footway around northwest corner.
Mary’s Gate
St Mary’s Gate
No pedestrian crossing facilities at road level and access are restricted
junction with
by guardrail and retaining walls. Pedestrian provision at this junction is
Spotland Road
via a 24hr underpass. Current pedestrian desire path is crossing the
grass verge.
Redcross Street
Although there are no pedestrian facilities at this location there is a clear
junction with St
desire line and high demand for pedestrians to cross.
Mary’s Gate
Cheetham Street
Only formal pedestrian crossing of St Mary’s Gate between Whitworth
underpass
Road and Spotland Road.
St Mary’s Gate
junction with
Whitworth Road
Howard Street
junction with Rope
Street
Sherriff Street
Roundabout
Spotland Road
junction with Sheriff
Street
Spotland Road
pedestrian crossing

rochdale.gov.uk

No public footpath access to the junction from Spotland Road. Access is
only possible by crossing the retail car parks.
Uncontrolled crossings and traffic islands with very narrow and poor
quality footways from the infirmary to the Town Centre
Mini roundabout that has dropped crossings but no tactile paving. Busy
junction but limited safe opportunities to cross to access Falinge Park,
School, Infirmary or the Town Centre.
Signal controlled junction with pedestrian facilities Despite the provision
many pedestrians choose to cross away from the junction indicating
desire lines are present to other destinations.
Existing controlled pedestrian crossing facility near the junction of
Mitchell Street.
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Appendix 2 – Glossary
Active frontages - Active frontages are building elevations that have frequent doors and windows,
with few blank walls, internal uses visible from the outside, or spilling onto the street.
Adaptability - The capacity of a building or space to be changed so as to respond to changing
social, technological and economic conditions.
Adoption - This is the process by which a document is formally adopted, and will form one of
the Council’s statutory Local Development Documents.
Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) - An annual monitoring report measures the delivery of policies
and their performance against objectives and targets.
Building line - The line formed by the frontages of buildings along a street. The building line can
be shown on a plan or section.
Bulk - The combined effect of the arrangement, volume and shape of a building or group of
buildings. Also called massing.
Context - The area surrounding a development site. This may be the immediate local area (the
site context), or a much wider town-wide context (the strategic context).
Community Strategy - An overarching local strategy for the future of the Borough, outlining
actions towards environmental, economic and social well-being. All Council policies and strategies
must comply with the Community Strategy.
Conformity (e.g. Chain of Conformity) - This indicates the different weights of documents and
how they are informed by other documents.
Core Strategy - A key Development Plan Document which sets out the long term spatial vision for
Rochdale. It outlines the spatial objectives and strategic policies required to deliver that vision.
Definition of streets - Enclosing the edges of streets with buildings and, sometimes, landscape so
that they are clearly defined spaces.
Desire Lines - An imaginary line linking facilities or places, which would form a convenient and
direct route for pedestrians and cyclists.
Development - The carrying out of building, engineering, mining or other operation in, on, over or
under land, or the making of any material change in the use of any buildings or land.
Development Management (Generic Policies) - The control of development by the local planning
authority through the consideration/determination of planning applications. These criteria-based
policies ensure that all development within Rochdale will meet the spatial vision and objectives set
out in the Core Strategy.
Development Plan Document (DPD) - Any document that includes policies, proposals or
allocations and has been prepared and adopted under the statutory development plan procedures.
These documents are: the Core Strategy; Area Action Plans; Site Specific Allocations and the
Proposals Map. All DPDs are subject to independent examination.
Diversity - The range of different activities, uses and building types in an area.
Evidence Base - Various national, regional, sub-regional and local strategies and statistical data
which are used to as a basis for writing policies in the Local Development Framework.
Footfall - A way of describing the number of pedestrians using a route. For example, busy
shopping streets will have a high footfall, whereas a residential cul-de-sac will have a low footfall.
In-curtilage parking - Parking within a building’s site boundary, rather than on a public street or
space.
Landmark - A building, structure or space that stands out from its background by virtue of height,
size or some other aspect of design.
Large floor-plate - A building type which covers a very large ground floor area. A supermarket is a
typical example.
Legibility - The degree to which a place can be easily understood for people trying to find their
way around.
Local Development Documents - The documents that make up the Local Development
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Framework including: Development Plan Documents; Supplementary Planning Documents and the
Statement of Community Involvement.
Local Plan Suite of Development Documents which constitute the statutory Development Plan for
Rochdale Borough.
Local distinctiveness - The positive features of a place and its communities which contribute to
its special character and distinguish it from other places.
Massing - The combined effect of the arrangement, volume and shape of a building or group of
buildings. Also called bulk.
Mixed uses - A mix of different uses (for example, retail and residential) within a building, on a site
or within a particular area.
Permeability - The characteristic of a well-connected network of streets, spaces and other routes.
Planning Applications - Process where people apply for permission to carry out
development/alterations/demolition etc. The application is considered/determined by the Council
taking into account the policies in the Development Plan.
Public Realm - Those parts of towns and villages that are available for use by everyone free of
charge, and include streets, squares, lanes and open spaces.
Public Consultation - A formal process which invites the public to comment and make
representation on the Local Development Document, this is a statutory element in the process and
can take up to 6 weeks.
Range of tenures - A mix of different types of residential property, including (but not restricted to)
privately owned, affordable housing, and shared ownership.
Renewable sources - Renewable sources of materials can be replenished naturally in a short
period of time. Renewable energy sources capture their energy from ongoing natural processes
such as sunshine, wind and flowing water.
Representations - Comments received by Rochdale MBC in response to public consultation on
documents.
Scale - The impression of a building when seen in relation to its surroundings, or the size of parts
of a building or its details, particularly as experienced in relation to the size of a person. Sometimes
it is the total dimensions of a building which give it its sense of scale; at other times it is the size of
the individual building elements and the way in which they are combined. The concept is a difficult
and ambiguous one: often the word is simply used as a synonym for ‘size’.
Stakeholder - Anyone with an interest in Rochdale’s development. This includes professionals,
businesses and the whole community.
Street furniture - Structure in a street or space. For example, bus shelters, light columns, signs,
seating and litter bins.
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) - Supplementary Planning Documents provide
additional detail to Local Development Framework Policies, providing guidance to developers and
their designers on what is expected of them. If applications for planning do not conform with the
SPD they may be refused.
Sustainable Development - Development that simultaneously meets environmental, economic
and community needs without comprising the needs of future generations.
Traffic Calming - Traffic management measures designed to reduce the speed of vehicles along
routes, particularly in residential areas.
Urban Design - The art of making places. Urban design involves the design of buildings, groups of
buildings, spaces and landscapes, in villages, towns and cities, and the establishment of
frameworks and processes which facilitate successful development.
Urban grain - The pattern of buildings and their plots and how they combine to form blocks within
a settlement. Urban grain may be ‘fine’, comprising small blocks and frequent street junctions, or it
may be ‘coarse’, comprising large blocks and infrequent street junctions. This can be related to
townscapes and streets.
Unitary Development Plan (UDP) - Adopted in 2006, the development plan currently in force for
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the whole Borough. This Plan will remain valid until replaced by new Development Plan
Documents.
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Rochdale Borough Council
Strategic Planning Team
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale OL16 1YH
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01706 924252
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Rochdale Station area Supplementary Planning Document
Executive Summary
1.1

A draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been produced for the
Rochdale Station area to support the continued regeneration and renewal of
the area by providing detailed planning and design advice. This report seeks
the views of the Committee on the content of the Draft SPD as part of a
consultation along with key stakeholders.
Recommendation

2.1



Members of the Committee are requested to note the content of the Draft
Supplementary Planning Document for the Rochdale Station Gateway
area, and comment on its key objectives and proposals as part of a
consultation along with key stakeholders, residents and businesses.
Reason for Recommendation

3.1

As set out in the National Planning Policy Framework, Supplementary
Planning Documents build upon and provide more detailed advice or
guidance on the policies in the Local Plan. Regulations 11 to 16 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 set out
the requirements for producing SPDs. Regulation 12 requires that
consultation is undertaken prior to the adoption of an SPD.

Key Points for Consideration
Background
4.1

As a major gateway into the Borough, the regeneration and improvement of
Rochdale Railway Station, and the surrounding land and buildings,
represents a strategic priority for the Council to attract new residents and
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businesses to the area, contribute to an improved housing offer, create new
public realm and open space and to capitalise on the development and
regeneration within Rochdale Town Centre. Rochdale Borough Council
(RBC) are working towards a town-core regeneration plan, which includes
plans for around 2,000 new homes, including within the proposed Station
Gateway area. The Council is seeking to promote transit led integrated
development and place making around existing stations with the aim of
unlocking the dormant potential of Rochdale station through dynamic urban
regeneration and the creation of a Transport-Orientated Community (TOC).
The approach aims to add commercial benefit through access to transport
but critically also aims to realise social value.
4.2

Rochdale Station’s redevelopment and regeneration potential is an
important vision which offers residents and businesses an opportunity to
develop a sustainable community with a vibrant mixture of living, working
and recreational opportunities.

4.3

This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to
establish an appropriate framework to guide and deliver development by
setting out the development, design and accessibility principles, and the
identification of focus areas where more specific guidance is necessary.
Participation and consultation so far

4.4

The Council worked with the GM Stations Alliance, a newly established
partnership between Rochdale Council, GM Combined Authority, Network
Rail, LCR Property and Transport for Greater Manchester to prepare a
masterplan for the existing stations within the Borough. Preparation of the
Rochdale Station Masterplan has been widely consulted on with residents
and businesses’ within the area.

4.5

To date there have been several workshops, which have helped to inform the
key aim and objectives of each neighbourhood.
Purpose of a SPD

4.6

The proposed Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) will provide a
development strategy for the Rochdale Station area. It outlines potential
development opportunities within the area including options for the scale and
mix of future proposals on a number of different sites. The SPD will provide
further detailed guidance in order to achieve coherent and comprehensive
development within the area and ensure the delivery of the necessary new
infrastructure.

4.7

There is also an opportunity to make more of Rochdale Town Centre as a
location, creating places where people want to come and live and helping to
make Rochdale Town Centre thrive.

4.8

The SPD will also be used by the Council as a material consideration when
determining future planning applications.
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4.9

The SPD elaborates upon policies within the Rochdale Core Strategy (2016),
The SPD will therefore provide further detail on how relevant policies in the
Local Plan will be applied to the sites and principles for how development of
the sites would best be taken forward. Notably policy C2 – Focusing on
regeneration areas and economic growth corridors/areas, which specifically
sets out key development principles and proposes the following:



Focus regeneration and the delivery of a new station area, including
homes, retail, leisure and commercial options; and
Improve the environment, public realm and legibility from the station
to the town centre.

The Supplementary Planning Document content
4.10 The following is a summary of the content and structure within the consultation
draft SPD:
Introduction, vision,
purpose and status
of the SPD
Background,
planning
policy
framework, relevant
plans and strategies

Explains why the SPD has been produced and how
it is structured.

Development
Context

Describes the SPD area and provides a spatial
portrait of the site. It also looks at the relationship
with the adjoining areas.

Development
Principles

Establishes the principles and parameters to guide
future development for the next 10-15 years in the
surrounding area. Specifically looking at:
 Introducing new residential uses that
provides for a mix of types and densities.
 Creation of a Station square, with events
space and public art
 Plan for the phased relocation of vehicle
movements away from the main northern
entrance around Maclure Road
 Create improved pick up/drop off facilities
and bus access to the south along Miall
Street
 Improve North/South connectivity
 Improve walking connections to the town
centre, Deeplish and Canalside
 Support existing and attact new businesses
in the area to integrate Milkstone local centre
and community into the Station Quarter

Sets out the broad policy framework that applies to
the site, highlights the main Local Plan policies and
relevant key plans and strategies that have informed
the SPD.
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Increase the capacity of the Metrolink Park
and Ride in order to reduce on–street
parking by commuters.

Design Principles

Transport
Access

Focus areas

Sets out an approach for landowners to follow when
designing their schemes which will help ensure a
high standard of design comes forward. Specifically
looking at:
 Public Realm
 Heights and massing
and Explains what the concept of Transport Orientated
Communities and which parking considerations,
vehicle movements and connections are required
within the SPD area and how transport issues will be
considered in policy terms.
Sets out three broad areas of focus – each with
different development considerations and guidance
suitable for that area. It also sets out principles for
the form and the types of uses which would be
permitted within the potential focus areas, such as
improving and creating new connections and public
spaces, improved public realm, providing a mix of
types and styles of homes for the community.
The three focus areas are:





Station Quarter – which includes character
areas Station North, Station South and the
Fire Station Museum
Central Park Area
Canal Side Area.

Delivery
and Explains how the development and infrastructure set
Implementation
out in the SPD is needed to support it will be secured
and delivered.
Next Steps
Members of the Township Committee are requested to note the content of the
Draft Supplementary Planning Document for the Rochdale Station Gateway
area, and comment on its key objectives and proposals as part of a
forthcoming consultation with key stakeholders, residents and businesses.
The documents are being subject to public consultation for a period of six
weeks, beginning the 22nd February 2021.
Alternatives considered
Not producing this SPD will result in less clarity in terms of guidance to
applicants and developers within this important regeneration area. This may
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result in proposals which do not properly deal with planning requirements
and result in poorer quality schemes being submitted. Furthermore, there
could be a consequence should the Council consider to invoke its powers
through the Compulsory Purchase Order process.
Costs and Budget Summary
5.1

There are no specific financial implications arising from the
recommendations within this report or for the Council’s involvement in the
process at this stage. Consultation costs will be covered by existing planning
budgets.
Risk and Policy Implications

6.1

The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations
2012 (“2012 Regulations”) sets out the procedures to be followed by local
planning authorities in relation to the preparation of supplementary
planning documents. This includes the public participation arrangements
set out in Regulation 12.

6.2

The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) (Coronavirus)
(Amendment) Regulations 2020 (as amended) temporarily removes the
requirement to make certain documents available for inspection at principal
offices and other places. A document will be taken to be made available
when it is published on the local planning authority’s website. The
requirement to provide hard copies on request is also temporarily removed.

6.3

In addition to the above, the Council must also adhere to the consultation
and engagement procedures set out in its Statement of Community
Involvement.

6.4

There are no other specific legal implications arising from the
recommendation in this report.

Consultation
7.1

The Council will begin publicising and consulting for a period of six weeks
week beginning 22th February 2021. During this time the document and
supporting information will be published on the Council’s website. Due to
restrictions that have arisen due to Covid-19, no paper copies are being
provided within public buildings.
Stakeholders on the Council’s planning policy database will be notified by
letter or email.
Background Papers

8.

Place of Inspection

Draft Rochdale Station area SPD Council website
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Consultation Statement

To be provided in due course on
Council Website

Equalities Impact Assessment

To be provided in due course on
Council Website

For Further Information Contact:

Kirsty Nicholls, Principal Planning Officer
Kirsty.nicholls@rochdale.gov.uk
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

Over 1.5m journeys were made from Rochdale railway station in 2019/20, a jump of almost 20 per cent from the
previous year. With completion of a new platform in 2016, residents and businesses benefit from six trains an hour
into Manchester city centre and a Metrolink stop, which provides a direct link into Rochdale town centre and
Kingsway Business Park, home to some of the borough’s biggest employers. Express train services mean travellers
from Rochdale can be in Manchester Victoria in 13 minutes, with a direct link to Manchester Piccadilly and the
Airport a franchise commitment.
The immediate station environment does not promote a high quality public interface. The prominence of the
highway and the layering of infrastructure, particularly the tram on top of the existing highway, has resulted in
significant levels of transit infrastructure paraphernalia present with a concentration to the station. The array of
paraphernalia impacts poorly on the street scene, creating a cluttered environment limiting views across the station
gateway.
This results in the gateway experience into the area via the rail network being extremely poor with limited
wayfinding and natural navigation. A low quality, fragmented and severed spatial experience with perceptions of
poor personal safety is created.
A newly completed link road from Oldham Road provides a convenient and direct access into the park and ride to
south of the station. Coupled with the investment in rail services at Rochdale the existing facility has been unable to
meet demand for travel resulting in parking on street and congestion in the surrounding area. Demand was
estimated to be double the existing 225 space capacity. With this shift in vehicular movements away from the
Maclure Road entrance, highways to the north is no longer fit for purpose and under-utilised. An opportunity exists
to introduce traffic free areas and reduce traffic movements through the area.
The rear of the underpass, accessed from Miall Street, was refurbished and re-opened in July 2015 and provides a key
link between the south side, particularly with the Metrolink Park & Ride facility. Since opening, the underpass has
provided a useful north – south link for pedestrians crossing the area. It is identified within the SPD as a key pedestrian
route between both sides of the station area.
Work to upgrade the primary Maclure Road entrance to the railway station has not been completed. The Council
would like to see the refurbishment works to the front of the underpass completed to a uniform standard with
painted walls and new stone flooring. The entrance to Rochdale Railway station is unattractive and has no presence
in approaches from the Town Centre. The aspiration of the Council is to enclose a new public square, with taller
buildings, including a more prominent and visually attractive façade entrance feature to the station perhaps of at
least 2 storeys in height, perhaps combining new rooves over the existing platforms. The railway boundary walls will
be refurbished, perhaps with some public art.
The steps leading to the now disused southerly platform at the station will require repair and refurbishment. The
GM Stations Alliance are developing proposals for a community platform park project alongside other community
facilities which could be co-located within the railway station as a focus of the Masterplan area.

rochdale.gov.uk
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The Council would like to see improved passenger facilities currently provided at platform level – ticket office, café,
information relocated to ground level. The ticket office could be provided within a new entrance building facing onto
the public square
It is envisaged that all these objectives will create an enhanced public interface with an improved public realm. It is
important that the Council aspire to utilise its current assets and create a welcome arrival to Rochdale, improving
perceptions of personal safety and navigation.
As a major gateway into the Borough, the regeneration and improvement of Rochdale Railway Station, and the
surrounding land and buildings, represents a strategic priority for the Council to attract new residents and businesses
to the area, contribute to an improved housing offer, create new public realm and open space and to capitalise on
the development and regeneration within Rochdale Town Centre. Rochdale Borough Council (RBC) are working
towards a town-core regeneration plan, which includes plans for around 2,000 new homes, including within the
proposed Station Gateway area. The Council is seeking to promote transit led integrated development and place
making around existing stations with the aim of unlocking the dormant potential of Rochdale station through
dynamic urban regeneration and the creation of a Transport-Orientated Community (TOC). The approach aims to
add commercial benefit through access to transport but critically also aims to realise social value.
Rochdale Station’s redevelopment and regeneration potential is an important vision which offers residents and
businesses an opportunity to develop a sustainable community with a vibrant mixture of living, working and
recreational opportunities.
This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to establish an appropriate framework to guide
and deliver development by setting out the development, design and accessibility principles, and the identification of
focus areas where more specific guidance is necessary.

1.2

The Vision

The redevelopment of the station area will recognise the rich cultural heritage in Rochdale; draw on distinctive
characteristics and amplify to create a modern identity for the Station area. With the station at its heart, a vibrant
and distinctive new Transit Orientated neighbourhood will be created that builds upon the character of the
existing community and heritage assets.
The vision for Rochdale includes:
Future Homes: Delivering new urban homes on sustainable brownfield land.
Future Lifestyle: Embracing a changing urban lifestyle with a broad range of residents choosing to live, work and play
in the town centre.
Future Place: Re-imagining Rochdale as a cultural destination.
Future Mobility: Employing existing and improved transit infrastructure to access to employment, jobs and culture.
The SPD for the station area builds on the strengths of the existing town centre, businesses and community to
enhance them through improvements to the residential and commercial availability, landscape, public realm, and
associated infrastructure. This will be to the benefit of the current community, the wider surroundings, and future
residents of the area and will support the regeneration of Rochdale Town Centre.
The priorities include:
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1.3

Promote the station as a gateway experience creating a new gateway public square outside the station that
enhances the arrival experience to Rochdale towns;
Create a place that has a distinct, vibrant and authentic identity that places people at the centre to celebrate
and build upon the strong local communities and heritage;
Establish a clear hierarchy of movement and access, centred on a transit hub for the future, that is accessible
for everyone to navigate to and from;
Promote a high quality, high density residential led development around the station that is complimented by
a mix of land uses that create a flexible and resilient community that further supports and drives the
economic growth of Rochdale;
Provide uses that create vibrancy and activity throughout the day, evenings and weekend
A ‘place led’ approach built around Streets for All.
To promote healthy living and to support the viability of existing and new businesses.

Purpose and status of the SPD

The purpose of this Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) is to provide a development strategy for the Rochdale
Station area. It outlines potential development opportunities within the area including options for the scale and mix
of future proposals on a number of different sites.
The SPD elaborates upon policies within the Rochdale Core Strategy (2016), notably policy SP3/R – The Strategy for
Rochdale which provides a vision and strategy for the township. The introductory text states that the ‘Rochdale
station and the adjoining area will be regenerated as a new transport/mixed use hub providing an exciting gateway
to the borough’. The policy has as one of its priorities the delivery of a high quality station gateway providing for:





Improvements to and the modernisation of Rochdale Train Station;
Delivering park and ride facilities to maximise use of this major transport hub;
Promoting high quality, high density development that improves the local townscape and builds on the local
character and heritage value of the area; and
Improving access south of the station to provide better links to the surrounding residential areas and Oldham
Road corridor.

The SPD will also be used by the Council as a material consideration when determining future planning applications
and to establish a framework for investment building upon the policies contained within the Council’s Core Strategy
document and the Masterplan which:





Sets out a development vision for the area;
Provides greater certainty on the uses, form and quality of acceptable development, including the public
realm and guidance for development partners on how this might be achieved;
Assists the Council in the assessment of planning applications; and
Provides a basis for future decision on assembling land to provide certainty, including the potential use of
Compulsory Purchase Orders.

Technical evidence
In preparing this SPD:

rochdale.gov.uk
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1. WSP/ Broadway Malyan & GL Hearn – part of the GM2080 team provided technical support on design and
townscape illustrations. More information on the design approach that informed the SPD is provided in the
design principles section later in this document.
2. WSP/ Broadway Malyan & GL Hearn provided support on the accessibility and movement strategy. More
information on the accessibility approach that informed the SPD is provided within the Transport section can
be found in Chapter 6
3. WSP/ Broadway Malyan & GL Hearn provided technical support in terms of viability and delivery strategy
underpinning the masterplan. More information on phasing and delivery can be found in Chapter X
4. The Council worked with the GM Stations Alliance, a newly established partnership between Rochdale
Council, GM Combined Authority, Network Rail, LCR Property and Transport for Greater Manchester.

rochdale.gov.uk
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2.

Background

2.1

Policy Context

The document is designed to supplement Rochdale Core Strategy (2016) however, it should be read in conjunction
with all national and local planning policy and guidance documents including those outlined below; including any
other relevant documents which may emerge during the lifetime of this document as material considerations.

2.2

National Planning Policy Framework (2019)

The Framework sets out national planning policy, providing strategic direction on a wide range of planning matters. It
is supplemented by Planning Practice Guidance which gives further guidance on how policy should be interpreted.
At the heart of the Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. This presumption should be
reflected in the plan-making process and any associated guidance. The Framework states that development should
be approved unless any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits of that development.
The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built environment, which creates better places in
which to live and work and helps make development acceptable to communities. Planning policies and decisions
should ensure that development responds to local character and history, including the surrounding built
environment and landscape setting; however, authorities should not prevent or discourage appropriate innovation
or change. The Framework seeks to ensure that developments establish or maintain a strong sense of place,
optimising the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount and mix that function well,
are safe, inclusive and accessible.
The SPD has been positively prepared. It seeks to regenerate and attract investment into the area and wider
Rochdale Town Centre, taking forward identified opportunities to meet the housing needs and aspirations of the
area’s community both now and in the future.

2.3

Core Strategy (2016)

Rochdale Core Strategy (2016) is the key element of the development plan for Rochdale and will be used in
determining planning applications for sites in and around the station area.
Key policy implications are set out in relation to each site identified in this SPD but it will be important to consider all
the relevant policies of the Core Strategy when preparing site-specific proposals.
The Core Strategy identifies policy C2 specifically sets out key development principles and proposes the following:



2.4

Focus regeneration and the delivery of a new station area, including homes, retail, leisure and commercial
options; and
Improve the environment, public realm and legibility from the station to the town centre.

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs)

When considering any type of development, relevant SPDs at the time of publication of this document include:
 The Oldham and Rochdale Urban Design Guide Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs);
rochdale.gov.uk
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Affordable Housing SPD;
Climate Change and Adaptation SPD;
Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing SPD; and
Biodiversity and Development SPD.

All SPDs are available to view on the Council’s website.

2.5

How the SPD was prepared

Two companion documents have been prepared as supporting evidence to this SPD. These are:



Rochdale Station Masterplan

Rochdale Borough Council (RBC) commissioned WSP and Broadway Malyan in 2019 to prepare a masterplan for the
Rochdale Station area and identify a vision and priorities in order for the aspirations of the Council to be realised.
The Masterplan was developed in consultation with Members and the collaboration with the Council to ensure there
was agreement on all elements of the masterplan, from the vision through to use framework. The process was
supported by in depth discussions and consultations with statutory consultees and other interested bodies. The
document also outlined key delivery and implementation mechanisms in order for the vision aspirations to be
realised.



Rochdale Rail Corridor Strategy

The document outlines an ambitious plan to create approximately 7,000 new homes and 250,000 square metres of
employment space along the Calder Valley rail corridor. The document provides a high-level masterplan, proposing
major development that is centred around the borough’s five railway stations; Rochdale, Castleton, Smithy Bridge,
Littleborough and Mills Hill, as well as to support plans for a new station at Slattocks and TfGM’s plans for tram –
train pathfinder scheme to connect Rochdale with Heywood via Castleton. The plans priorities the creation of new
neighbourhoods on underused brownfield sites, which are close to local amenities and public transport links.
The strategy is being delivered in collaboration with the newly formed Greater Manchester Station Alliance, a
partnership of Network Rail; Northern Rail; the Greater Manchester Combined Authority; Transport for Greater
Manchester; and regeneration specialists, London and Continental Railways (LCR).

rochdale.gov.uk
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3.

Context

The area covered by this SPD covers an area of approximately XX hectares of land to both the north and south of
Rochdale railway station. Figure 1 refers.

Figure 1 Rochdale Station Supplementary Planning Document Area

The masterplan area is bounded to the east by Oldham Road (A671), Drake Street to the north; Queensway (A664) to
the south; and Milekstone Road to the west. The Calder Valley railway line runs through the middle of the
masterplan with Richard Street and Milkstone Road being primary routes that link the southern and northern sides.
The masterplan area is a mixture of land uses, including the railways station itself: the residential communities of
Milkstone and Deeplish;, a mix of commercial and industrial uses, including Central Retail Park and the businesses
along Milkstone Road; the Greater Manchester Fire Service Museum; and, vacant sites such as the former Iceland off
Well I’ Th’ Lane. There are a several of vacant parcels of land and buildings, such as the northern section of the
Central Retail Park and the Sartex Mill. Two parcels of land, Norwich Street and Haigh Street, are at the time of
writing being developed for housing.

The SPD area has been divided into three focus areas, although it is essential that these are comprehensively designed
to complement each other and its surrounding neighbourhoods. The three focus areas are:

rochdale.gov.uk
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Station Quarter – this incorporates Station North; Station South; and the Fire Station area;
Central Park – this incorporates the existing and former are occupied by Central Retail Park; and
Canal Side – this includes the parcels of land on either side of the Rochdale Canal parallel to Oldham Road.

In all three n focus areas the driving land use is high density residential with opportunities for suitable flexible work /
office accommodation and supporting retail and leisure uses. The area has been recognised as needing investment in
order to meet passenger demand, provide a high-quality gateway space into the Town Centre, provide a clear route
for visitors, quality urban housing as well as improvement to the station facilities for passengers and station area.
Further detail on each focus area can be found in Chapter 7.
Linkages with Adjoining Areas
The area has a natural link with Rochdale Town Centre, via Drake Street and the surrounding communities of
Milkstone and Deeplish. It is crucial that the development within the SPD area is comprehensively designed to ensure
there are coherent physical and visual linkages between the existing and new communities.
Development Framework
Figure 2 below sets out the framework master plan, with the preceding chapters setting out the detail for specific
focus areas which incorporates the strategic guiding principles outlined in and the masterplan and seeks to deliver a
comprehensive strategy to guide development. It establishes development opportunities, existing and proposed
connections, existing local assets and functions, and delivers a co-ordinated plan setting out the proposed direction
and potential phasing of future development across the masterplan area.

rochdale.gov.uk
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Figure 2 – Development
Framework
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Figure 2 Development Framework Map and Key
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4.

Development Principles

The SPD establishes the principles and parameters to guide future development for the next 10 years and beyond.
This will enable the realisation of the vision and objectives for the Rochdale Station area that were established in the
masterplan. The overarching principle of this SPD is the creation of thriving, vibrant, sustainable communities in
Rochdale Station. In order to achieve this, the SPD will seek to efficiently use land, provide a better quality and
variety of housing by type and tenure, good and environmentally sensitive design, improvement to public open space
and public realm and access to employment and job opportunities, community facilities and local services.
In order to make Rochdale Station a desirable and sustainable place to live and work, the SPD places strong emphasis
on the following:









Introduce new residential uses that provides for a mix of types and densities.
Creation of a Station square, with events space and public art
Plan for the phased relocation of vehicle movements away from the main northern entrance around Maclure
Road
Create improved pick up/drop off facilities and bus access to the south along Miall Street
Improve North/South connectivity
Improve walking connections to the town centre, Deeplish and Canalside
Support existing and attact new businesses in the area to integrate Milkstone local centre and community
into the Station Quarter
Increase the capacity of the Metrolink Park and Ride in order to reduce on–street parking by commuters.

These principles are discussed in further detail below.

4.1

Creation of a Station Gateway

The area encompasses the station itself and the area directly outside the northern entrance to the railway station.
The principle here is to seek to create a new public square /civic space that can provide a setting for the station and
surrounding buildings create a sense of arrival into both the station area and Rochdale itself. The aim is to create a
place that has a distinct, vibrant and authentic identity that places people at the centre to celebrate and builds upon
the strong local communities and heritage. With integrated ticketing, the new station square will also function as
part of an interchange between rail and tram.

rochdale.gov.uk
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Figure 3 – Area of Station Gateway
The key elements of this principle are:







4.2

The creation of a new Platform/Station experience and fabric;
Improvements to the arrival and gateway experience;
Improvements to the Station façade facing Maclure Road to create stronger presence;
The creation of a new Community Platform Park;
The creation of a new Station Square to provide arrival, community and event space with pedestrian access
and movement being given priority;
Improvements to public realm with an enhanced sense of place and movement strategy

Relocate vehicle movements away from the Station Gateway

This is a principle that underpins the delivery of a station square that can fulfil the principle set out above. The
removal of all vehicular traffic from the northern entrance to the station and the adjacent approach routes of Station
Road and Maclure Road, rebalances these spaces towards pedestrian and cyclists. The aim is to create a clear
hierarchy of movement and access that is easy and efficient for people to navigate to and from Rochdale Railway
Station and a setting for the new and existing buildings.

rochdale.gov.uk
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Figure 4 – Vehicle Removal
The key elements of this principle are:








4.3

Remove traffic from the station frontage through alternative provision;
Improve pedestrian safety;
The creation of pedestrian priority space with improved public realm, incorporating opportunities for new
public art;
Re-route buses/provide new bus services into the South of the station;
Improved Pick-up and drop-off located to the South of the station providing improved taxi facilities;
Improve connectivity into an expanded park and ride with a new entrance provided from Lincoln
Street/Oldham Road
Provide new taxi rank and disabled parking facilities to the station entrances – Note there will be limited to
north and more provided to south – will be important for taxi trade consultation etc.

Improve North-South Connectivity

This SPD spans both the north and south side of the railway line. As such, it is seen as important that the principles
seek to bridge the severance that is currently experienced to create an integrated community. The aim is to
reconfigure/rebalance the station layout to cater for future passenger growth by developing a network of pedestrian
and cycle routes that are convenient and attractive. Seamless links to the town centre and other designations will be
created, which will promote healthy living and support the viability of the existing and new businesses and
communities.
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Figure 5 – North South Connectivity Modes
The key elements of this principle are:




4.4

Improvements to the underpass environments along Richard Street and Milkstone Road;
Improve perception of safety and sense of arrival;
The creation of a pedestrian friendly, well lit, accessible community gateway under the railway that creates
the opportunity for an enhanced lighting scheme

Improve walking connections to the town centre, Deeplish and Canalside

The promotion of pedestrian friendly routes is key to this principle in order to provide attractive, safe and enjoyable
active travel about the town. The aim is to provide seamless physical links to the town centre and adjacent
communities and to encourage more journeys on foot and cycle. This is illustrated in figure X below:
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Figure 6 – Sustainable Transport Linkages
The key elements of this principle are:








4.5

Clear routes between the station and the Town Centre through wayfinding and public realm design
Use the design and layout of new development to create permeable walking/cycling routes throughout the
area
The opening up of the Central Park area through improvements to pedestrian connectivity;
The creation of alternative routes to the town centre;
Improved pedestrian crossings on Drake Street;
Remove private vehicles from Maclure Road;
Improve links between the railway station and surrounding communities through the enhancement of the
Rochdale Canal towpath.

Integrate Milkstone community in the Station Area

The aim of this principle is to encourage the integration of the existing adjacent communities into the Station Area,
both physically and physiologically. The key is to draw on the vibrancy and established character to help root
proposals into the existing urban fabric. It is essential that the creation of a public square be a canvas for activity,
vibrancy and community, accommodating places for events and to dwell.
The key elements of this principle are:



Improve physical links through improvements to Lower Tweedale Street and Station Road;
Utilise the Station Square to connect as an area for play and public art;
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Create cultural links through the curation of events and inclusion of community events;
Embrace the vitality and vibrancy of the existing area in the public realm;
Incorporate community facilities as an anchor of the area.

Increase Park and Ride Capacity To accommodate both the existing and future increase in the demand for commuter
parking, and to unlock the space for public realm improvements, the capacity of the existing Park and Ride on Hare
Street is required.

Figure 7 - Park and Ride Site
The key elements of this principle are:





4.6

To reduce uncontrolled on-street parking by doubling the existing station parking to approximately 500
spaces.
Creation of multi-storey car park utilising innovative design principles to mitigate visual impact on the
existing residential community;
Improve access into the car park from Oldham Road and Lincoln Street with dedicated bus access and
priority bus measures along Miall Street.
Integrate the car park with other uses such as residential and commercial opportunities, bus and taxi pick
up/drop off facilities.

Provide a mix of densities and housing types

Increasing the density of housing in locations that have a high level of accessibility by sustainable modes of transport
is a key part of the over strategy for Greater Manchester, set out in the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
(GMSF). The strategy sets out that ‘new housing should be delivered at a density appropriate to the location,
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reflecting the relative accessibility of the site by walking, cycling and public transport, in accordance with the
minimum densities shown in Figure 8.
This SPD promotes the emerging GMSF guidance on density of residential development in proximity to rail stations
and Metrolink stops. The utilisation of sustainable brownfield development and town centre living is key to the
achievement of efficient use of space and sustainable development.

Figure 8 – GMSF Minimum Net Residential Density
The majority of the station area is within 400m of the Rochdale railway station and Metrolink stop, as shown in
Figure X below.
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Figure 9 – Distance to Rochdale Railway Station
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5.

Design Principles

It is one of the main aims of this SPD and its proposals to address the key issues and problems identified in the
previous section and to help guide future development in the SPD area whilst ensuring it is of the highest possible
quality. This section sets out key principles for urban design and public realm.
Public Realm
The public realm strategy defines the extent and type of improvements which should be considered in the
streetscape within the SPD area. The potential for the pedestrianisation of key spaces and streets, improvements to
public realm and the review of the highway layout to improve the pedestrian experience will facilitate improved
development opportunities.
The key elements of the strategy are:







Station Square is at the heart of the public realm strategy;
Pedestrian only on Lower Tweedale Street and Milkstone Road between Tweedale Street and Williams
Street;
Improve public realm quality and pedestrian experience along key corridor routes with traffic calming at key
points;
Improve public realm quality and review highway and parking layouts at the entrances to the station, Wet
Rakes Gardens and the junction of Milkstone Road and Tweedale Street;
Upgrade the existing underpass public realm and general experience;
Creation of a Community Platform Park with pedestrian access

Figure 10 provides a visualisation of the above elements.
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Figure 10 – Public Realm Strategy and Key
Key principles are:
1. Create a welcoming and outward looking sense of place.
2. A series of connected public spaces and well overlooked streets should form part of the public realm
network and enhance the sense of place and sense of community.
3. The public realm should be pedestrian and cycle focussed and should strengthen the existing street

grid in order to make movement within and through the north and south of the SPD area, the
Milkstone and Deeplish communities and the wider town centre easier.
Heights Strategy
The building heights strategy aims to generate a medium rise area that shifts in scale and building typology
responding to the context.
Key aspirations are:
1. A suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types should be developed to meet local needs and create a sustainable
community, specifically addressing current exposure to mono-type (flats) and mono-tenure (social rented)
opportunities.
2. 2-4 storey development should primarily comprise of 2- 3 storey town house development with strategic
locations for 4 storey corner blocks which could be flatted accommodation.
3. 5-6 storey development should primarily comprise of 3-4 storey with strategic locations for additional height,
including areas where there is underlying landform and low topography, or architectural moments at
landmark corners - these zones could be flatted blocks or mixed-use development with ground floor areas
allocated to non-residential uses.
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6.

Transport and Access

This section contains a summary of the main transport issues affecting the SPD area, particular, issues that will need
to be taken into account when considering the future development of the Rochdale Station area and revitalisation of
the Town Centre for new development.
The overall objective of the movement strategy for the SPD area is to enable pedestrians, people with impaired
mobility and cyclists to have better connectivity within and to adjoining areas including Rochdale Town Centre.
Across the SPD area, there is a lack of facilities for cyclists and pedestrians and priority is given to motorised traffic.
This reduces choice and channels pedestrians to crossing locations that may be less than conveniently located for
their particular journey.
An inclusive and legible movement network should manifest itself in a well-defined hierarchy of streets, safe
pedestrian and cycle routes, and correct distribution of land uses. The general aims of the access and movement
strategy are to create an interconnected network of streets and public spaces, integrate north and south of the
station along with the Milkstone and Deeplish communities, arrange and align routes first and foremost for ease of
walking and cycling and create a strong connection with surrounded areas (specially the town centre).
Transit Orientated Communities
A Transit-Orientated Community (TOC) is a project that mixes residential and commercial opportunities with the
objective of optimising the use of land and maximising access to public transport. The goal is to achieve important
sustainability aspirations that have the potential to be a great catalyst for adopting new development strategies that
will make Rochdale more liveable. A TOC approach adds commercial benefit through access to transport but critically
also aims to realise social value and provide a ‘plan led’ approach for local and transport authorities.
Central to the wider objectives and strategy for the station area, including the creation of the Station Square, is the
reorganisation of the vehicular movements. The key driver for the vehicle movements strategy is the removal of
traffic from in front of the northern station entrance.
The Streets for All methodology is aimed at delivering a balance between modes within the street network. Walking
and cycling are prioritised and encouraged, and the space available to them is increased to provide a more
comfortable and safer environment. Conflict between modes will be minimised at key points throughout the
masterplan
The key development opportunities and principles are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Removal of traffic from in front of the northern station entrance to facilitate the station square.
Relocation and alternative station pick up and drop off facilities.
New bus services and access to the south of the station along Miall Street.
Relocate and manage access and circulation for general traffic.
Streets for all to promote a hierarchy of movement with priority given to the needs of pedestrians and cyclists.
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Parking Considerations
The car parking principles seeks to balance the needs for commuters; visitors to the existing and proposed land uses;
and, existing and future resident, whilst at the same time maximising the very accessible location of the station area.
This includes exploring the expansion of the existing Park & Ride serving the station and provide a realistic number of
spaces to serve the existing and future businesses and residents. The key elements of the strategy area described
below and set out in Figure X below.

Figure 11 - Parking Considerations
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Key
Park & Ride / Rail Station
Parking
Town Centre (Haji &
Worldwide Food Site)
Fire Station Block

Park & Ride / Rail Station Parking
 The approximate provision of long-stay car parking spaces that are related to the railway station is 300. This
consists of 217 spaces in the Metrolink Park & Ride and 80+ spaces in the streets immediately surrounding
the station; for example, Miall Street.
 Based upon the current and latent demand, in addition to background growth in demand over time, it is
considered that the Park & Ride provision should be circa 500 spaces. Further work will be undertaken by
the Council, in parternship with TfGM, to determine the number of spaces and their use/management
Town Centre (Haji & Worldwide Food Site)


Provision of adequate standard for spaces to meet the demand from the following:
o Removal of short-stay spaces in Station Road because of the implementation of the Station Square.
o Removal of kerb-side spaces on Lower Tweedale Street, Dowling Street and Milkstone Road.
o Spaces to serve the existing local Milkstone businesses such as Worldwide Foods as well as new
commercial units.
o Spaces to serve the new residential units.
o Mixed use redevelopment of the Fish Dock site currently used for health staff parking
o Relocation of the Nye Bevan visitor car parking spaces located off Ann Street to facilitate its
redevelopment.

Fire Station Block


Replacement of the residents permit parking spaces (circa 5 spaces) lost on Maclure Road
to accommodate the Station Square.

Vehicle Movements & Circulation
Central to the delivery of the wider objectives and strategy for the station area, including the creation of the
Station Square, is the reorganisation of the vehicular movements. The key element for the vehicle movement
strategy is the removal of traffic from in front of the northern station entrance and re-routing of general traffic to the
southern side of the station. They are shown in Figure X and X below.
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Figure 12 - Vehicular Movements & Circulation (General Traffic)
Station pick-up & drop-off





Provide for kerbside pick-up and drop-off to the south of the station.
Provision of a small short-stay car parking for pick-ups with a capacity for circa 20 vehicles.
Provision of a dedicated taxi pick-up facility to accommodate circa 10 vehicles. Consideration will be given
for increased managed stacking capacity to meet future demand and busier periods.
Provision, where possible, of disabled / Blue Badge parking spaces close to the station entrance.
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Access & Circulation for General Traffic




The primary access to the station for general traffic for pick-up/drop-off is via Oldham Road and Lincoln
Close. Secondary vehicular access is via Richard Street / Lincoln Street from the north, and Durham Road /
Lincoln Street from the south.
General traffic to be removed for Miall Street, Station Road and Maclure Road, although taxis will be able to
travel along for drop-off.
Residential streets of Milkstone and Deeplish to be ‘Access Only’ for residents.

Figure 12 – Vehicle Movements (Buses and Servicing)
Buses
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The Council will work with Transport for Greater Manchester and bus operators to explore options for the
diversion of existing services passing along Oldham Road to serve the south of the station via Lincoln Close,
Lincoln Street and Miall Street.
The existing services passing across the Maclure Road entrance are proposed to be diverted through Miall
Street rather than Station Road. This will require further discussions between Rochdale, TfGM and the bus
operating companies / service commissioners in relation to route change and vehicle type used to pass under
the bridges either side of the railway station.
In the short-term, to enable buses to be able to travel along Miall Street, in its current cross-section, the
kerbside parking will need to be removed on both sides of the road. Subject to further investigation, the
footway on the northern side of may need to be reduced in width.

Servicing


The servicing of the existing residential and commercial properties will continue as per the existing
arrangements. New properties will have their own dedicated servicing arrangements that will be designed to
minimise the requirement to enter the public spaces.
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7.

Focus Areas

Proposals for areas identified in this Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) should take account of the
development, design and transport principles detailed in earlier sections, the overall vision, and the area specific
information set out below (see map below for all character areas). These character areas have been identified
through their different characteristics in order to provide an analysis of the issues and opportunities within the
overall SPD.
Within the Core Area of the SPD boundary, a number of distinct focus areas have been identified. A fourth area
behind the station has been identified of which consist of an existing residential area.
The three Focus Areas are shown of Figure X below and are:
1. Station Quarter – which includes character areas Station North, Station South and the Fire Station Museum
2. Central Park Area
3. Canal Side Area.

Figure 13 – Focus Area in Rochdale Station
Throughout each focus area an emphasis will be to:
 Improve and increase the residential offering;
 Providing a mixture of local amenities;
rochdale.gov.uk
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Providing flexible office workspaces;
Providing multifunctional spaces; and
Improve sustainable modes of access to and from the surrounding areas from the station centre are also
critical in each focus area as is integration with the wider town centre.

The purpose of this section is to set out in more detail how we anticipate these areas to develop, and determine
what role and function they have in delivering the overall vision for the Station area. This includes identifying
appropriate future uses as well as the design and development considerations throughout this SPD.
Proposals for areas identified in this Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) should take account of the
development, design and transport principles detailed in earlier sections, the overall vision, and the area specific
information set out below (see map below for all focus areas). These focus areas have been identified through their
different characteristics in order to provide an analysis of the issues and opportunities within the overall SPD.
The focus areas are not rigidly defined for development and do not imply separate developments are sought or
appropriate for these areas. Instead, development within the whole SPD area should be undertaken in a coordinated manner paying regard to all the guidance in this SPD, in order to deliver a well-planned and designed,
coherent, interconnected and integrated development that delivers the regeneration of the wider Station Area.
The strategy is to create three distinct character areas (numbered 1-3) that are integrated with each other and within
the existing communities.
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7.1

Focus Area 1: Station Quarter

The Station Quarter is at the heart of the SPD and is part of the Defined Urban Area. It is made up of three
component parts (detailed below) – Station North, Station South and the Greater Manchester Fire Station Museum.
It is the main arrival and departure point on the rail network. The main station exit is the first impression of the town
when arriving at the station and therefore it is important to create an impacting first impression when arriving into
Rochdale train station.
The area and approach around the station is key to this SPD and the overall regeneration of the Station Quarter and
wider area. Figure X below shows the Focus Area in the context of the wider SPD area.

Figure 14 – Station Quarter
Key aspects
The station area is immediately adjacent to the train station and Metrolink stop. As a local transport interchange,
within the settlement hierarchy, this station area provides links to local towns and neighbourhoods as well as wider
links to Manchester and Leeds. When leaving the station, the connection to the town centre will be improved as part
of the redevelopment of the area for new public realm of Station Square. There is opportunity for high quality and
well-designed high density housing developments within the Station Quarter. Using the existing high quality
buildings as a backdrop, there is scope to create a sense of arrival and an excellent, safe public space in the form of a
new civic square.
The Station Square will be the heart of the redevelopment and should seek to balance the wider context of the
station requirements as well as with a sympathetic relationship to the conservation area.
The key development principles of this area are:


The formation of a high quality arrival/departure experience through the creation of the Station Square;
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Potential for a new station façade and entrance facing Maclure Road;
Promote the highest density of development;
Provision of civic functions within open space provision;
Provide the most appropriate setting for the high quality historic buildings;
Integration into the Milkstone and Deeplish community areas.

It is envisaged that a mix of land uses would be appropriate within this area including:






Retail and café style developments;
Small scale flexible office space, including those proposed within upper floor of Fire Station Museum;
Residential developments which encompass ground floor commercial space fronting the station and station
square;
Short and long stay parking provision within an expanded Park & Ride;
Elevated open space with the provision of access to the community platform park

The design of new development around the station should demonstrate how it has taken account of the guidance
within the Urban Design Guide and its understanding of form, context, hierarchy, scale and proportion along with the
new Station Square centre and the existing urban form.
The existing key landmarks and buildings should be enhanced through new development or area improvements.
Strong active frontages and the use of quality materials should be appropriate to the conservation setting. There is
opportunity to promote and enhance the conservation area through the SPD. The delivery aims of each area should
provide space for community interaction and deliver high quality new and established neighbourhoods and flagship
developments. Public spaces should be well designed and relate to the buildings around them.

Station North (within Station Quarter Focus Area)
Station North is located immediately to the north of Rochdale station area, in front of the approach of the station
main entrance and exit. The approach to the station currently is a main traffic thoroughfare with a few existing
businesses, Pennine Care Nye Bevan House and some distinctive residential properties which make up part of the
conservation area on Maclure Road. St John’s Church is also a listed building and also makes up part of the
conservation area on Maclure Road.
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Figure 15 – Station North
Maclure Road is currently the main pedestrian route to the town centre from the station. This is to be redeveloped
into a ‘Station Square’. The introduction of a Station Square will act as the main gateway into Rochdale town centre
and will give the arrival into Rochdale a clear visual identity.
Rochdale Railway Metrolink station is located opposite the Fire Station Museum and in the front of the train station
on Maclure Road. The stop is the final stop on the route to the town centre. In the opposite direction the next
station is Newbold and the Metrolink is a direct route to Oldham Town Centre, Manchester City Centre (via Victoria
railway station) and links to the wider Greater Manchester area. There are proposals to pilot tram – train technology
whereby Metrolink vehicles will switch between heavy and light rail tracks at Newbold and provide new rapid transit
connections to Heywood and Bury to the west via Castleton. These services would likely utilise the existing station
platforms and infrastructure. The Station Quarter will include public realm improvements in front of the station and
access to local neighbouring streets. The Worldwide Foods/Haji site located on Milkstone Road will be part of a
redevelopment for a mixed-use development which could also include additional public parking.
Key development proposals for this area include:



The phased removal of all traffic from the station entrance and upgrading of the public realm to create a
new gateway to Rochdale and civic space in the form of the Station Square;
Relocation of the taxi rank, pick up and drop off facilities with increased provision to serve passengers,
residents and local businesses to both the north and south of the railway station;



Provision of new public art;
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Public realm improvements to local streets including the potential to pedestrianisation of Lower Tweedale
Street and the southern end of Milkstone Road, subject to further studies;
Residential development of which will incorporate both new and the redevelopment of the single storey
building on the corner of Station Road/Maclure Road and the former Network Rail car park at the corner of
Milkstone Road/Station Road;
Redevelopment of the Worldwide Foods/Haji site for a mixed use development, possibly incorporating
parking to serve new uses;
New residential uses will face the Station Square with ground floor commercial and retail uses;
Relocation of the Greater Manchester Fire Service Museum into the ground floor of the former Maclure
Road Fire Station building and conversion of upper floor space into offices; and
Conversion of redundant space within Nye Bevan House for flexible office/commercial space or other
community uses.

It is envisaged that a mix of land uses would be appropriate within this area including:




New residential uses facing the Station Square with a mixture of high quality ground floor commercial and
retail uses on the approach to the station, which would also provide local amenities;
Adjacent to Nye Bevan House, Lower Tweedale Street and the southern end of Milkstone Road is to be
pedestrianised including better walking access to the station;
To make use of the existing facilities, conversion of some to the redundant space within Nye Bevan House
can be used as flexible office/commercial space or for other community uses.

Any new development should be well designed and help to contribute to a higher quality streetscape and increase
the legibility of this route. Any new development will be expected to provide solutions in creating a more attractive
railway promenade, including; a requirement for an excellent standard of design, the promotion of better quality
materials that are sensitive to the context of the conservation area, also including well thought out improvements to
the immediate and wider public realm. Building storeys of two and three would be acceptable if they correlate with
the existing urban grain and protect amenity. This SPD will also serve as a catalyst to improving access to the town
centre and the wider town centre objectives.

Station South (Within Station Quarter Focus Area)
Station South is located immediately to the south of Rochdale station around Miall Street and Hare Street. The area
has seen increased footfall in recent years through the reopening of the station underpass and new Metrolink Park
and Ride opening in 2014 and delivery of a new link road from Oldham Road opening in 2017. New residential
development has recently taken place on Durham Street and Norwich Street. The layout of buildings and highways
in this area doesn’t respond to these changes and the station entrance is not visible from the Park and Ride. There
are opportunities to introduce new uses to the area to exploit its connectivity, improve traffic circulation and
management to better respond to the increase in rail demand. The opportunities to re-route some bus services via
Oldham Road and Lincoln Close to serve the south of the station will be explored.
Part of the site is allocated as an Employment Zone through saved policy EC3 Mixed Employment Zone. The route
behind the station would provide improvements to the legibility to access the residential properties on Durham
Street and Neeli Mosque and the surrounding area in Milkstone. Miall Street is heavily dominated by the height of
the railway platform.
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Figure 16 – Station South

A new public square from the southern station entrance would lead to new pick up/drop off facilities and the long
stay Park & Ride Multi Storey Car Park and accessible areas. The railway bridge has an overbearing impact both in
terms of visual appearance and height.
Key development proposals for this area include:






Relocation of the taxi rank, pick up and drop off facilities with increased provision around Miall Street and
new multi storey car park;
The re-routeing of bus services along a landscaped Miall Street as a bus priority lane which would improve
access to the station and the local area;
A Multi-Storey Car Park will be included in Station South for the existing Metrolink/Rail Park & Ride,
businesses and retail, thereby supporting the local economy. This parking capacity would provide
approximately 500 car parking spaces with a direct access from Lincoln Street and would facilitate the needs
of commuters in the area and other existing and proposed land uses.
More permeable open space to connect the station through to the surrounding residential areas and
Rochdale Canal

It is envisaged that a mix of land uses would be appropriate within this area including:



The land currently occupied by the existing industrial uses the face both Maill Street and Hare Street will
incorporate new high density residential developments, including as a wrap-around of the Park and Ride;
The Station South site will facilitate the inclusion of ground floor retail and commercial units that will help to
serve the wider community, local commuters, and provide more integrated access to the front and back of
the station.
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Any future development proposals should fully integrate principles of quality design and construction. Any
development proposals will be expected to achieve high sustainability standards by utilising modern technology
innovations. Construction solutions should be made use of as a pre-intervention to future climate change challenges.

Fire Station Block (Within the Station Quarter Focus Area)
The area is covered in its majority by the Maclure Road Conservation Area. The Greater Manchester Fire Service
Museum is a key asset of community value. The building is undergoing redevelopment to improve the existing fire
station to provide a museum, café, and flexible work spaces and enhancing the local heritage.

Figure 17 - Fire Station Block
The masterplan proposals for the Fire Station Block include the redevelopment of the single storey building on the
corner of Maclure Road/Station Road for high density residential with retail and commercial uses on the ground
floor. The footprint of the building is to be increased further into the Station Square in order align with the current
building lines and to increase the scheme viability.
Key development proposals for the area include:



Redevelopment of the single storey building on the corner of Maclure Road/Station Road for residential
development with retail/commercial uses on the ground floor:;
Redevelopment of the buildings fronting on to Station Road (Deen House) to low rise residential with retail
and commercial uses on the ground floor. This could provide an opportunity to remove residential access
from Maclure Road supporting the development of the Station Square.;
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Redevelopment or conversion of the existing offices on Richard Street for low rise residential;
Improvements to the existing streetscape of Richard Street to create a more pedestrian and cycle friendly
experience. This should create a more residential character to the street with the through traffic
discouraged;
Reconfiguration of the existing car parking to the rear of the Greater Manchester Fire Station Museum to
provide enhanced spaces for residents along Maclure Road as a result of the removal of on-street parking.

In the Fire Station Block the aim is to create a high quality coherent, active and attractive mixed use area as part of
the station approach. Any improvements that enhance the image, visual appearance and safety of the area will be
encouraged. All new developments will be expected to create a strong visual frontage to the Square. Any new
development should be well designed and be sensitive to the characteristics of the conservation area. Each
development should help to contribute to a higher quality aspirational streetscape to further enrich active frontage
on Station Road and Richard Street through redevelopment to low rise high density residential.
Development will be expected to make use of better quality materials and provide improvements to the public realm
area. Any new development will be expected to maintain and enhance activity at ground floor level. This will be
through good quality design, natural surveillance from ‘eyes on the street’; as well as including well-designed and
inviting entrances, creating an open and diverse area and a gateway to the town; and mixed commercial
development to facilitate future needs.
Richard Street will be revised to encourage a more pedestrian and cycle friendly environment and a more residential
feel and adapted to discourage through traffic to create a more sustainable safer environment. This may link into
future proposals for the Central Retail Park.

7.2

Focus Area 2: Central Park – Neighbourhood Rochdale

The Neighbourhood Rochdale, (currently Central Retail Park) site area is in a prominent position on the corner of
Oldham Road, Milnrow Road and Richard Street. The site will be regenerated as part of a new urban community with
accessible routes to the town centre and station. Currently, part of the site is occupied as a retail offering for large
scale high street merchandise stores. The northern half of the site lies vacant. This site is to be redeveloped as a
residential led, mixed use development that is planned to contain a mixture of high density, high quality dwellings
including; apartments, mews houses and townhouses, catering for a wide range of people.
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Figure 18 – Central Park
Key development proposals for the whole area include:








Provision of a high density residential led development that consists of a mixture of types and sizes up to
approximately 500 dwellings.
Provision of community uses and facilities, including small scale retail and commercial uses, positioned on
the main transport routes;
Provision of high quality open space and play provision;
Provision of adequate car parking reflecting the size and ethos of the associated dwelling/apartment and the
location adjacent to the town centre and railway station;
Vehicular access to the site to be predominantly from Oldham Road with minor access from Richard Street;
Provision of a high quality network of pedestrian routes that allow for both local access and permeability and
as an alternative route between the town centre and station area;
Provision of a high quality public realm of which coalesces with the improvement strategy on Drake Street.

The site is in a sustainable and accessible location and is a key site in regards to its relationship to the town centre
and train station. Integrated pathways through Central Park must provide attractive and safe walking routes by
improving accessibility and permeability via high quality to the public realm, which in turn reduces the carbon
footprint through increased walking and cycling.
Drake Street has been identified by Historic England as a Rochdale Heritage Action Zone. The site joins Drake Street
where it meets Maclure Road. Drake Street was historically an important shopping high street which has some
examples of Georgian, Victorian and 20th century architecture and listed buildings. There is an opportunity to revive
the area as a leisure and cultural centre, as well as providing sustainable high quality residential properties making
use of the historical location and co-operative heritage. Any new development should enhance the potential of
Drake Street and be front facing.

rochdale.gov.uk
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7.3

Focus Area 2: Canalside

Figure 19 – Canalside
The Canalside area offers multi flexible opportunities for mixed use development and a range of uses. Canalside will
maximise the benefits of waterside living as well as enhancing the existing amenity offering. The various sites
accommodate industrial and commercial uses which include the former Iceland and Greenfield sites, historic Sartex
Mill and Lincoln Close Industrial Area and connecting areas around the canal corridor.
Key development proposals for the area include:





Provision of residential development that maximises the benefits of the canal feature;
Connects disparate sites together along the canal corridor as well as providing improved walking and cycling
links to the station from comunities further south;
Utilising the existing amenity to enhance the development potential of the area;
Reuse of the existing historic mill building.

There is an opportunity to:





Refurbish the existing mill for a mixed use development including residential and flexible commercial space;
New residential development to the south of the Metrolink/station car park;
Redevelopment of the existing industrial uses off Lincoln Street in longer term for medium density residential
development of which will include a new shared space pedestrian route from the canal through to Rochdale
Town Centre;
Streetscape enhancements to Oldham Road and Lincoln Street.

Within the Canal Side Focus Area there are three distinct land parcels:
 Former Iceland/Greenfield
 Sartex Mill
rochdale.gov.uk
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Lincoln Close

Each site will accommodate a variety of well-designed dwellings, from low to high density. Appropriate size,
proportion, scale and character is expected. There is a focus on providing local amenities to current and future
residents and commuters to the station, creating a sustainable community setting. There is the potential to provide a
vibrant community feel which enhances the area as a desirable place to live by making use of its Canalside location.
The Rochdale Canal is steeped in history, and this historical context can be used as a focus for its regeneration.
A lack of accessible open space in the local community means there is the opportunity to provide and improve the
current offering, which will provide a variety of options for various recreational needs. An urban park will seek to
address the current deficiency of quality green space. The green spaces will also act as a buffer in reducing urban
heat spots. Key routes throughout these sites will seek to provide a high quality approach to public realm design and
will utilise as part of the developments, quality boundary treatments, attractive street furniture, quality surface
materials, lighting and signing etc. in accordance with the Design Guide. Future development should give
consideration to the impact of climate change, water conservation and wildlife through green infrastructure and tree
planting.
The addition of high quality public realm encourages the use of streets and spaces and can significantly add to the
quality of life and the image of the area. Well-designed public realm can create a ‘sense of place’, and enhance new
and existing buildings as well as identifying key gateways and corridors which can encourage further investment.
Key routes that connect to wider open spaces should be protected and improved such as the canal corridor. Local
accessibility needs to be strengthened with a particular focus on improving existing facilities for walking and cycling.
It would be expected that high quality public realm, particularly around Rochdale railway station and along Oldham
Road would be enhanced.
It is envisaged that a mix of land uses would be appropriate to each parcel within this area including:
Former Iceland/Greenfield
This site would accommodate lower density, high quality residential with an emphasis on quality public realm. A
continuation of the tow path on the southern side of the would provide a key corridor through to the Lincoln Street
Industrial Area site, Rochdale Station and Station Area, and the town centre.
Sartex Mill
The site would accommodate a medium density residential scheme with complimentary public open space at a local
scale for the future residents and mixed use workspace and small scale commercial premises at former Sartex Mill
off Norwich Street. The site could be used to accommodate flexible commercial workspaces. Close by are some
existing residential dwellings and this would become part of the new Norwich Street residential area.
Lincoln Close
Lincoln Close is bounded by the railway, Lincoln Street, Oldham Road and Durham Street. Development for this site
would include higher density residential with incorporated public space. Development proposals should seek to
include small scale retail/commercial, as an offering to the local residents and for passers-by. Within Lincoln Close a
linear park in the middle of the development linking the Rochdale Canal towpath towards the station area, thereby
improving local links. The linear park follows the alignment of the new infilled Rochdale Canal to tunnel under the
railway which is a longer-term ambition to restore an onward route through Central Park to the town centre.

rochdale.gov.uk
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8. Delivery and Implementation
Introduction
The need for a robust and coherent delivery strategy has been a core principle running throughout the SPD process
which underpins this SPD. This has included but is not limited to: a realistic and sound understanding of market
aspirations and potential for change and investment, integrated feasibility and viability analysis which seeks to
maximise public and private sector funding streams, and the need for land assembly to deliver the identified
regeneration opportunity.
Comprehensive Development
This SPD supports and seeks a comprehensively planned and delivered mixed-use redevelopment in the Rochdale
Station Area. The re-development should be residential-led, enhancing the range and quality of the residential offer
of the area. A range of uses including a significant number of new residential development, offices, commercial
employment, limited retail uses, leisure and cultural facilities.
In order to deliver the major step change necessary to achieve the Vision, Aim and Objectives set out in the
beginning of this SPD it is considered that, at a minimum, a comprehensive co-ordinated development needs to be
delivered for all the area covered by the character and focus areas
Market Demand Considerations
The Council’s latest Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Draft, 2015) supports a need for the increased delivery of
family houses sized 2-bedrooms and above to meet emerging need. In addition there is a recognised need to deliver
a housing product within the SPD area to facilitate re-housing existing residents to release sites for development.
There is also an identified need for a specialist older persons housing.
Soft market testing undertaken with a number of national and regional regeneration housebuilders and contractors
has supported the view that there is a strong and continued interest in investing within the SPD area.
The Council commissioned GL Hearn to produce market testing of the SPD area. This confirmed that there is a
demand and a market for the development that is proposed within the SPD.
Partnership Working
It is prudent that the partnership working be embedded in the delivery of a comprehensive development.
Delivery Partnership
The procurement of a delivery partner in a Joint Venture is considered to be the most appropriate approach for the
delivery of the Visions, Aims and Objectives within this SPD. The experience and knowledge of an experienced
delivery partner could also be pivotal in achieving the SPDs strategic and high-quality design aims.
Delivery Approach

rochdale.gov.uk
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Rochdale Council working alongside G L Hearn and Broadway Malyan have produced a realistic delivery approach for
the SPD area. Where it is identified to be necessary the Council is willing to use its statutory powers (including
Compulsory Purchase Orders) to facilitate the holistic and comprehensive delivery of development and investment
across the whole area.
The SPD seeks the comprehensive development and regeneration of the area captured within its boundary. Working
alongside its partners, including but not limited to the Greater Manchester Stations Alliance, National Rail and land
owners, it is intended that investment will be delivered through the procurement of development partners.
Any development proposals promoted outside of this structure by individual landowners or interested parties will be
required to demonstrate that they facilitate and contribute to the delivery of the wider regeneration objectives set
out in this SPD and the Masterplan, and do not in any way prejudice its delivery.
Infrastructure and S106 Contributions
The Council will seek S106 contributions where these are necessary to make individual proposals acceptable in
planning terms. The Council will also consider the ring fencing of contributions from development within the area to
support future investment and on-going maintenance of infrastructure, such as public realm and open spaces, within
the SPD area.
Applicants should be aware of the ambitions to deliver wider betterment through the inclusion of improved
sustainable transport opportunities.
Delivery of affordable housing as part of residential developments is an established policy requirement across
Rochdale. Policy C4 of the Adopted Rochdale Core Strategy (2016) requires an affordable housing contribution of
7.5% of the development sales value of the overall scheme, with a preference for on-site delivery of an affordable
product to meet local need. The policy allows for exceptional circumstances where off-site contributions will be
accepted.
Notwithstanding identified local need for affordable housing provision across Rochdale, this SPD recognises the need
to diversify housing supply within the Rochdale Station area. It is recognised that the delivery of market housing
within this area is required to deliver this diversification and to ensure the sustainability of retained affordable
housing in the area – with only partial clearance of the existing estates proposed.
The SPD requires a clear and robust strategy around the strategic delivery of affordable housing, including an
intermediate product, which can and should be delivered through future planning applications. This should include
consideration of retained and improved affordable housing supply, the role for affordable supply as part of new
developments to contribute to the wider implementation of the masterplan (including recognition of the need to rehouse residents from redevelopment areas), and/or the contribution that off-site delivery could make to delivering
the overall ambitions of the masterplan.
Planning Application Requirements
This SPD will be a material consideration in any future planning application relating to any site within its boundary;
accordingly, any planning applications for development within the area will need to be supported by sufficient
evidence and information to demonstrate they embed appropriate responses to the requirements set out within this
SPD. This includes the need for justification for and evidence supporting any deviations from the requirements set
out within the SPD.

rochdale.gov.uk
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The Council has a series of checklists summarising validation requirements associated with different types of
applications, available at http://www.rochdale.gov.uk/planning-and-building/apply-for-planningpermission/planning-permission---home/application-forms-and-guidance. These checklists should be adhered to by
all applications to demonstrate that development is appropriate in planning terms.

rochdale.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 – Glossary - TBC
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Rochdale Borough Council
Strategic Planning Team
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale OL16 1YH

rochdale.gov.uk
01706 924252
strategic.planning@rochdale.gov.uk
rochdale.gov.uk
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ROCHDALE METROPOLITAN BOROUGH LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
An Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) is a measure that public authorities often carry out prior
to implementing a policy, with a view to ascertaining its potential impact on equality. Such
assessments are not required by law, although are a way of facilitating and evidencing compliance
with the Public Sector Equality Duty.
This Equalities Impact Assessment has been prepared as a supporting document for the Rochdale
Station Area Supplementary Planning Document (SPD).
The SPD has been produced to support and guide appropriate development, change, investment
and improvements in the future of the area over the next 10 to 15 years.

Equalities Impact Assessment and Target Groups
The purpose of this Equality Impact Assessment is to ensure the proposed SPD for the Rochdale
Station Area integrates the best outcome for those affected by spatial development and mitigates
any negative impacts, in respect of the protected characteristics defined by the Equality Act 2010.
These are:










Age;
Disability; (Disability Discrimination Act 2005, GLA Disability Equality Scheme 2005,
Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001)
Gender reassignment;
Marriage and civil partnership;
Pregnancy and maternity;
Race; (Race Relations Act 1976, Amendment 2000, Amendment Regulations 2003)
Religion or belief;
Sex; (Sex Discrimination Act 1975); and
Sexual orientation.

This EqIA is an opportunity to consider whether a policy, strategy or approach, affects all groups in
the same way or whether there are is a significant positive, negative or neutral impact on particular
groups before a policy is formally introduced.
On the whole, EqIAs should make sure that equality is placed at the centre of policy development,
highlighting the likely impact of the policy on the target groups and to take action to improve the
policies where appropriate as a result or to demonstrate the potential benefits.
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Appendix 1 Equality Impact Proforma
Department

Strategic Planning

Section
Economy
Date of
Assessment

Person responsible
for the assessment
8/2/21

Kirsty Nicholls
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Name of the
Is this a new
Rochdale Station Area
Expanding on
Policy to be
or existing
Supplementary Planning
Core Strategy
assessed
policy
Document (SPD)
policies C/2.
1. Describe the aims, objectives
The draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to guide planning
and purpose of the policy
decisions relating to the Rochdale Station area. The purpose of this Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) is to provide a development strategy for the Rochdale Station area. It
outlines potential development opportunities within the area, establishing the principles and
parameters to guide future development for the next 10-15 years in the surrounding area.
Specifically looking at:
 Introducing new residential uses that provides for a mix of types and densities.
 Creation of a Station square, with events space and public art
 Plan for the phased relocation of vehicle movements away from the main northern
entrance around Maclure Road
 Create improved pick up/drop off facilities and bus access to the south along Miall
Street
 Improve North/South connectivity
 Improve walking connections to the town centre, Deeplish and Canalside
 Support existing and attact new businesses in the area to integrate Milkstone local
centre and community into the Station Quarter
 Increase the capacity of the Metrolink Park and Ride in order to reduce on–street
parking by commuters.

2. Are there any associated
objectives of the policy, please
explain

The SPD supports the main objectives set out within the Masterplan prepared on behalf of
Rochdale Borough Council and includes a programme of significant consultation with the local
community and local partners. It identified a range of interventions required to improve the
physical appearance of the area including quality and design of the public spaces, better
access and connectivity within the area and to the Town Centre and surround areas, and a
safer and mixed neighbourhood offering a range of community and residential offerings to

facilitate wider regeneration and contribute positively to housing market option and
improvement.
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3. Who is intended to benefit from
the policy and in what way

Private Individuals, Community and Interest Groups, Stakeholders, Land Owners, Developers,
Councillors, Rochdale Council Officers.

4. What outcomes are wanted
from this policy?

It seeks an efficient and effective land use policy which ensures that new development adds to
and supports the regeneration of Rochdale Station area. The area mainly comprises of mainly
commercial buildings but does also include some pockets of other land use and buildings.
Better quality information submitted with planning applications to assist the development control
processes and the implementation of the Core Strategy policy.
If funding or resources were withdrawn.
Unforeseen/unavoidable circumstances.
Complexity of topic.
7. Who implements the policy and
Development Management.
who is responsible for the policy?
Strategic Planning.

5. What factors/forces could
contribute/detract from the
outcomes?
6. Who are
Rochdale Council,
the main
Private Individuals,
stakeholders Community and
in relation to Interest Groups,
the policy
Stakeholders, Land
Owners,
Developers.
8. Are there concerns that the policy
could have a differential impact on
racial groups?

9. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact due to gender?
10. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact due disability?

Y

N

The SPD objectives generally responds well with all racial groups in the defined area in
respect of access to public open spaces, new and improved housing, community facilities,
accessibility etc. All groups in this area will benefit from this and help achieve a high
quality development.

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

Y

N

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users, a suitable mix of tenures, sizes and types developed in order to

11. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to sexual
orientation?
12. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their age?

Y

N

Y

N

13. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their
religious belief?

Y

N

meet local needs over the long term and create a sustainable community. In addition, it
seeks to improve and modernise the quality of some overall residential environment.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

This SPD seeks better design and integration of all developments to ensure a high quality
environment for all users. It seeks to offer a wider variety of residential and commercial
development.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
This SPD seeks appropriate levels of community facilities and services to support new
development in order to serve the area as a whole. Where community facilities include
places of worship.
Therefore, it is anticipated that this SPD will have a positive benefit upon this group.
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14. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to them being
in a marriage or civil partnership?
15. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people who are pregnant
or on maternity?
16. Are there concerns that the
policy could have a differential
impact on people due to their
gender reassignment?

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

Y

N

It is not anticipated that this SPD is likely to have a negative impact upon this group.

17. Could the differential impact identified in 8-16
amount to there being the potential for adverse
impact in this policy

YES

NO

18. Can this adverse impact be justified on the
grounds of promoting equality of opportunity for
one group? Or any other reason
19. Should the policy proceed to a partial
YES
impact assessment

Signed (completing officer) Kirsty Nicholls

YES

NO

NO

20. If Yes, is there
enough evidence to
proceed to a full EIA

Please explain for each equality
heading (question 8-16) on a
separate piece of paper
NO
YES

Signed (Lead Officer) Mark Robinson
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Agenda Item 10
Report to Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
Date of Meeting
Portfolio
Report Author
Public/Private Document

MeetingDateLegal

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plans 2020-21: Quarter 3
Performance Update
Executive Summary
1.

To report progress at the end of Quarter 3 (1st October – 31st December)
towards achievement of the targets contained in the Neighbourhoods
Directorate Plan 2020-21.
Recommendation

2.

Members are asked to review the information contained within the report
and the appendices.
Reason for Recommendation

3.

In accordance with the Council’s performance management framework,
progress toward targets contained within Directorate Plans are to be
reported to relevant Overview & Scrutiny Committees at the end of each
quarter.

3.1

The Quarter 3 progress report for the Neighbourhoods Directorate is
attached at Appendix 1. Actions within each appendix have been colour
coded in accordance with the following criteria

3.2

Red: Action not fully completed or not on track to be completed by the target
date
Amber: Action not fully completed or not on track to be completed by the
target date due to circumstances outside of the directorate’s control
Green: Action completed by the target date
Purple: Action is not yet due for completion but is currently on track
The appendix includes a commentary against actions that are showing red,
amber or purple.
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Key Points for Consideration
4.

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21 Progress

Performance Overview
4.1

83% (19) of the actions included in the Directorate Plan 2020-21 are
ongoing. Three actions are not fully complete and the action due date has
now passed. A further action has now been completed. The chart below
shows the overall performance of the Directorate in meeting its plan targets
at the end of Quarter 3.

4.2

The actions that aren’t fully complete and the due dates have passed
(Amber) relate to:
 Finalise and commence delivery of Climate Change Strategy
 Transform and improve customer digital provision
 Continue to modify the homelessness prevention strategy in line with
legislative changes, GM and national priorities
Quarter 3 Summary

4.3

The Electoral Review for Rochdale is currently in the second consultation
phase. The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE)
responded to our ward proposals and put forward suggested changes
regarding the boundaries which can be consulted on by residents up to 8th
February 2021. We will be informed by the LGBCE on May 11th regarding
the final boundaries.

4.4

Initial internal discussions with members and leadership have taken place to
establish and agree objectives and priorities regarding the development of a
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new Communications Strategy (2020-23). Unfortunately Consultation
sessions have been delayed at present due to Covid-19 work commitments.
4.5
As part of the action to co-ordinate the roll out of Public Service Reform
across the borough a partnership has been put in place (Public Services
Reform steering group) and main governance structures have been aligned.
Ongoing reform activity now fits within this structure. Good Help and MEAM
(Make Every Adult Matter) service models Q3 activity is complete. This has
included specific work linked to the Pandemic along with aligning MHCLG
Community Champions funding with new service model development. An
audit of cases across Adult Social Care, Place Teams and Focused Care
Workers is expected in early 2021.
4.6
The Climate Emergency Working Group will look to establish an action plan
of priority work for the Climate Change Strategy; with the budget being
allocated accordingly. The Council has set aside £1m over 5 years. Some of
the money has already been used to support the recruitment of a Climate
Change Project Manager and there is an intention to use some funds to help
roll out the Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme (a funding bid has been
submitted via GMCA to support implementation of energy efficiency
measures on public buildings). How much we have been awarded will be
announced in mid-late January (up to £11 million). The Climate Emergency
working group will be established in January - stakeholder invitation letters
have been issued.
4.7
As part of the development of a revised Homelessness strategy all available
factors that feed into the strategy have been assessed and quantified and
we are drafting the revised strategy prior to consultation. However the
additional factors generated by the Covid-19 response have necessitated a
review prior to commencing consultation. The fine details of the strategy still
need to be developed in partnership with ACS, Children’s Services, health
and service deliverers. Final development of the strategy will be subject to
the outcome of contract in-sourcing discussions with RBH, which are
underway.
4.8
Analysis of relevant traffic modelling data has now been completed for the
requirement to support the Greater Manchester 2040 Transport Strategy.
We are now awaiting the next stages of the GMTS and GMSF. Traffic
mitigation schemes are continued to be monitored across the network.
4.9
A full review of all tree assets to include mapping and full condition survey to
identify related risks and improvement requirements is still to be completed.
Contractor says this will now be completed May 2021; 90% progress as
present. EM structure to be reviewed with a view to creating and embedding
a long term tree strategy that links in with all stakeholders and land
managers. Tree Strategy draft to be presented to committee in Summer
2021. Draft tree policy in preparation and priority types being grouped to
ascertain future risks areas. All high risk condition trees on Highways and
parks already identified and rectified.
4.10
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As part of the action to support and promote the RBC Eco-Business Pledge
Scheme the Council is required raise awareness with businesses and the
general public. The launch has now been completed with digital information
made available on the RBC website. Due to Covid-19, business support and
advice has concentrated on Covid risk assessments and Covid safe
operating practices. Continuing business restrictions means that priority is
being given to Covid compliance. It is expected that as BAU resumes later in
the year, the promotion of the eco scheme will resume. All participating
businesses are promoted and published on the Council website.
4.11 Alternatives Considered
Not applicable
Costs and Budget Summary
5.

None

Risk and Policy Implications
6.

None

Consultation
7.

Not required

Background Papers
8.

Place of Inspection

Appendix 1 - Neighbourhoods
Directorate Plan 2020-21 Q3

For Further Information Contact:

Number One Riverside, Smith Street,
Rochdale OL16 1XU

Ben Jorgensen, ,
ben.jorgensen@rochdale.gov.uk
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

N2001 Lead an Electoral Review to ensure areas have the recommended numbers of voters

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2001.A

Consultation and engagement on the proposals

31 August 2020



100%

30 September 2020



100%

31 March 2021



60%

86%

% Complete

The first phase of consultation is now complete.
N2001.B

Final council report submitted to Boundary Commission

Both the sizing and boundary reports have been submitted to the LGBC.
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N2001.C

Final decision on the ward and councillors numbers made by the Boundary Commission

The LGBC responded to our proposals and put forward suggested changes regarding the boundaries. We are currently in a second phase of public consultation which will
end on Feb 8th 2021. We will be informed by the LGBC on May 11th regarding the final boundaries. They agreed with the proposal for the number of councillors and have
confirmed this will remain at 60.

N2002 Plan for and deliver Census 2021

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2002.A

Confirm work programme following guidance from Office of National Statistics

31 August 2020



62%

% Complete
100%

The Council has appointed Census Lead Officers who are in liaison with ONS about the requirements. A project plan is in development to outline the key tasks and the
stakeholders that need to be involved. Meeting have taken place with officers earlier in the month regarding the census delivery and a timeline has been provided by
ONS.
N2002.B

Recruitment and communication complete for census 2021

31 March 2021



25%

We have a communication plan which links to the national communication campaign. We are currently promoting the various roles via our social media channels and
networks. We are also starting to liaise with key stakeholders about census messages to key audiences - schools, protected groups etc.
Directorate Plan New. v4_2
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Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

N2003 Develop new Communications Strategy 2020-23

31 January 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2003.A

Consult members and leadership to agree objectives and priorities

31 October 2020



10%



10%

10%

% Complete

Initial internal discussion has taken place. Consultation sessions have been delayed due to Covid-19 work commitments.
N2003.B

A refresh of the council’s communication strategy will be completed during 2020/21, following
the conclusion of our current three-year plan

31 January 2021
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Initial work plan is being developed in relation to this. Due to Covid-19 work commitments the communications strategy will now be completed in 2021/22. Lessons learnt
from communication over the previous 12 months will be included within the strategy.

N2004 Expand super-fast broadband to at least 25% of the borough through Full Fibre to premises
project

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2004.A

Agree with Greater Manchester partners how benefits of super-fast broadband will be
maximised across the borough

31 December 2020



30%
% Complete
20%

GMCA have a GM One Network programme that is currently formulating a business case to provide the options as to how overlay services can be provided on top of the
full fibre network.
N2004.B

67 premises (of 99) with a public sector presence across the borough connected with full fibre to
increase connectivity

31 March 2021



50%

Installation work commenced in December 2020. It is envisaged that 25% of sites will be completed by the end of March 2021. DCMS (Department of Culture, Media and
Sport) have extended the deadline for when the grant money can be spent until 30/06/2021 due to some delays caused by COVID implications to the wider programme.
N2004.C

Enable the use of the full fibre for residents and businesses through engagement and
appointment of a market supplier

31 March 2021



20%

In terms of enabling the use of full fibre for residents and businesses. The GM One Network business case will identify the options available and recommend the way
forward.

Directorate Plan New. v4_2
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Action Plan

Due Date

N2005 Work in partnership to implement new community safety plan to reduce Crime and disorder

31 March 2021



Ref.

Due

Status

30 November 2020



50%

31 December 2020



60%

31 March 2021



20%

N2006 Implement plans to prevent community tensions and support a more cohesive and integrated
community

31 March 2021



100%

Ref.

Due

Status

31 March 2021



N2005.A

Name
Implement new ‘Reducing Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour’ borough-wide action plan and
strategy with partners

Status

%Complete

43%

% Complete

Action Plan has now been drafted. New Crime and ASB Priority Group now established. On course to finalise March 2021.

N2005.B

Implement new ‘Reducing Reoffending’ borough- wide action plan and strategy with partners
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Action plan now drafted. Awaiting sign feedback from RSCP Board prior to finalising.

N2005.C

Complete Community Safety Partnership information sharing protocol with partners

IG Team reviewing. Still in draft form.

N2006.A

Name
Work in partnership with the voluntary sector in the delivery of cohesion and integration
activities to support the recovery of the borough post Covid 19

% Complete
100%

Participation of several community group meetings online with support from Action Together e.g. Fortnightly Inclusive Messaging Group, Fortnightly Grassroots gathering
meetings and quarterly Equalities Assemblies.
There is approval from the RSCP to explore opportunities to layer in Safer Communities priorities into some of these groups.
Directorate Plan New. v4_2
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Action Plan

Due Date

Status

N2007 Co-ordinate the roll out of Public Service Reform across the borough

31 January 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2007.A

Partnership put in place to support reform activity across Council, partners and Health and Social
Care following reform benchmark exercise

31 October 2020



%Complete

75%

% Complete
100%

Partnership is in place (Public Services Reform steering group) and main governance structures have been aligned. Ongoing reform activity now fits within this structure.
Continued development of new service models as health and social care and voluntary sector
31 January 2021

50%
transformation takes place
Good Help and MEAM (Make Every Adult Matter) service models Q3 activity is complete. This has included specific work linked to the Pandemic along with aligning
MHCLG Community Champions funding with new service model development. An audit of cases across Adult Social Care, Place Teams and Focused Care Workers is
expected in early 2021.
N2007.B
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N2008 Complete roll out of integrated place teams and develop plan around future delivery

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2008.A

Complete annual citizen-led leadership challenges in partnership with GMCA

31 December 2020



88%
% Complete
100%

Ageing in Place, MEAM and Good Help have been identified as priorities by citizens and leadership challenges are in place with associated action plans. The MEAM and
Good Help work has coproduced metrics in place to enable transparency when working with citizens / people with lived experience. This includes participatory research,
which was undertaken during Qs 2-4.
N2008.B

Following pilot stages, embed place teams, as part of neighbourhood and locality working,
demonstrably contributing to the reform and effective delivery of public services

31 March 2021



75%

Place Teams are established in localities to the extent that case work is undertaken across a range of multidisciplinary teams. However, the level of integration with the
local neighbourhood teams varies by place and is more embedded in localities where a physical provision (pre covid) has been in place.
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

N2009 Finalise and commence delivery of Climate Change Strategy

30 November 2020



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2009.A

Agree priorities of dedicated budget

31 October 2020



%Complete

25%

% Complete
25%

This a task for the Climate Emergency Working Group. The group will establish an action plan of priority work and the budget will be allocated accordingly. The Council
has set aside £1m over 5 years. Some of the money has already been used to support the recruitment of a Climate Change Project Manager and there is an intention to
use some funds to help roll out the Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme (a funding bid has been submitted via GMCA to support implementation of energy efficiency
measures on public buildings. We will find out how much we have been awarded in mid-late February (up to 11 million).
N2009.B

Development of delivery plan to address climate change

30 November 2020



25%
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The working group will be established in January - stakeholder invitation letters have been issued. The intention is to organise a first meeting of the group to consider
development of an action plan.

N2010 Transform and improve customer and digital provision

31 December 2020



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2010.A

Final sign off and action plan in place for Rochdale Digital Strategy

31 October 2020



75%

% Complete
80%

A draft strategy was in place, but work has been delayed in finalising due to covid-19 commitments. Lessons learnt through Covid, including issues around digital exclusion
and digital poverty will be included in the latest draft. Engagement will take place with Corporate O&S and a draft strategy will be shared with Informal Cabinet in March
prior to wider consultation.
N2010.B

Agree future role and scope of the Council’s Customer Contact Centre
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31 December 2020



70%

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

Engagement has been taking place with services to develop an overarching plan for the Customer Contact Centre around people and place. This is due to be completed by
March 2021.

N2011 Continue to modify the homelessness prevention strategy in line with legislative changes, GM
and national priorities

31 December 2020



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2011.A

Audit existing strategy

31 July 2020



86%

% Complete
100%
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The system change process has been accelerated by the extraordinary measures dictated by the response to Covid 19 and this has modified the parameters of the audit of
the existing strategy. The audit is 100% complete, subject to changes brought about because of impending government/Covid related changes and requirements. Phase 3,
implementation of service delivery changes, is now ready to consult on and discussions have commenced with RBH regarding the possible in-sourcing of contracts. A bid
for transformation funding is under consideration.
Identify strategic priorities including issues relating to housing access and supply, out of Borough
30 September 2020

70%
placements and early intervention and prevention
Work has been undertaken to try and align commissioning priorities being undertaken by colleagues in ASC to assist the council in meeting statutory housing
responsibilities and how this should support homelessness prevention. Delays to decisions on transformation funding, the intense pressure on homelessness services to
respond to daily service pressures; the ongoing impact of covid on both housing supply and numbers at risk of homelessness and the process to bring statutory housing
services in house will continue to impact and prevent forward motion. The need to make changes to the Council’s allocations policy is also becoming a growing barrier to
enabling the council to meet housing demand. The development of a GM Homelessness Strategy is so far disappointing in content although reflects an overall ambition to
prevent homelessness. It reflects determination to ensure that homelessness prevention will be achieved through the assistance of coproduction and a holistic approach
to improving health, life chances and employment, however, the current draft is unlikely to reflect any meaningful action to address fundamental issues of housing
supply. Hence OOB will continue to be a pressure.
N2011.B

N2011.C

Establish a regional Strategy sub group

31 October 2020



100%

31 December 2020



75%

Groups are in place, organised by the Combined Authority.
N2011.D

Develop a revised Homelessness strategy

All the available factors that feed into the strategy have been assessed and quantified and we are drafting the revised strategy prior to consultation however, the
additional factors generated by the Covid response have necessitated a review prior to commencing consultation. Still at 75% as the final details need to be developed in
partnership with ACS, Children’s Services, Health and service deliverers. Final development of the strategy will be subject to the outcome of contract in-sourcing
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

discussions with RBH, which are underway.

N2012 Modify the Council’s Housing Allocations Policy and Scheme to meet statutory requirements and
makes the maximises the use of housing stock in the borough

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2012.A

Review of current policy and scheme to ensure it is fit for purpose

30 September 2020



45%

% Complete
75%

The draft revised policy remains at 75% complete, however the consultation process has commenced with the RPs to ensure that their input is included in the revisions.
N2012.B

Complete phase 2&3 of Commission of business transformation study/service development

31 October 2020



50%
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Phase 3, implementation of service delivery changes, is now ready to consult on and discussions have commenced with RBH regarding the possible in-sourcing of
contracts. A bid for transformation funding is under consideration.
N2012.C

Develop and implement quick wins from 6 agreed prototypes

31 December 2020



25%

Quick wins programme has been delayed by the need to implement the response to Covid. 25% complete. Discussions are underway with ACS to implement the first of
the changes.
Phase 2 – Develop consultation and implementation plans for longer term changes identified
N2012.D
31 January 2021

75%
through Phase 1&2
Underway 75% complete and consultation underway to allow completion.
N2012.E

Review housing outcomes

31 March 2021



0%

31 March 2021



45%

Review will follow implementation of the changes.

N2013 Accelerated Housing Programme
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2013.A

Delivery of 4 sites of agreed annual accelerated programme to planning stage and start on site

31 December 2020



%Complete

% Complete
40%

Discussions are underway with RPs and colleagues in Planning to assess S.106 needs across the pipeline of sites. Sites for high value housing being identified and an
approach that will secure targeted development is being devised.
N2013.B

Deliver recommendations and action plan from consultant study to inform approach to
delivering higher value housing

31 March 2021



50%

Development of the guidance continues still at 50% but progress is being made. Details will need to be site-specific and options are being worked-up.

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2014.A

Complete Analysis of all relevant traffic modelling data

30 September 2020



100%

31 March 2021



75%

N2015 Re-procurement of the Highway Service Term maintenance Contract

31 March 2021



5%

Ref.

Due

Status
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N2014 Develop and deliver the infrastructure proposals that are required to support the Greater
Manchester 2040 Transport Strategy which will help to support the emerging Greater Manchester
Spatial Framework

87%

% Complete

Modelling work is now complete and awaiting the next stages of the GMTS and GMSF.
N2014.B

Identify traffic mitigation measures

Traffic mitigation schemes are continuously monitored across the network.

Name
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% Complete

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Undertake Option appraisal and Determine Scope and complete tender documentation for new
Contract

Status

%Complete

31 January 2021



10%

31 March 2021



10%

31 December 2020



0%

31 March 2021



0%

N2016 Highways contributions to tackling climate change; develop and deliver the policy, strategy and
infrastructure that will deliver on the objectives of the Greater Manchester Clean Air Plan

31 March 2021



38%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2016.A

Engage on a review of all potential EV charging sites

31 March 2021



50%



15%

N2015.A

Cabinet report delayed until February 2021.
N2015.B

Commence formal tender of the contract

Still awaiting confirmation of preferred delivery.
N2015.C

Award Contract

Not Appicable at present
N2015.D

Commence new Contract
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Not Appicable at present

% Complete

The last review is now fully complete. 1 new site has been identified and is being worked on for implementation (Heywood CC).
N2016.B

Develop a policy and live strategy for EV’s

31 March 2021

Work stream needs further development with Climate Change Officer. A greater understanding of the challenges has been gained since last update.
N2016.C

Work with all Stakeholders to ensure all signage is agreed and ready for implementation for the
Clean Air Zone

31 March 2021

Road safety Audit taking place and final sign designs have been approved. Construction phase looking to take place in the new year.
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50%

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

N2017 Develop and implement a strategy to tackle fly tipping more effectively

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2017.A

Identify best practice in other local authorities

30 June 2020



60%



50%

30%

% Complete

Work on options to tackle fly tipping in back alleys. Further progress delayed by officer time being spent on pandemic response.
N2017.B

Analyse data to identify contributing factors from an area/neighbourhood perspective

30 June 2020
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Use of Alloy mobile working app has gone live for HIT teams to enable more efficient working and recording of fly tipping. Other work on going.
Cabinet report on adoption of strategy and work plan

31 October 2020



10%

Implement strategy and delivery programme

31 March 2021



0%

N2018 Environmental Management Contributions to tackling climate change; develop a highway, parks
& open space tree management strategy

31 March 2021



35%

Ref.

Due

Status

N2017.C
Delayed.
N2017.D

Work not due till later in the year.

Name

% Complete

Carry out a full review of all tree assets to include mapping and full condition survey to identify
30 June 2020

90%
related risks and improvement requirements
Survey of trees in parks and cemeteries still to be completed. Contractor says this will now be completed May 2021 90% progress. EM structure to be reviewed with a
view to creating and embedding a long term tree strategy that links in with all stakeholders and land managers. Tree Strategy draft to be presented to committee in
Summer 2021.
N2018.A
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

N2018.B

Due Date

Develop a long-term (ten year) tree assets management programme of work and related policy

30 September 2020

Status

%Complete



50%

Draft tree policy in preparation and priority types being grouped to ascertain future risks areas - 50% progress. All high risk condition trees on Highways and parks already
identified and rectified.
N2018.C

Cabinet report on adoption of strategy and related policy alongside invest to save capital bid to
enable delivery

30 November 2020



0%



0%

Cabinet report delayed until work identified in N2018 B is completed and agreed 0% progress. Draft expected Summer 2021
N2018.D

Implement strategy and commence programme of works

31 March 2021

Survey off all parks assets initiated in trail park (Springfield). This is with a view to exploring feasibility of creating a net negative/or at least zero-emission park.

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2019.A

Identify and implement schemes to encourage staff to walk, cycle, car share or use public
transport to get to work and travel between sites

31 March 2021



0%

31 October 2020



25%

31 October 2020



90%
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N2019 Develop a Green Travel plan for staff based at Green Lane depot. Implement a communications
plan to reduce food waste. Implement measures to reduce energy consumption and reduce our carbon
footprint at Green Lane depot

53%

% Complete

Not started due to pandemic response and guidance from government to avoid public transport use and car sharing.
N2019.B

Work with GMCA and WRAP on campaigns to reduce food waste in the residual waste bin

No further progress due to pandemic response, GMCA delaying their food waste campaign until 21/22.
N2019.C

Identify measures to help green our vehicle fleet

Compliance date put back to 2021 by TfGM. Vehicle replacement programme (VRP) re-profiled due to COVID. 90% of small vans now electric. Full review of all fleet
including machinery to be carried out Spring 2021 with a view to refreshing capital programme requirements of the service.
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Identify measures to increase energy generation at Green Lane depot and identified Parks/open
space

Status

%Complete

31 March 2021



100%

N2020 Support the development and implementation of the GM Clean Air Plan to tackle nitrogen
dioxide exceedances

31 March 2021



86%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2020.A

Support TfGM with the development and delivery of other stakeholder engagement events

30 September 2020



N2019.D

Work completed and connected to mains on 03/10/20.

% Complete
75%
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Supported development of consultation documentation and questionnaires. Provided links and contacts for trade engagement / focus groups. Work will continue in line
with delivery plan up to submission of FBC.
N2020.B

Support TfGM with the development and delivery of the statutory consultation around the GM
Clean Air Plan

31 December 2020



100%

Supported the public consultation for both GM CAP and MLS. Shared all consultation documents and digital content with stakeholders, businesses, taxi trade and the
public.
N2020.C

Support TfGM in the production and submission of the Full Business Case for the GM Clean Air
Plan

31 March 2021



85%

Consultation responses being analysed. Impact of Covid-19 being analysed and evidenced. Both will inform the FBC submission. Governance / sign off for FBC planned for
June / July 2021.

N2021 Support and promote the RBC Eco-Business Pledge Scheme

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2021.A

Raise awareness of the RBC Eco Business Pledge Scheme with businesses and the general public

31 March 2021



Launch complete, digital information available on the RBC website.
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77%
% Complete
100%

Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

N2021.B

Due Date

Increase the number of businesses pledging to be Eco- Businesses

31 March 2021

Status



%Complete

33%

Due to Covid 19, business support and advice has concentrated on covid risk assessments and covid safe operating practices. Continuing business restrictions means that
priority is being given to covid compliance. It is expected that as BAU resumes later in the year, the promotion of the eco scheme will resume.
31 March 2021



100%

N2022 Maintaining Statutory Compliance to our assets

31 March 2021



75%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

Ensure all testing and inspection is in place to our operational assets

31 March 2021



75%

N2023 Increasing energy efficiency to our asset portfolio

31 March 2021



87%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

N2023.A

Looking at new initiative ways to reduce our energy costs and promote reducing our carbon
footprint

31 March 2021



100%

31 March 2021



75%

N2021.C

Promote and celebrate the businesses who pledge to be Eco-Businesses

Participating businesses are promoted and published on the Council website – action complete.
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N2022.A

% Complete

Statutory testing/inspection 75% completed, existing energy efficiency schemes

% Complete

Salix bids submitted 100% February announcement on funding approvals.
N2023.B

Work with GM authorities on new energy initiatives including green alternatives to gas

Ongoing communication with other districts determining new energy initiatives and added to the bids for potential funding.
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Action Plan

Due Date
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Status

%Complete

Agenda Item 11
Report to Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
Date of Meeting
Portfolio
Report Author
Public/Private Document

24th February 2021
Thriving Economy
Ben Jorgensen
Public

Economy Directorate Plans 2020-2021: Quarter 3 Performance
Update
Executive Summary
1.

To report progress at the end of Quarter 3 (1st October – 31st December
2020) towards achievement of the targets contained in the Economy
Directorate Plan 2020-21.
Recommendation

2.

Members are asked to review the information contained within the report
and the appendices.
Reason for Recommendation

3.

In accordance with the Council’s performance management framework,
progress toward targets contained within Directorate Plans are to be
reported to relevant Overview & Scrutiny Committees at the end of each
quarter.

3.1

The Quarter 3 progress report for the Economy Directorate is attached at
Appendix 1. Actions within each appendix have been colour coded in
accordance with the following criteria

3.2

Red: Action not fully completed or not on track to be completed by the target
date
Amber: Action not fully completed or not on track to be completed by the
target date due to circumstances outside of the directorate’s control
Green: Action completed by the target date
Purple: Action is not yet due for completion but is currently on track
The appendix includes a commentary against actions that are showing red,
amber or purple.
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3.3

Appendix 2 provides information on the Q3 performance of Rochdale
Development Agency.

Key Points for Consideration
4.

Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21 Progress

Performance Overview
4.1

100% (11) of the actions included in the Directorate Plan 2020-21 are
ongoing. The chart below shows the overall performance of the Directorate
in meeting its plan targets at the end of Quarter 3.

Quarter 4 Summary
4.2

During Quarter 3, a total of 1783 residents received employability and skills
support, 273 secured new jobs and 351 completed courses in growth
sectors. A total of 116 new jobs were created with RDA assistance. The
Kingsway Logic scheme was fully let.

4.3

Rochdale received an ‘in principle’ £17m funding offer from the Future High
Streets Fund. This will contribute towards the Riverside Phase 2 project. A
Towns Fund bid was also submitted for £25m.for various projects, including
the Advanced Machinery and Productivity Institute (AMPI) on Kingsway and
new homes on Central Retail Park (Neighbourhood Rochdale).

4.4

Over £117m of external funding has been secured through the work of the
Directorate in 2020/21. This includes £31,712,800 of GM devolved funds
with a further £328,000 of funding secured. Further bids for the GM
Brownfield Land fund for the Neighbourhood Rochdale, British Vita and
Castleton station were submitted. Draft Heywood and Littleborough Town
Centre Masterplans will be presented to Townships in early 2021.
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4.5

Preliminary work commenced on the Junction 19 Link Road project and a
planning application submitted for a first phase of commercial
development. .

4.6

Work to decant services from the Town Hall was completed. The new GM
Fire Service Museum is on track to open later in 2021 branded as
FIREGROUND.

4.7

Good progress was made on several brownfield housing schemes with a
planning application submitted for 101 homes on the former Carcraft site in
Castleton. Countryside Properties will commence redevelopment of the
former Dunlop Mills, Castleton for 225 homes in early 2021 using a £1.65m
grant secured from the GMCA brownfield land fund. Capital and Centric and
Wilmott Dixon were appointed to redevelop the former Central Retail Park
site for around 220 homes, which will comprise the first phase of the
Rochdale Station Gateway project. Enabling works also commenced on the
Rochdale Riverside Phase 2 scheme with a detailed planning application
submitted.

4.8

The Estates team completed the disposal of eighteen assets, achieving
capital receipts of £500k. Despite the pandemic, rent collection rose to
94%. No rent increases will be implemented until the Covid crisis
ends. Terms were agreed for a new letting of Number One
Riverside. However, the Directorate is unable to meet savings targets from
strategic investment from the Property Growth Fund due to a lack of suitable
opportunities. Business centres have remained open with Covid secure
practices in place during the latest restrictions and occupancy remains high
at over 90%. The impact of Covid and retailers opening late means the
business rates growth target is unlikely to be met. Rental payments on main
investment properties have been restructured but not reduced.

4.9

Consultation on the Publication GM Spatial Framework Plan was withdrawn
following the decision of Stockport Council to withdraw itself from the Plan.
Further work is taking place to consider an alternative approach to the
preparation of a joint Plan with remaining GM Districts. This will delay
preparation of a new Local Plan. The Council approved the 2040 Transport
Strategy and Delivery Plans, including a Local Transport Plan. However,
work on a new planning enforcement plan was suspended to allow the
service to focus on a surge in enforcement cases which has continued
during lockdown.
Alternatives Considered

4.10 Not applicable

Costs and Budget Summary
5.

None
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Risk and Policy Implications
6.

None

Consultation
7.

Not required

Background Papers
8.

Place of Inspection

Appendix 1 - Economy
Directorate Plan 2020-21 Q3

Number One Riverside, Smith Street,
Rochdale OL16 1XU

Appendix 2 - RDA Performance
Report Q3

For Further Information Contact:

Ben Jorgensen, ,
ben.jorgensen@rochdale.gov.uk
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Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

E2001 Increase local employment

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2001.A

Support people who are out of work with face to face employment support through Employment Links
and Working Well contracts.- target figure 5000 borough residents

31 March 2021



%Complete

92%

% Complete
90%

In Q3 1783 borough residents have had employability and skills support from the council 'Employment Links team, 273 have secured new jobs and 351 have completed
courses in sectors that are currently in demand and in the economic recovery period. The Work and Health Programme (GMCA commissioned service in the borough) in
Q3 has started to provide support to 83 residents with health conditions and has had 30 outcomes during this period.
E2001.B

Promote and develop the ‘Get Rochdale Working’ social media outlets to widen the take up of local
support. Target of 5500 members

31 March 2021



100%
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By the end of Q3 the annual target was exceeded with 6500 members of the Get Rochdale Working Facebook page, which promotes jobs, training and volunteering
opportunities in a very accessible way for job seekers. We have had number of positive job outcomes through the site and we have referred people onto a variety of
training programmes and employment support provision.
Provide a free local recruitment service to 35 local employers, particularly inward investors

E2001.D

Provide 1:1 support through the Single Point of Access in Economic Affairs for all borough resident or
employer queries relating to skills, employment and health – target 520 unique enquiries.

E2001.C

31 March 2021



100%

Due to the pandemic, a more narrow range of employers have been looking to recruit new staff. Despite this Employment Links have supported 17 employers to find new
staff in Q3. Distribution, social care, health services and supermarkets have been the main opportunities.
31 March 2021



100%

The Single Access Point (SAP) is a single email address and telephone number for individuals (jobsandskills@rochdale.gov.uk) and single point of access for businesses
(business.support@rochdale.gov.uk) which makes it very easy to contact the council and partners via one email or phone call. The total of unique contacts in Q3 for the
SAP were 196 and for the business support 55 which together with the Q1 and Q2 number, now exceeds the annual target. A significant number of calls are in relation to
the economic impact of Covid on both businesses and individuals, particularly those that fall through the gaps of government support.
E2001.E

Talk English: Provide Talk English training to 450 learners. Recruit, provide training and assessment for
43 volunteer tutors. Secure external funding for Talk English in 2020/21 and beyond
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31 December 2020



80%

Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

During Q3, the Talk English Programme assessed and engaged 80 learners and employed nine tutors to deliver 13 classes across the borough. Most classes during Q3
period were delivered face to face with some virtual classes for those that had the digital skills and equipment to access provision online. Rochdale despite the additional
challenges are still on target to engage 150 learners and are exceeding the MHCLG’s expectations who fund the courses. In additional to planned teaching materials we
have had a focus on getting messages out about keeping safe and health promotion. As a result we are hoping to get some additional funding that will support trying to
reduce the health inequalities across the borough and provide more paid opportunities for tutors.
E2001.F

Complete the 2 year Inclusive Skills, Work and Health Plan for the Borough

31 March 2021



100%

Cabinet approved the Plan in September. An implementation plan has been completed with specific target targets that will involve a collaborative approach and will be
updated on a quarterly basis. It will be adapted to take into consideration the challenges and changing landscape as the full economic impact of Covid becomes clear.
E2001.G

Attract new businesses by commencing the development of new industrial units at Kingsway Business
Park and Bradfearns (Oldham Road)

31 March 2021



75%

The tender for the Bradferns scheme will be issued in January 21, expected start on site March 21. A pre-application enquiry has been submitted for the redevelopment of
the Mossfield scheme, Heywood site.
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E2001.H

Secure 90% occupation of the Kingsway logic scheme

31 March 2021



100%

31 March 2021



100%

90% - which is 10 of 11 units let at Logic, Kingsway.
E2001.I

Attract funding to repurpose the upper floor of Maclure Road Fire Station building as office space

Casey Group on site and work progressing. Handover due in February due to C19 delay and delays with new electrical supply meter. This will not delay the fit out
contractor for the museum exhibition space. New FIREGROUND name and branding for the museum launched by the museum team. Reopening date of the new museum
space yet to be announced.
E2001.J

Deliver the 4 Pilot Digital Skills projects to groups likely to be most affected by COVID 19

31 March 2021



75%

One of the digital projects delivered by ELP has engaged with 176 learners and provided learners with 6hrs of digital support. Funding was provided to Action Together to
support organisations that had previously applied for SEED funding that had digital request and this has included integrated mental health and digital support and it has
supported the Digi tech Library. There are ten VCSE organisations involved to date and over 100 residents have benefited from receiving equipment. Talk English have
signed up 40 learners to digital courses that will be twelve weeks long, these were due to start in January but are now on hold along with Crescent Radios project that
requires face to face delivery.

E2002 Create new jobs and safeguard jobs
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74%

Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2002.A

Create minimum 250 new jobs through Business engagement / liaison with existing businesses

31 March 2021



100%

31 March 2021



49%

E2003 Co-deliver a portfolio of target figure 50 companies across the Borough for an Account
Management strategy for Local Businesses through visits to businesses.

31 March 2021



90%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2003.A

Co-deliver a portfolio of target figure 50 companies across the Borough for an Account Management
strategy for Local Businesses through visits to businesses.

31 March 2021



72%

31 March 2021



100%

% Complete

A total of 116 new jobs created in Quarter 3 by RDA assisted companies or projects. The Total New Jobs for the 3 quarters is now 398.
E2002.B

Protect minimum 350 jobs which are at risk in local businesses through engagement liaison

A total of 22 jobs were safeguarded by RDA assisted companies. The total is now 171.
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% Complete

Main focus has been on COVID support , but 13 contacts have been made with 1 face to face meeting.
E2003.B

Consult with100 businesses per annum through Place Board Ambassadors scheme/Deliver up to 4
events per annum, one each quarter

We have had two Ambassador events in Q3 - Andy Burnham, 226 registered; And 2nd December with Dunsters, WCCTV, BES and RSNW, 140 registered. The next event is
planned for March with Sarfaraz Akram, CEO of Lancashire Farm Dairies.
E2003.C

£30m of public & private sector investment generated by assisted projects

The Q1 figure is £57m, which is for Rochdale Riverside.
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Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

E2004 Promote and say yes to good development

31 March 2021



Ref.

Due

Status

31 March 2021



E2004.A

Name
Engage private sector to bring forward brownfield land for housing across the Borough e.g. Akzo
Nobel, British Vita, Carcraft,

Status

%Complete

66%

% Complete
75%

Planning application submitted on Car Craft for new homes with land included for school. Homes England have now completed shortlisting and selected three bidders.
LPA feedback given and HE now selecting development partner. Anticipated discussions will commence in March 2021. Planning application for Vita expected in Spring
2021. Planning consent granted for 225 homes on Royle Road, Castleton with work due to commence Q4.
E2004.B

Support submission of reserved matters application(s) for phases of Junction 19 South Heywood
development

31 December 2020



75%
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First large scale reserved matters application submitted for new industrial unit with associated ancillary office accommodation. Discussions under way about second
major commercial scheme with anticipated submission Q1 2021. First phases of residential development expected to be submitted for planning during 2021.
E2004.C

Secure minimum of 460 new housing completions

31 March 2021



75%

31 December 2020



75%

Annual target – this will be reported in Q4/year end.
E2004.D

Adopt Castleton and Rochdale Station Gateway Supplementary Planning Documents

Draft Supplementary Planning Documents have been prepared for public consultation during Q4 with presentations to Cabinet and Township Members.
E2004.E

Publish Interim Position Statements for S106 Contributions

31 December 2020



50%

31 December 2020



50%

S106: Work suspended as will now be aligned to work on new local plan.
E2004.F

Adopt new Enforcement Plan

Work on enforcement plan suspended to allow team to focus on a surge in enforcement cases which has continued during lockdown.
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Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

E2005 Create vibrant Town Centres

31 March 2021



81%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

% Complete

E2005.A

Produce annual action plan for Rochdale Town Centre Delivery Plan

30 June 2020



100%

The Action Plan was updated in September 2020. The service will prepare a refreshed document at a later date to support further investment and funding bids for the
town centre
E2005.B

Heritage Action Zone – complete South Parade works

31 March 2021



75%
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Contractor appointed for Drake Street and South Parade PSiCA Scheme. Works will commence in Q4 and should be complete by March 2021. A new Project Officer has
been successfully recruited and will take up post in Q4.
Secure developer partner and detailed planning permission for Phase 1 housing on Central Retail Park
site

E2005.D

Adopt Rochdale Station Gateway Masterplan and Delivery Plan

E2005.C

31 December 2020



75%

Capital & Centric appointed through the Procure hub Framework alongside Wilmott Dixon as Contractor. Full design team appointed and design work commenced in Q2.
Designs progressed to RIBA stage 2. Design will continue through Q4 with public consultation ahead of planning submission Spring 2021.
31 December 2020



75%

During Q3, a Draft Supplementary Planning Document has been agreed with the GM Stations Alliance and will be published for consultation during Q4. The Alliance has
also completed work on a Rail Corridor delivery programme of regeneration projects around each of the Borough's five railway stations.
E2005.E

Agree Town Centre Masterplans for Heywood, Middleton and Littleborough and explore funding
strategies

31 December 2020



75%

A Draft Heywood Town Centre Masterplan has been completed and will be presented to Township for approval during Q4. A Draft Littleborough Masterplan will be
presented to Pennines Township for consultation during Q4 and forms part of the wider Rail Corridor Strategy work. Further consultation will take place with Middleton
Township to prepare a new Masterplan for Middleton Town Centre.
E2005.F

Complete enabling works for Rochdale Riverside Phase 2 and submit a detailed planning application
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31 March 2021



75%

Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

The enabling works contract started on site in mid-October and will continue through until Summer 2021. The RIBA Stage 3 designs are complete and the planning
application was submitted in December 2020. Delivery and funding options are being considered.

E2005.G

Adopt a food and beverage strategy for Rochdale, Heywood, Middleton and Littleborough town
centres

31 December 2020



75%

31 July 2020



100%

This will be progressed following reopening of food and drink establishments as we come out of lockdown.
E2005.H

Submit application for Future High Streets Fund for Rochdale town centre

Future High Street Fund – the Council has been offered an ‘in principle’ funding offer of £17m from MHCLG. Discussions are underway with MHCLG to clarify the funding
offer. Further updates will be presented to Members in due course.
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E2006 Make the most of our built, natural and historic environment

31 March 2021



83%

Ref.

Name

Due

Status

% Complete

E2006.A

Consult on public realm designs for Town Hall Square

30 September 2020



100%

Completed in Q3. Phase 1 procurement complete and Contractor appointed. Press Release due to go out week of 4th January 2021. Contractor starting on site 4th
January 2021. Phase 2 procurement process is underway with SSQ’s submitted by 18th December 2020 and currently being reviewed. Section 247 consultation for public
realm has now ended. 4 objections received from statutory utilities requesting Wayleave Agreements. These are being dealt with by RBC Legal. Presentation on both
schemes delivered to Members in December. Public consultation also took place in Dec 2020.
E2006.B

Launch grant scheme for Heritage Action Zone

31 March 2021



100%

Drake Street and South Parade Scheme on site 15th February 2021. Deaf and Dumb Institute scheme expected on site before April 2021. Waterside House awaiting
outcome of Listed Building Consent. 4 further schemes at feasibility stage. HAZ Project Officer appointed.
E2006.C

Prepare development brief and agree disposal of land around Tonge Hall
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31 March 2021



50%

Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

Waiting on completion of land transfer from school, subject to SOS approval. Programme will proceed upon completion.
E2006.D

Develop long term strategy for re-use of Hopwood Old Hall

31 March 2021



75%

30 June 2020



100%

Emergency Works completed.
E2006.E

Submit Stage 2 bid for re-use and adaptation of Rochdale Town Hall

The decant process was successfully completed on time and under budget and the building handed over to the Phase 1 contractor on the 4th January 2021. The
programme included the commissioning and construction work to fit out of the vacant retail space at N1R for Registrars & the fit out of 7-11 The Butts for Rochdale Music
Service as permanent homes for both services.
E2006.F

Implement the ELR Growth Strategy to increase visitors and income of the East Lancashire Railway

31 December 2020



75%
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Work on a new Visitor Marketing Strategy has been placed on hold during latest COVID lockdown. Support has been provided to the ELR to secure a grant of £671,000 of
Cultural Recovery Fund from the National Lottery. An income generation strategy will be developed during 2021.

E2007 Provide an effective and efficient portfolio of Council assets

31 December 2020



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2007.A

Implement proposals to restructure the management of the industrial estate to increase performance

30 June 2020



75%

% Complete
75%

Rent collection for the September Quarter has risen to 94%. Only four tenants have debts of three months or more. Logic, Kingsway is now fully let and strong demand for
industrial space continues. No rent increases will be implemented until Covid crisis ends.
Review the Council’s property portfolio to improve asset use, identify development opportunities and
to realise capital value
Work in progress
E2007.B
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31 December 2020



75%

Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

E2008 Maximise income for the Council

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2008.A

Minimum of 50 Council assets reviewed for potential disposal

31 March 2021



75%

31 March 2021



75%

31 March 2021



75%

31 March 2021



100%

75%
% Complete

The Estates team have completed the disposal of eighteen assets so far this year, achieving capital receipts of £500k
E2008.B

Maximise efficient utilisation of Number One Riverside to attract third party occupiers

Page 206

N1R letting in progress. Terms agreed subject to contract.
E2008.C

Deliver savings targets by strategic investment in property through the Property Growth Fund

No purchase completed or in progress in 2020/21
E2008.D

Provide £100,000 income through the promotion of discretionary chargeable Planning services

Over £100,000 of non-statutory planning income has been secured to date through now met target with mixture of Planning Performance Agreements and PreApplication enquiries. The service is reviewing charges for major development enquiries during Q4.
E2008.E

Deliver Business Rates payable growth to secure additional £0.5m

31 March 2021



75%

Total Business Rate income was forecast at £1.7m p.a. however the impact of Covid and retailers opening late means it's not possible to calculate this information for Q2
as the assessments haven't taken place or been updated on the VOA website.
E2008.F

Sustain occupancy and income levels Council managed workspaces schemes

31 March 2021



75%

Rental payments on main investment properties have been restructured but not reduced. Some issues of rent collection due to inability to enforce rent collection.
Possibility of further pressures on income should further lockdown measures be imposed.
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Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

E2009 Capitalise on our investment in regional growth

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2009.A

Apply for and secure minimum £10m funding for Rochdale Borough projects

31 March 2021



%Complete

87%

% Complete
100%

Total GM funding secured for Rochdale projects now stands at £31,712,800. During Q3 a further £328,000 of funding was secured through the GM Stations Alliance for
work on the Rail Corridor strategy and skills funding. Further discussions are taking place to secure grants for housing sites from the GM Brownfield Land fund.
E2009.B

Submit a list of Borough projects for GM Investment Pipeline (GMIP)

31 March 2021



100%
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A list of potential housing, transport and infrastructure projects for inclusion in GM Investment Pipeline was submitted to the GMCA. Work is ongoing to prioritise these
against GM objectives and work with Government to identify funding.
E2009.C

Submit application for Towns Fund

30 June 2020



100%

31 March 2021



100%

Towns Fund bid was submitted in early December.
E2009.D

Submit detailed business case and secure Growth Deal funding for Junction 19 link road

Enabling works have been undertaken on site including removal of Japanese Knotweed, installation of a concrete protection slab over the high pressure gas main,
vegetation strip and setting out of the road line. Substantive works to construct the road will commence in February 2021. A Reserved Matters planning application has
been submitted for a large commercial development on the corner of Harehill Road and Pilsworth Road.
Support GMCA in preparation of funding bids, strategic plans and strategies including:- GMSF, GM
31 March 2021

75%
2040 Delivery Plan, GM 2040 Local Transport Plan GM Local Industrial Strategy
Consultation on the Publication GM Spatial Framework Plan was withdrawn following the decision of Stockport Council to withdrawn from the Plan. Further work is taking
place to consider an alternative approach to the preparation of a joint Plan. The Council resolved to endorse the refresh of the GM 2040 Transport Strategy and Delivery
Plan. A Local Transport Implementation Plan to accompany the GM Transport 2040 Delivery Plan was approved by the Council in December 2020. These will now form the
basis of discussion with TfGM and Government for secure funding to progress our priority transport schemes.
E2009.E
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Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

Due Date

Status

%Complete

Form public / private partnerships to support delivery of development opportunities such as Stations
30 September 2020

75%
Alliance, Northern Gateway
A further £288,000 of funding has been secured through the Stations Alliance to progress planning and feasibility work around Castleton, Rochdale, Smithy Bridge and
Littleborough railway stations. Recruitment to a Northern Gateway project manager post has taken place, a joint post between Bury and Rochdale to progress feasibility
and funding work on Northern Gateway.
E2009.F

E2009.G

Promote 10 year Growth Plan to investors and funders and develop Annual Action Plan

31 December 2020



75%

Marketing of the Growth Plan has continued to take place with public sector partners. There is considerable developer and investor interest in the document and further
promotion of key projects to attract funding will take place in Q4.
E2009.H

Adopt Rail Corridor Development Strategy and develop Annual Action/Investment Plan

31 March 2021



100%

Page 208

Work to update and refresh the Rochdale Rail Corridor Strategy took place during Q3 to reflect more detailed planning work around each of the Borough's five rail
stations. Key indicators setting out the growth and environmental benefits of the strategy have been prepared to support this refresh work. A Draft Masterplan for
Littleborough was completed. The plans for Rochdale and Castleton will be subject to planning consultation in Q4. The Alliance have appointed consultants to progress
detailed design and site assembly work. Discussions are taking place with landowners and potential funders. Several brownfield housing sites are being brought forward
through the strategy. A planning application was submitted in Q3 for the Carcraft site in Castleton. Further sites will come to planning in Q4 alongside a consultation on
the Castleton cycle corridor scheme.

E2010 Deliver high quality and effective services

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2010.A

To determine planning applications to exceed national and local performance targets

31 March 2021



75%

30 September 2020



75%

75%
% Complete

Building regulation full plans applications determined
within statutory time period TARGET = 100% : ACHIEVED = 100% and for Development Management are:
Majors – (Target 60%) - 100%
Minors – (Target 65% - 96.43%
Others – (Target 80%) - 99.50%
E2010.B

Develop training programme for elected Members on planning matters

Various on-going sessions undertaken throughout the year with Planning and Licensing Committee Members. Further detailed training will take place in Q4.
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Economy Directorate Plan 2020-21
Action Plan

E2010.C

Due Date

To manage the Council’s business centres to encourage business and employment growth and to
sustain occupancy levels

Status

30 September 2020

%Complete



75%

81%

Over 90% occupancy achieved. Business centres have been able to remain open with Covid secure practices in place during the latest restrictions

E2011 Deliver more high value and aspirational housing

31 March 2021



Ref.

Name

Due

Status

E2011.A

Develop an aspirational housing strategy for the Borough and pipeline of sites

31 March 2021



% Complete
75%

HVH study finalised and will now inform refresh of Housing Strategy. Pipeline of sites progressed well with some apps moving to detailed planning stage. A sites
presentation will be made to Members during Q4.

Page 209

Work with developers to promote applications for a minimum of 50 new homes on sites for high value
31 March 2021

94%
housing
Soccer Village scheme for 47 high value family homes approved by committee. Honresfeld scheduled for committee in January with recommendation to approve (7 high
value homes).
E2011.B

E2011.C

Support implementation of the strategy by identifying a portfolio of Council assets to market for
aspirational and high value housing

31 March 2021



75%

Sites for disposal are identified through the continual property review process which will bring forward sites for development that, dependent upon consultation
outcomes, may facilitate high value housing. Existing sites already identified, declared surplus and being prepared for disposal in this financial year include Crompton
Avenue, Earnshaw Avenue, Leighton Avenue.
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Major Projects Team – Delivery Plan 20-21

 
Project
Rochdale Riverside 1
(retail & leisure)

Page 210

Rochdale Riverside 2
(residential & Hotel)

1

Summary
 Undertake asset management,
lettings and financial management



Progress detailed design, enabling
works and confirmation delivery &
funding arrangements

Action / Work stream
 Monitoring of on-going asset management and operational
arrangements, maintaining and securing further occupiers,
monitoring the financial cash flow.
 The scheme opened on Monday 6th April with M&S Food. Other
occupiers (Next, Boots, River Island, H&M, Superdrug, Bean, Reel
Cinema and Putt Stars) opened in June and July
 The asset management arrangements are now in place
 October 2020: The financial cash flow continues to be monitored
 Four additional lettings were agreed in Q2 including The Works,
which opened in September.
 January 2021: The financial cash flow continues to be monitored
 Four additional leases have been completed and the Works and
DCM opened in late 2020. A further lease for new occupier is in
legals
 As a result of the most recent lockdown in early 2021, apart from
M&S, Boots and Superdrug, all other retail & leisure units are
presently closed.
 Enabling Works - complete tendering and Implementation
 Completion of Detailed Design, submission of planning application,
identify a viable scheme if possible, confirm the delivery & funding
options and confirm legal/governance structure
 October 2020: The enabling works contract will start on site in midOctober
 RIBA Stage 2 designs are now complete for the main scheme
(residential, hotel, apartments). Cabinet approval secured to
continue detailed design through to planning submission
 Delivery and funding options are being considered.
 January 2021: The enabling works contract started on site in midOctober and will continue through until Summer 2021
 The RIBA Stage 3 designs are complete and the planning application
was submitted in December 2020
 Delivery and funding options are being considered.

Lead
GM & SP

Deadline
March 21



GM & SP

March 21



Rochdale Town Centre
environmental
improvements



Progress delivery of a range of
environmental improvement works
across Rochdale town centre
 e.g. Bell Street works







Drake Street



Coordinate implementation of the
Drake Street strategy and Heritage
Action Zone
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Town Hall & Town Hall
Square



Progress delivery of the Town Hall
and Town Hall Square projects














2

Undertake design work, confirm costs, prepare tender documents,
procure contractors and complete works for a range of
environmental improvement including Butts Avenue, Bell Street,
Smith Street, South Parade, The Walk and other new schemes
identified during 20/21.
The Smith Street paving scheme, public realm and re-modelling of
the steps is complete.
October 2020: The Butts Avenue environmental and property
improvement project will commence in November 2020
South Parade Property Improvement works out to tender. Planning
Permission secured.
January 2021: The Butts Avenue project is onsite and is expected to
be completed by March ’21.
Coordinate implementation of the strategy in accordance with the
approved Delivery Plan and Action Plan to secure the reuse of
vacant properties & sites and the completion of identified
improvement schemes
Implementation of the Heritage Action Zone delivery plan and
PSiCA grants to secure the repair and reuse of heritage assets,
including South Parade
January 2021: Contractor appointed for Drake Street and South
Parade PSiCA Scheme
HAZ Project Officer appointed.
October 2020: Phase 1 out to tender, contractor to be appointed
by December 2020
Planning & Listed Building consent granted for Phases 1 & 2
RIBA 4 for Phase 2 to be completed by December 2020
NLHF grant to be confirmed by October 2020
Public realm proposals agreed to be permitted development
Section 247 submitted for consent for public realm development
Decant of services and artefacts/equipment underway. Fit out
projects for registrar and music service now on site and due to
complete by end December.
January 2021: Phase 1 procurement complete and Contractor
appointed. Press Release due to go out week of 4th January 2021
Contractor starting on site 4th January 2021
Phase 2 procurement process is underway with SSQ’s submitted by
18th December 2020 and currently being reviewed.

GM & NB

March 21



NB

March 21


EB & ER

March 21






Heritage assets



Progress delivery and co-ordination
of a range of heritage projects and
initiatives across the borough

E.g. Fire Station Museum
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Town centre business
support



Undertake a range of economic
initiatives to support existing &
attract new businesses and secure
the re-use of vacant properties,
including a recovery plan for Covid19







3

Section 247 consultation for public realm has now ended. 4
objections received from statutory utilities requesting Wayleave
Agreements. These are being dealt with by RBC Legal
Presentation on both schemes delivered to Members in December
2020.
Tonge Hall - complete land transfer, prepare development brief,
secure planning permission, market the development opportunity
and secure capital receipt. Prepare brief for repair works to building
and delivery programme in dialogue with Historic England
Waiting on completion of land transfer from school, subject to SOS
approval. Programme will proceed upon completion
Rochdale Fire Service Museum – January 2021: Casey Group on site
and work progressing. Handover due in February due to C19 delay
and delays with new electrical supply meter. This will not delay the
fit out contractor for the museum exhibition space. New
FIREGROUND name and branding for the museum launched by the
museum team
Confirmation of proposals for the adaptation, fit out and use of the
first floor of the building and ERDF bid underway. Works to Richard
Street and Drill Hall (ex museum) buildings will commence in
January once the 2 tenants have been relocated. A £1m Towns
Fund accelerator grant will support the works and has to be spent
by end of March 2021.
Hopwood Hall - complete emergency repair works. Work with
Hopwood Hall College to resolves access arrangements. Work with
Hopwood DePree and Historic England to complete a deliverable
strategy and programme for the repair, restoration and re-use of
the building including a review of the existing option agreement
October 2020: Discussions with Historic England regarding Phase 2
of emergency works ongoing.
Heritage Strategy – complete the Heritage Strategy for the
borough.
Yorkshire Street strategy & Water Street strategy - develop a
strategy to improve and re-define the role of the two streets and
attract new investment and new businesses, and improve
connectivity with Rochdale Riverside and the transport interchange
October 2020: The Yorkshire Street strategy & Water Street
strategy will be progressed during 2020 as part of a wider
masterplan review.
January 2021: No further update.

NB & JH

March 21



JH & GM

March 21
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Town centre
Masterplans



Develop a series of masterplans and
strategies to identify development
opportunities to strengthen the
core functions of the borough’s
town centres and support
investment













4

Review, promote and implement the Business Rates relief scheme
and the shopfront & start up grant scheme to secure the reoccupation of vacant properties in the town centres (Rochdale,
Heywood & Middleton)
Due to Covid 19, there has been only a few enquiries have been
received in relation to the business rates relief and the shopfront/
start-up grant schemes.
January 2021: Due to Covid 19 restrictions, very few enquiries have
been received again this quarter in relation to the business rates
relief and the shopfront/ start-up grant schemes.
Prepare an Empty Property Strategy, monitor vacancy levels and
encourage bespoke actions with landlords & agents to secure
occupation of vacant properties
The Empty Property strategy will be progressed during 2020
Liaise and engage with stakeholders and property owners to
support the town centre economy, including liaison with Town
Centre Management, BID Board, Early Evening Economy Board,
Wheatsheaf Centre, Exchange Centre and the town centre recovery
group (Covid-19)
October 2020: work ongoing.
Heywood town centre masterplan - Development of a high level
masterplan to identify opportunities to strengthen the core
functions of the town centre and support investment and
development proposals
Masterplan presented to members and was approved by all. No
major comments have come following the briefing. The next step
will be to present the Masterplan to the Heywood Township Group.
October 2020: Updated Masterplan presented to members briefing
on 30th September for comments. Next period of works will involve
engagement with local businesses and further feasibility into
options to be progressed.
Jan 2021 – Masterplan complete and due to be presented to
Members in Feb.
Middleton town centre masterplan - development of a high level
masterplan to identify opportunities to strengthen the core
functions of the town centre and support investment and
development proposals.
Masterplan presented to members 25/06/2020. Areas of
development agreed. Highways implementations must undertake a
feasibility study to prove functionality for approval by members.

MG & AM

March 21
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Calder valley
masterplans (includes
Station Gateway &
Castleton Masterplan)



Develop a series of masterplans to
identify development opportunities
and other regeneration potential
around the Calder Valley line
stations and support investment










5

Further meetings to set in diaries with members to ensure this item
can be progressed swiftly.
October 2020: Review of masterplan options ongoing following
discussions with members. UTC colleagues are completing
individual junction modelling of the Middleton proposals with the
view of feeding these back into the Aimsun Model which will feed
into the highways interventions included within the masterplan.
Jan 2021 – Latest draft of Middleton Masterplan due to be
presented to Members on the 3rd Feb.
Littleborough masterplan - Development of a high level masterplan
to identify opportunities to strengthen the town centre and
support investment and development proposals
October 2020: Littleborough masterplan presented to Members,
feedback to be incorporated into updated version. This workstream
to be included as part of Rail Corridor work.
WSP are currently reviewing the masterplan and highlighting key
interventions.
Jan 2021 – Work progressing on Littleborough Masterplan.
Highway Movement Framework - complete the review and secure
approval of the revised Highway Movement Framework for
Rochdale town centre.
October 2020: This item is still currently with TfGM who are
running the modelling. It will be progressed during Q3.
Neighbourhood Rochdale (Central Retail Park) – Agree
Procurement process and PCSA stage with Wilmott Dixon and
Capital & Centric, Legal and Governance Structure, Detailed Design
& Approvals, Financial Viability and Funding & Delivery Options
Project team are still going through a period of negotiation and
agreement with WD/C&C to ensure the PCSA is signed off.
Completion is expected in Q2
October 2020: PCSA signed & series of design workshops arranged
for Neighbourhood Rochdale. Unit mix and layout to be reviewed.
Station Gateway / Milkstone Road masterplan - Development of a
masterplan and associated work & resource programme of physical
improvements to create a more attractive retail and living
environment and to secure additional private investment
October 2020: Station Gateway work ongoing – various reports due
from WSP for each project. Design workshops to be arranged with
Planning, Highways and Street lighting to discuss / agree
parameters.

MG & AM

March 21
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External funding



Prepare and submit bids for funding
to the Future High Streets Fund and
Towns Fund












6

Castleton masterplan - Development of a high level masterplan for
Castleton to identify residential opportunities and other
regeneration potential, and to support visitor and economic growth
along the East Lancashire Railway between Heywood & Castleton.
Castleton Masterplan action plan has been finalised. Projects have
been identified. Peter Woodhouse and AM have identified the key
schemes with which RDA input and management will be required.
October 2020: Surface car park at Castleton to be progressed in
conjunction with Bee Network scheme.
January 2021 – Neighbourhood Rochdale RIBA stage 2 report
presented. Unit mix and apartment numbers still subject to review
Station Square Phasing workshop held with WSP, initial stakeholder
consultation session held
Surveys commissioned for Station Square inc Desktop
Archaeological, environmental, GPR & topo
Co-ordination of planning application for car park at Castleton
Littleborough Masterplan to be presented at Towns Board in
February 2021.
East Lancashire Railway - undertake a review of the Network Rail
approved Castleton extension feasibility study and define and
agreed scope of future.
Prepare and submit bids for funding to the Future High Streets
Fund and Towns Fund for Rochdale.
October 2020: £1m accelerator funding bid submitted by the team
and received for the Fire Station project that has to be spent by the
end of the financial year.
Monitor future funding announcement and prepare and submit
bids to the Future High Street Fund and Towns Fund for Heywood &
Middleton where the opportunities arise.
October 2020: Future High Street Fund – the full business case was
submitted in July 2020. A further clarification submission was
issued in October. A decision is expected by autumn 2020.
January 2021: Future High Street Fund – the Council has been
offered an ‘in principle’ funding offer of £17m from MHCLG
Discussions are underway with MHCLG to clarify the funding offer.
The Town Board has been established. Work continues to identify
projects for inclusion in the Town Investment Plan as part of the
Towns Fund

GM, AB &
JH

March 21
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October 2020: Towns Fund Board have identified list of
opportunities and are considering submitting the bid in early 2021
to see outcome of the FHSF bid.
January 2021: Towns Fund bid submitted in early December

Property Team – Delivery Plan 20-21

 
Project
Commercial Property
Portfolio

Summary
 Coordinate implementation of the
effective and efficient management
of the commercial property
portfolio

Page 217
Direct Development
Projects

8



Progress delivery and co-ordination
of a range of commercial direct
development projects across the
borough

Action / Work stream
 Coordinate implementation of new legal agreements and align
rents with market level across the portfolio
 Coordinate implementation of condition surveys and priority works
to achieve compliance and preserve rental and capital values across
the portfolio
 Manage the income, expenditure and service charge budgets for
each industrial estate ensuring compliance and effective
monitoring.
 June 2020: Rent increases while agreed informally prior to Covid-19
have been put on hold. The priority has been to support tenants
during this time and preserve income. Extensive support is being
provided to tenants including rent deferrals where appropriate.
Despite this rent collection of 89% has been maintained for the first
quarter.
 October 2020: Rent for the first quarter has now been fully
recovered. Rent collection for the June Quarter has increased to
94%, the September Quarter is 90%. Only four tenants have debts
of three months or more.
 January 2021: Rent collection for the September Quarter has risen
to 94%. Only four tenants have debts of three months or more
 Logic, Kingsway is now fully let and strong demand for industrial
space continues.
 Bradferns - secure planning permission, coordinate the
specification and tendering of the scheme, market the scheme to
secure tenants and future rental income
 Progress existing opportunity sites and identify new opportunity
sites for income generation, business growth and job creation.
 June 2020: Planning permission has been secured for Bradferns and
the specification has been passed to the Quantity Surveyors to
price and start the tender process – expected start on site Nov
2020.
 October 2020: Expressions of interest have been issued to
contractors to assess the construction market before progressing
with the tender process for the Bradferns scheme. The Mossfield

Lead
LR, ML,
MH &
MN

Deadline
March 21

LR, ML,
MH &
MN

March 21







Environmental
Projects



Progress delivery and co-ordination
of a range of climate change
emergency and renewable energy
projects across the borough
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9

scheme, Heywood, has progressed and layout plans have been
finalised. There is interest from national trade counter occupiers.
January 2021: The tender for the Bradferns scheme will be issued
in January 21, expected start on site March 21. Pre-app for the
Mossfield scheme, Heywood has commenced.
Chamber House Solar Farm – secure planning permission, secure
funding, coordinate the specification and tendering of the scheme,
coordinate the delivery and operation of the scheme
Roof mounted solar schemes – establish scheme viability, secure
planning permission, secure funding, coordinate the specification
and tendering of the scheme, coordinate the delivery and
operation of the scheme
Identify new opportunities for carbon footprint reduction, energy
efficiency and renewable energy generation.
June 2020: A new planning application has been submitted for a 5
MW solar panel scheme at Chamber House. The ERDF grant funding
agreement is being produced and a draft is expected to be received
in July. Grid connection costs are higher than expected, this has
been escalated to GMCA who will engage with Electricity North
West.
October 2020: Oldham have withdrawn from the consortium, 5
authorities remain. The partnership agreement has been delayed to
end of October due to their withdrawal but the funding agreement
has been signed by RBC for a larger scheme.
January 2021: Partnering agreement has been signed. Owners
engineer contract is being procured and will be tendered in Jan 21
Procurement is being done in collaboration with Salford Council
who have a similar scheme.

LR & ML

March 21



Business Parks and Development – Delivery Plan 20-21

 
Summary
 Work with Partners and Rochdale
Council to progress the Junction 19
Link Road Scheme to enable a start
on site in 2020/21

Kingsway Business
Park
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Project
South Heywood
Employment Area /
Junction 19 Link Road

10

Work to deliver development across
the Business Park in accordance
with the overall Strategic Objectives
of the Kingsway Partnership

Action / Work stream
 Secure Growth Deal Funding from the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (through their agent TfGM) including approval
of a Full Business Case, completion of a Development Agreement
between RBC and Russell Homes, and completion of Funding
Agreements with TfGM and Highways England
 Completion of the procurement and formal appointment of a main
contractor for the construction of the Link Road, including a start
on site.
 October 2020: £10.3m of Growth Deal Funding secured in July 2020
following approval of Business Case by GMCA, along with £1.75m
from Highways England and a further £10m from the Get Building
Fund secured in August. Development Agreement signed with
Russell Homes in July 2020. Contractor appointed and work
commenced on site in September. Road scheme due to complete
Spring 2022.
 January 2021: Enabling works have been undertaken on site
including removal of Japanese Knotweed, installation of a concrete
protection slab over the high pressure gas main, vegetation strip
and setting out of the road line. Substantive works to construct the
road will commence in February 2021. A Reserved Matters planning
application has been submitted for a large commercial
development on the corner of Hareshill Road and Pilsworth Road.
 Work with Transport for Greater Manchester and Kingsway
Businesses to secure the continuation of the Kingsway Link bus
service for 2020/21 and beyond
 Agree a commercially acceptable funding package and progress
development of a medium unit scheme on Plot G and progress
design through to planning permission
 Work with commercial letting agents to secure tenants for 80% of
the Logic development and other vacant units on site
 Work to secure further development on one other plot.

Lead
RD/AM/
SP

Deadline
March 21



RD/AM/
SP

March 21











Stakehill Industrial
Estate



Work with Canmoor and other
landowners and occupiers to secure
and enhance the economic
attractiveness of Stakehill Industrial
Estate
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October 2020: Kingsway Link Bus has continued to operate
throughout Covid pandemic with good level of patronage and
continued private sector funding contributions
Discussions continuing concerning the medium sized unit scheme at
Plot G
At Logic, all units are now occupied or legally committed
£3.5m of investment has been secured from the Get Building Fund
for the completion of the remaining highway infrastructure at
Michael Faraday Avenue.
January 2021: Site Surveys and pre-development work continues
on the scheme to install the missing section of Michael Faraday
Avenue. Tenders will be sought from mid-January, with the
submission of a planning application to update on the outcome of
ongoing survey work due in February.
Investigate the feasibility and cost of providing off street vehicle
parking within the estate.
Working with TfGM, investigate feasibility and costs of a providing
a demand responsive link bus to serve the estate.
As part of a Steering Group, work with Stakehill businesses and
specialist consultants to develop the Business Improvement District
proposal covering Stakehill Industrial Estate.
Look for opportunities to extend the industrial estate to create
further development.
October 2020: The BID Steering Group continues to meet and is
chaired by a representative from the private sector. The Steering
Group are working towards a potential vote on the BID in February
2021. RDA’s main activity recently at Stakehill has been providing
business support to mitigate the impacts of Covid 19.
January 2021: The vote on the potential Business Improvement
District for Stakehill has been confirmed for February. If successful,
the BID will become operational in June 2021 for an initial period of
5 years.

RD/AM

March 21



Business Development Team – Delivery Plan 2020-21

 
Work Area
Coronavirus Pandemic

Summary
Provide support to businesses in
Rochdale in response to the economic
impact of COVID-19.
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Lead Generation
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Develop and deliver marketing
campaigns to promote Rochdale to
companies in target sectors.

Activity / Output
June 2020:
 Issued daily news bulletins for first month , then twice weekly
 Signposted businesses to range of support from RBC and partners
 Supported work undertaken by Public Protection in sharing key
safety messages
 Supported Business Rates team in payment of Small Business Rate
Relief Grant
 Developed and processed almost 200 grants under the
discretionary grant scheme
 Supported a business WhatsApp group of c. 80 businesses and
weekly Zoom meetings with c. 20 businesses
 Had telephone contact with 80 businesses and completed COVID 19
surveys to gather info working with GC Business Growth Hub
Oct 2020
 Continued to issue Business Matters on a regular basis, with
recipients now at 1100
 Final grant payments made at the end of August, totalling £2.3m
Jan 2021
 Worked on new round of government grant funding for the
hospitality and leisure sectors
 Paid out almost £1m.
 Work with the council communications department to create the
materials for the inward investment campaign to achieve an up lift
to 50 enquiries for 25 projects
 October 2020: Currently working with NE to develop the tender
document for the consultants who will work with the RDA on this
campaign –
 Jan 2021 - expressions of interest have been received.
 Deliver direct mail campaigns for properties on Kingsway to
generate 5 enquiries for D&B developments & explore how these
campaigns can be done virtually
 October 2020: Just about to commission a project to create a
virtual campaign of Rochdale business parks which will then be

Lead
CH

Deadline
March 21



AS

March 21



Enquiry Handling
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Manage investment enquiries from
businesses working with partners to
provide tailored advice and support.

used in a direct mail campaign to attract a further four D&B
enquiries – we have already had 1
 63.5% (131 out of 206) of the property enquiries are via a digital
source (email via website, contact form, social media). Traffic to the
RDA website has double YTD (based on the enquiries sheet
“source” and crossed referenced with sharpspring).
Jan 2021
 Virtual model of Kingsway will be completed by the end of January
 51% (35 out of 68) enquiries are via a digital source (email via
website, contact form, social media)
 Website – we are getting significantly more traffic (YTD) 5162 v
2341 visitors Q3 2020. News and Contact Us are the two most
popular pages
 Social Media - we’ve gained an additional 193 followers on LinkedIn
and 83 on Twitter.
 Maintain regular contact with MIDAS, Growth Company,
commercial agents and developers. Track number of enquiries
received, and provide quarterly updates
 Work in conjunction with colleagues on promoting Rochdale as a
place to do business and provide support and point of contact for
businesses. Monitor number of successes per quarter
 Complete Safe guarded and new job creation figures every quarter
June 2020:
 Received and responded to 86 enquiries in Q1, working closely with
property agents, developers and partners including MIDAS and the
BGH
 There has been 9 successful investment projects receiving RDA
support in Q1. This includes 2 Rochdale Riverside successes, these
will be added each quarter as the retailers/leisure operators open
 Creating 21 new jobs and safeguarding 6 jobs in Q1. Rochdale
Riverside jobs will be included when the information is available
Oct 2020:
 Received and responded to 123 enquiries in Q2, working closely
with property agents, developers and partners including MIDAS and
the BGH
 There have been 25 successful investment projects receiving RDA
support in Q2. This includes Rochdale Riverside successes, these
will be added each quarter as the retailers/leisure operators open
 Created 261 new jobs and safeguarded 143 jobs in Q2.
Jan 2021:

MM

March 21







Sector Development

Devise and develop projects in target
sectors to strengthen the case for
inward investment in Rochdale.
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Location Promotion

Develop an inward investment campaign
to promote Rochdale as a business
location regionally and nationally.
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Responded to 68 enquiries in Q3, continuing to work closely with
partners, agents and developers
8 successful investment projects receiving RDA support in Q3 which
includes 3 inward investment projects
116 new jobs to the borough and 22 safeguarded. Rochdale
Riverside information will continue to be added when the
information is available.
Develop Advanced Manufacturing Park proposition for the
Northern Gateway
Develop Advanced Machinery Institute proposition
Establish and run bi-monthly manufacturing, logistics and digital
sector groups
Develop proposition for Rochdale Fire Station with digital and
creative community.
June 2020: Continue to work with developers on AMP at Northern
Gateway. Value proposition work underway for AMPI and Funding
for Business Case secured from Innovate UK. Sector group work
ongoing with manufacturing and digital. Business plan for Fire
Station being finalised and conversation set to be held with Richard
Tang from Zen Internet.
October 2020: International Benchmarking and value proposition
completed for AMPI. A workshop has been held with industry to
understand interest and one-to-one discussions are being held with
the support of AMPI’s project director. Strategic discussions
underway with partners including Zen Internet and the Business
Growth Hub to finalise the business plan for the Fire Station.
January 2021: Bids for AMPI have been lodged under the towns
fund programme and with NPL, the Strength in Places programme.
We expect the outcome of these bids in Spring and if successful,
they would be worth £15m of capital and £23m of revenue.
Negotiations are underway to procure an operator for the fire
station with the business plan finalised.
Map out investor journey and sales decision process
Develop PowerPoint slide deck or virtual investor programme
Review CRM and datasets.
June 2020: Strategic review of RDA’s activities and understanding
of how Covid 19 might impact these activities undertaken, including
potential impacts on sectors, opportunities and threats.
October 2020: Covid review complete and significant opportunities
related to manufacturing identified. Expression of Interest and

NE

March 21



NE

March 21





Account Management

Develop strategic relations with account
managed businesses, working with
partners, in target sectors Rochdale.
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Rochdale
Ambassadors

Work with This is Rochdale to deliver
local networking events and develop the
This is Rochdale programme.
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procurement process to be undertaken in October / November to
support delivery of inward investment campaign. Zoho will be in
place as new CRM by end of October.
January 2021: Inward Investment campaign tender process has
been delayed to February to allow for the development of
propositions for AMPI and Northern Gateway. Soft market
tendering has been completed and specification has been
produced. The new CRM has been adopted and has been
integrated within the lead generation and enquiry handling
activities.
Make 80 account management visits or hold virtual meetings
Introduce senior leaders where appropriate
Develop new initiatives to support and strengthen the local
business community and embed them in Rochdale.
June 2020: Q1 focus has been on the response to COVID 19 and
supporting businesses (see content above)
Oct 2020 – 23 businesses contacted with 11 of these being F2F
visits
Some businesses new to the account management programme as
contact had been established following the discretionary grant
scheme
Hosted a Zoom event to promote electric vehicles in conjunction
with TfGM.
Jan 2021
Little account management undertaken with focus on COVID
support
13 contacts have been made with only 1 face to face.
Deliver quarterly ambassador events – real or webinar
Identify, facilitate / broker with the ‘new normal’ meetings
between key decision makers who will affect investment decisions
into Rochdale
Create assets such as talking heads videos for use in the promotion
of Rochdale as a business location
Deliver positive news for Rochdale from the ambassadors achieving
at least 12 pieces of positive PR in publications based outside the
borough.
October 2020: The next Ambassador event will be held on 14th
October with GM Mayor Andy Burnham. So far 200 people have
registered for the event

CH

March 21



AS

March 21





The creation of assets will be included in the inward investment
campaign
 9 positive PR stories issued for outside of the borough issued. Focus
going forward will be to get greater coverage in the trade press and
national coverage.
 34 press releases were issued in total during Q2
Jan 2021
 We have had two Ambassador events in Q3 - Andy Burnham, 226
registered, 151 attended, 8 downloads of the video and 242 views
of the video; And 2nd December with Dunsters, WCCTV, BES and
RSNW, 140 registered, 119 attended, 7 downloads of the video and
50 views. The next event is planned for March with Sarfaraz Akram,
CEO of Lancashire Farm Dairies.
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RDA Performance Indicators 2020-21
Annual
Target

Q3

Cumulative
Total

Number of successful investment projects receiving RDA assistance

30

8

43

Number of jobs safeguarded by RDA assisted companies

250

22

171



Number of new jobs created by RDA assisted companies or projects

350

116

398



£60,000,000

£57,000,000



200,000

200,000



Performance Indicators

Total level of property investment secured (£)
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Amount of commercial floor space built with RDA support (sq. ft.)

Key





Achieved




High Risk of project not being achieved

17

Progress on track to achieving target
Steady progress with minor risk of potential
delays

Not Achieved

Commentary



Figures include the Rochdale Riverside
scheme

